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Foreword  
"This monograph was prepared in 1972–73 and is presented here in substantially the same 
form. The author wishes to express his deep appreciation to the Center for the Study of 
World Religions of Harvard University, U. S. A., its then Director, Prof. Wilfred Cantwell 
Smith and present Director, Prof. John B. Carman for the warm hospitality and 
innumerable facilities offered to him, including the grant of a Visiting Scholarship at the 
Center, which enabled him to pursue his research and prepare the present monograph." 

With these words the author concludes the original edition of this monograph which 
appeared 1981–82.1 Unfortunately there have been few readers in the western world till 
now having got knowledge of this publication. This is all the more regrettable, as 
Mahinda Palihawadana's monograph is a philological masterpiece, both cautious and 
keen, which has brought about remarkable results on the social world of the Rigvedic 
Aryans and their inner and outer conflicts. Discontented with Paul Thieme's 
influential, but, as some Vedologists concede behind closed doors, in some essential 
respects fanciful theory of ari as the 'stranger' in the Rigveda and the aryans as 'the 
hospitable ones', Palihawadana set out for a completely new, exhausting contextual 
analysis of ari, this "enfant terrible of Vedic exegesis"2. The core of Palihawadana's 
results may be best summarized with his own words, taken from the preface of his 
ensuing study The God of War and Lavishness3, p. iii:  

"It is here argued that ari was the designation of the tribal chief among the early Aryans, 
there being only one ari in a given jana or tribal unit. In early clashes with the Dasyus this 
older tribal leadership stepped aside and yielded place to their youthful and militant 
descendants (sons or grandsons), who are designated in the RV by the terms arya and sūri. 
The ari chiefs, continued to hold a position of power in the tribes, mainly owing to the 
fact that the wealth of the tribe, which in the main consisted of its cattle and other 

                                                             
1 Vidyodaya Journal of Arts, Science and Letters [the official journal of the Vidyodaya University of Sri 

Lanka, precursor of the present Sri Jayawardanapura University], Vol. 9. №s. 1 & 2, January ‒ July 
1981: 37‒112 and Vol. 10, №s. 1 & 2, January ‒ July 1982: 1‒59.  
http://dr.lib.sjp.ac.lk/handle/123456789/399; http://dr.lib.sjp.ac.lk/handle/123456789/362. 

2 Maurice Bloomfield in his review of Zum Wörterbuch des R̥gveda by Walter Neisser. Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, Vol. 45 (1925): 160. 

3 Palihawadana, Mahinda: The God of War and Lavishness   (Panaluwa, Padukka, Sri Lanka 
[Publication № 119 of State Printing Corporation] 1996 . 
https://www.academia.edu/778848/THE_GOD_OF_WAR_AND_LAVISHNESS. 

http://dr.lib.sjp.ac.lk/handle/123456789/399
http://dr.lib.sjp.ac.lk/handle/123456789/362
https://www.academia.edu/778848/THE_GOD_OF_WAR_AND_LAVISHNESS
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livestock, was traditionally under their command. In course of time they began to adopt 
some aspects of the settled way of life of the Dasyus (frugality and regular agriculture, 
perhaps) and, in consequence, also some of their ritual practices. Angered by this policy, 
and smarting under the loss of prestige that it entailed, the r̥ ṣis, the spiritual mentors of the 
Aryans, began to oppose the ari — and one of the principal expressions of this offensive 
was the Indra cult and the call to action which it implied. This was addressed almost 
exclusively to the more youthful members of the ari families, namely the aryas. These 
protégés of the r̥ ṣis are depicted as ever eager to win or wrest the ari’s wealth, with which 
they then dealt in a characteristically lavish style. The r̥ ṣis sought to consecrate these 
militant aryas with kṣatra (ritually bestowed right of rulership), and to get them chosen as 
rājans in the tribes, thus replacing the ari with a leadership that vigorously supported the 
policy of Aryan expansion." 

In its sociolinguistic orientation Palihawadana's investigation was far ahead of its time. 
Only in the recent 10-15 years the research focus has widened again in this direction. In 
the 70's and 80's there was no fertile ground for receiving an attempt at seeing traces of 
the real Vedic world in the text of the Rigveda. In 1977, Oswald Szemerényi in a short 
note condemned Palihawadana's theory as "nebulous".4 Hardly a jugdement could be 
farer from the truth. At that time, though, Szemerényi – who always has been an 
open-minded scholar, curious for new insights – could know no more than a brief 
article.5 So he didn't see the philological evidence behind the theory. 

In 2015 I organized a Symposium in Munich together with Walther Sallaberger. The 
title of the Symposium was "Völker und Sprachen" (peoples and languages) – 
provokingly simplistic in view of the intricacies involved in this subject. Our aim was to 
investigate the structure of general concepts testing them in the application to different 
empirical case studies, ranging from Echnaton's Egypt to Atatürk's language reform. In 
this Symposium I delivered a talk on "the Aryans in Old India". During the 
preparation to this talk I came across Mahinda Palihawadana's publications. Step by 
step I realized that they belong to the most important contributions to this subject. 

In the beginning of this year I wrote a letter to Mahinda Palihawadana, expressing my 

                                                             
4 Szemerényi, Oswald 1977: Studies in the Kinship Terminology of the Indo-European Languages,  with 

special references to Indian, Iranian, Greek and Latin. In: Varia 1977. Acta Iranica, troisième série, 
Vol. VII (= Acta Iranica 16), Leiden (Brill): 139. 

5 Palihawadana, Mahinda: A new approach to the interpretation of R̥gvedic ari. In: AÑJALI: Papers on 
Indology and Buddhism, A Felicitation Volume presented to Oliver Hector de Alwis Wijesekera on 
his sixtieth birthday, ed. J. Tilakasiri; Peradeniya, Sri Lanka, 1970: 88-96.  
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gratitude and admiration. And there came a response. During our correspondence the 
idea came up to republish the monograph on ari, in a better readable version at a better 
accessible site. Michael Witzel was so kind to encourage me to prepare a new edition, to 
be published in EJVS. Here it is. 

The original text appears now in a completely new typesetting.6 Old typos have been 
removed, new typos hopefully avoided. Tina West did a fantastic job in proofreading. 
All RV citations are taken now from van Nooten's & Holland's text (Harvard 1994). In 
some cases I replaced a bibliographical reference by a later edition. So, in case of the 
Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, I took the second edition from 1984 and changed 
the lemma references respectively. An index of text passages and a subject index will 
follow soon. 

 

 

München, 30.11.2017          Peter-Arnold Mumm 

 

 

                                                             
6 I chose the EB Garamond font by Georg Duffner. Thank you, Georg, for this excellent and beautiful 

font!  http://www.georgduffner.at/ebgaramond/.  

http://www.georgduffner.at/ebgaramond/
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PART ONE 

I. What Lies Behind R̥gvedic ari ? 
Some years ago the present writer took up a project of writing a dissertation on the 
secular leadership in the R̥gveda period. In the process of this work he found his 
attention constantly drawn to that peculiar R̥gvedic word ari with its characteristically 
ambiguous sense.7 The word occurred in numerous contexts which seemed distinctly 
connected with the subject with which the writer was then concerned. 

The problematic nature of the word was already reflected in the oldest Indian 
commentarial work, the Nirukta of Yāska. This work renders ari as (a) an unfriendly 
person and (b) a potentate (i.e., foe and lord).8 

In rendering the word ari, modern translators have also found it impossible to be 
consistent. Thus Geldner frequently uses the German equivalents of “nobleman”, 
“rich patron”, “great lord”, “possessor of power” and so on to translate ari; but at other 
times he uses “rival”, “mighty foe”, “miser”, etc. — thus bringing out the double 
character of the meaning of the word.9 

In 1938 Paul Thieme, the respected German Indologist, published his famous 
monograph Der Fremdling im R̥gveda in which he attempted the task of unravelling 
the meanings of this word.10 He argued that if the ‘prevalent’ senses of the word are so 
divergent (as e.g. is reflected in the Nirukta comment), then its original significance 
could not have been either of these widely different meanings but something else from 
which these meanings should have developed in the course of time. In Thieme’s view, 

                                                             
7 F. pp. 5ff. esp. 8-10. 
8 Nirukta S.7. Yāska’s explanatory words are amitra and īśvara, in that order. Yāska was not 

commenting on the history of the semantics of ari; so the order he followed is not material to our 
discussion. (Nirukta 5.7 Sarup = 52.2 of Calcutta ed., p.500). 

9 F. pp.8 ff. 
10 F. and M.A. 
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that original meaning was “stranger”.11 

Pondering on the contexts in which ari was used, from the point of view of one 
studying the problems associated with leadership, the present writer became convinced 
that all was not yet right with the interpretation of this crucial term. 

The semantic common denominator for most uses of ari in the RV is that of 
association with wealth.12 And the regular pattern of the statements regarding the ari 
can best be summed up in the form of a “norm and exception”. 

Norm:   

• The ari has riches (: the source of glory). 
• They are to be won from him. Help our sūris to win them.13  
• The sūri is the good worshipper and the generous giver, not the ari.14 
• The ari’s worship is below par.15 
• Accept our worship, bypassing the ari’s.16 
• The ari gives us trouble and pain, denies us our due. 
• Give us aid to stand up to these.17 

References to the ari are normally found in statements like the above ones, in 
invocations addressed to the Vedic gods, especially Indra. 

Exception:  

• The few statements that associate the ari with conditions contrary to those 
evident in the above statements constitute the exception.18 Notably such 
exceptional statements depict the ari as a generous donor or an acceptable 

                                                             
11 F. p.10. 
12 Mahīdhara on V.S.33.82 : arya = dhanasvāmin. Cattle constituted the main dhana in Vedic times. See 

also Geldner. Ved.Stud. III, 83. 
13 See Ch. VII, 3, below. 
14 Chh. VI, VII, VIII, below. 
15 Ch. VII, below. 
16 Ch. VIII, 6. 
17 2.23.12-15, 4.50.11, 6.59.8, 8.48.8, 9.79.3 etc. 
18 Ch. IX below. 
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worshipper or one who promotes the sūri and encourages his liberal ways,19 but 
again always as a wealthy man, a possessor of cattle. 

To one who reflects on these statements, it would appear that the basic premise on 
which Thieme built his argument is open to question. After all, if the word carries the 
meanings “foe” and “lord”, the latter could well have been the original sense. If the 
chief (lord) turns out to be hostile for some reason or other, then in the very position 
of chief he may become the object of one’s displeasure and opposition. The one sense 
(“lord”) would be the word’s denotation, while the other (“foe”) would be one of its 
significant connotations. 

One does not have to go very far to look for similar words in other languages. Take, for 
example, a word like capitalist. Its denotative significance is the same to all, i.e., owner 
of capital. But its connotations would be distinctly different to communists or 
socialists on the one hand and to those with another political outlook on the other. To 
understand the distinction satisfactorily, one has to have an acquaintance with the facts 
of an ideological situation. 

It would seem that ari too was such a word — whose true meaning lies hidden in the 
mist of our ignorance of its “social-political” context: the early tribal chieftaincy pattern 
and the stresses to which it must have been exposed in the first few centuries of the 
Aryan presence in India. 

After all, one of the first creative sociological events in Aryan history in India must 
have been the change from migratory tribe to the settled tribal state. This could by no 
means have been such a trifling event, involving as it must have done vast changes in 
habit, ritual and values. The adaptations called for might not have been palatable to all 
alike. In the stresses and strains of such a situation, the tribal leadership might have 
been exposed to certain kinds of opposition. 

Thus, if the word ari meant “lord”, as the Nirukta would have it, then it would not be 
surprising that we may have to answer the question, “Did the chief turn out to be a foe, 
and if so how?” in order to unravel the further complexities of its semantics. 

To put our problem in its true perspective, and in order not to overlook or 
under-estimate its extreme complexity, it is necessary to remember that it is from ari 

                                                             
19 E.g. 1.9.10, 1.126.5, 1.150.1, 4.38.2, 8.1.22. 
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that the ethnic designation ārya (Aryan) is derived.20 This makes it doubly difficult to 
think that “stranger” was the original meaning of the word. 

And also, we cannot forget the other derivatives of ari: arya (explained by the Indian 
grammatical tradition as meaning “master” and “vaiśya”21), and aryaman, a deity of the 
Āditya group. 

When one studies the usages of ari, arya, ārya and aryaman from the perspective of 
the evolution of leadership, it seems likely that ari was an ancient designation for the 
tribal chief and holder of wealth and that, due to reasons that remain to be clarified, the 
chief at some point of time became an object of dislike to some among the Aryans 
themselves.22 If this was so, it would satisfactorily explain much of the complexity of 
the semantics of the word. 

If we take the meanings given by Yāska as representing the denotative and connotative 
senses of ari as recorded in a tradition worthy of our respect, we could explain the 
semantic development of the cluster of words concerned somewhat as follows: 

ari   chief (as holder of wealth and power). 
arya (a) pertaining to an ari; having power; chieflike; noble; hospitable. 

(b) pertaining to an ari; having wealth; vaiśya.  
ārya   (a) of the community of tribes whose chiefs were aris. 

(b) chieflike; noble; elderly. 
aryaman  god of chieflikeness (whence, of hospitality). 

The second, and in the RV commoner, connotation of ari as “opponent” “foe”, 
should have evolved long after the above senses were established and should be 
reflecting later developments in the social, political and religious life of the Aryans 

                                                             
20  F., p.145. Cf. also A. Debrunner, “Zwei altindische Probleme”, Indian and Eastern Studies in 

Honour of F.W. Thomas, Bombay, 1939, p.71. 
21 Pāṇini III.1.103. 
22  These include most of the well known families of Vedic r̥ ṣis. Cf. 1.4.6 (Maducchandas Vaiśvāmitra); 

1.33.3 (Hiraṇyastūpa Āngirasa); 1.70.1, 1.71.3, 1.73.5 (Parāśara Śāktya; 1.81.6/9 (Gotama Rāhūgaṇa); 
1.184.1 (Agastya Maitrāvaruṇi); 2.8.2, 2.12.4/5, 2.23.13 (Gr̥tsamada Āngirasa); 4.2.12, 4.16.19, 4.4.6 
(Vāmadeva Gautama); 5.2.12 (Kumāra Ātreya); 6.13.5-6; 6.16.27, 6.25.7, 6.47.9 (Bharadvāja 
Bārhaspatya), 7.21.9, 7.34.18, 7.56.22, 7.83.5, 7.92.4, 7.97.9 (Vasiṣṭha Maitrāvaruṇi); 8.21.16 (Sobhari 
Kāṇva); 8.24.22 (Viśvamanas Vaiyaśva); 8.39.2 (Nābhāka Kāṇva); 8.48.8 (Pragātha Ghaura Kāṇva); 
9.23.3 (Asita / Devala Kāśyapa). 
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which ultimately led to the passage of power from the hands of old-style tribal chiefs to 
other authorities. 

Such changes did take place, in fact, as we can conclude from the disuse of significant 
sociological terms like viśpati, vidatha etc. And we must always remember that such 
changes necessarily betoken a turmoil of ideologies and religious views. 

But what could the prevalence of both senses, favourable and unfavourable, indicate? 

It would seem that this can indicate several things: 

1. The original meaning of ari was not only denotative but also carried connotations of 
respect and admiration. 

2. The changes in tribal life due to which the word gathered unfavourable connotations 
did not take place at once over all the Vedic tribes. 

3. The favourable references reflect a period of old institutions lingering on until new 
ones were firmly established. 

And a further point to be considered would be whether the ‘opponent’ sense of ari 
does not signify some of the functions of an old Aryan tribal chief: an aggressive 
culture may have evolved institutions in which the chief by functioning as an opponent 
could aid the rise of a strong leadership in the respective tribes. 

There thus seems to be a clear case for re-opening the investigation of the meaning of 
R̥gvedic ari. It appears that the major point of ‘attack’ should be an investigation of the 
political-social implication, which in other words is an inquiry into the evidence of 
‘ideology’ in the R̥gveda Saṃhitā. 

In the very nature of our documents, this evidence is likely to remain concealed in a 
mythological garb. As an example we may cite what is said about Indra’s leadership of 
the gods when they were threatened by the prospect of Vr̥tra’s rise to power: the gods 
conceded to Indra the rights of rulership (kṣatra), through him to thwart the Dragon’s 
challenge.23 This seems to mythologize a historical experience of power passing into the 
hands of ‘warlords’ from other wielders of power: a shift from a patriarchal to a 
non-patriarchal arrangement. The mythologizing can be regarded as an attempt to 
legitimize the shift; in other words it may be viewed as an ideological act. 

But since these trends may have arisen more early among some Aryan tribes than 
among others, it is desirable that we review the R̥gvedic evidence on the major tribes 
                                                             
23 Ch. II. 7 below. 
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and the conflicts and strains to which they were exposed. We must take particular note 
of the use of ari in the allusions to these conflicts, as also of any comments or hints on 
the religious (ideological) views of adversaries found in these allusions. In this way we 
can open an investigation of the political and ideological situations depicted in the 
Saṃhitā. Such studies could lead us on to other interesting vistas of inquiry from which 
perhaps an approach for resolving the ari problem may eventually be envisaged. 

II. The Bharatas and their Opponents 
(1) 

The RV refers to a large number of Aryan tribes or janas, but of these only three are 
mentioned frequently. These are the Bharatas, the Pūrus and and the Turvaśas. 
Naturally, they are also the three that are most important from the historical point of 
view. 

The evidence of the RV shows that there was a series of conflicts between the Bharatas 
(and/or their allies) with other tribes, including the Turvaśas and the Pūrus (who even 
made common cause with non-Aryans in order to fight the Bharatas). But ultimately 
the complex of Aryan janas  that were active in the region between the rivers Paruṣnī 
and Dr̥ṣadvatī during this period so integrated themselves that the later Rgvedic hymns 
would refer to them as the ārya varṇa (literally, “the Aryan colour”). 

By carefully combining the evidence that is found scattered in various hymns of the 
RV, it is possible to construct a genealogy of the leading figures of the Bharata tribe 
that are mentioned in the Saṃhitā, beginning with Devavāta and Devaśravas of RV 
3.23. If we link the evidence found in RV 3.23, 4.15, 6.47, we get the following 
genealogy: 

Devavāta / Devaśravas  

 

    Sr̥ñjaya  

 

Prastoka / Aśvatha      Sahadeva 

 

       Somaka 
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Some of the most famous Bharata figures are however not included in this genealogy. 
Among these is Sudās the Bharata (7.33.3-6 with 7.83.6), descendant of Pijavana 
(7.18.22/23) and of Divodāsa (7.18.25) and of Devavant (7.18.22). Another scion of this 
line is Vadhryaśva, the father of Divodāsa (6.61.1). On the basis of the evidence of their 
relationships, it has been shown24 that the genealogy of these Bharata chiefs can be thus 
arranged: 

  Devavant 
 
Vadhryaśva 
 
  Divodāsa 
 
   Pijavana 
 
      Sudās 

On the strength of the contemporaneity of Prastoka of the first group with Divodāsa 
of the second — clearly evident from RV 6.4725 — it is possible to correlate these two 
genealogies as follows: 

        Bharata I    Bharata II 

Devavāta / Devaśravas    Devavant 
 
Sr̥ñjaya      Vadhryaśva 

 
Prastoka / Aśvatha   Sahadeva   Divodāsa 
 
       Somaka    Pijavana 
 

           Sudās 
 

                                                             
24 See CHI p. 272 f.; Vedic Index, s.v. Devavant. 
25 6.47.21-25; stz. 22 refers to the gifts given by Prastoka and Divodāsa at the end of the battle against 

Śambara (and 24 those given by Aśvatha) to the Bharadvāja priests. 
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Let us briefly review the careers of these five generations of Bharata chiefs with a view 
to gaining some insights relevant to the interpretation of the ari passages of the RV. 

(a) Devavāta and Devavant 

The similarity of the names Devavāta and Devavant is striking, but there is no way to 
determine their relationship or whether they refer to one and the same person. 

The Bharatas at this time were living near the rivers Āpayā, Sarasvatī and Dr̥ṣadvatī. In 
RV 3.23 which mentions Devavāta,26 the emphasis is entirely on the fire ritual 
conducted near these “holy rivers” (as the later tradition refers to them), and there is 
nothing to suggest the martial milieu of the entrance phase of Aryan prehistory, or that 
of the time of later Bharata leaders such as Sr̥ñjaya, Divodāsa and Sudās. The few 
notices regarding this period of time do not contain any references to the ari. 

(b) Sr̥ñjaya and Vadhryaśva 

From our correlated Bharata genealogy it would appear that Sr̥ñjaya and Vadhryaśva 
should have been contemporaneous, and it is noteworthy that separate references to 
them show that they were both placed in essentially a similar state of affairs, namely 
Bharatas being locked in battle with Ārya as well as Dāsa opponents. These opponents 
are referred to under various names and in various ways: Paṇis (6.61.1), Pārāvatas 
(which sounds like a nickname meaning “newcomers from a distant land”27) (6.61.2); 
“Dāsa and Ārya foes”28 (10.69.6) and more interestingly, in the words of 10.69.12, 
“(enemies) who are unrelated and who are false relations”.29 RV 6.27 refers to the 
enemies under their tribal as well as family or individual names (Turvaśa, Vr̥cīvant, 
Varaśikha30 and probably Pārthava); hence it is difficult to determine whether several 
tribal groups are indicated here. 

From the point of view of the study of the word ari, it is important to recognize that 
almost from the start Bharata or pro-Bharata groups in Vedic India appear to have been 
facing hostility from other Aryan groups. The historicity of these hostilities is also 

                                                             
26 ámanthiṣṭām bhá̄ratā revád agníṃ / deváśravā devávātaḥ sudákṣam // 3.23.2 ab. 
27 See Vedic Index, s.v. Pārāvata (2). 
28 dá̄sā vr̥ trá̄ṇy á̄ryā  10.69.6b. 
29 ájāmīṁr utá vā víjāmīn ... (śardhataḥ)  10.69.12 cd. 
30 6.27.4-7. 
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occasionally attested to in later literature31; thus, for example, the Vāraśikha clan is 
considered to be only nominal kṣatriyas, in the Pañcavimśa Brāhmaṇa, because they did 
not conform to the ideology of the Brahmanistic elite:32 this agrees with the fact that it 
was the Sr̥ñjaya(-Bharata) group that is favoured by the r̥ ṣis in 6.27, as against the 
Varaśikhas. 

The war between Sr̥ñjaya (son of Devavāta) and the Turvaśas etc. mentioned in 6.27 
took place near Hariyūpiyā and is one of the two best known military events referred to 
in the RV. The Turvaśas certainly were an Aryan tribe. 

At the end of the war, the priests who supported the Sr̥ñjaya group, namely the 
Bharadvājas, are richly rewarded, obviously with captured booty as is usual after a 
battle (cf. 6.47.22). Since we learn from one of the stanzas of the hymn (stz. 5)33 that 
only a part of the enemy ranks was destroyed, it is natural to expect that the remaining 
part would try to regain the captured wealth. That this however was impossible owing 
to the strength of the Sr̥ñjayas, or of the precautions adopted by them, seems to be the 
meaning of the statement: “Inaccessible is this gift to the Pārthavas” (6.27.8).34 

This interpretation of RV 6.27.8 has to be emphasized. According to this, the 
Pārthavas were the enemies, or at least were among the enemies, of the (Bharata-) 
Sr̥ñjaya group. The only other persons who may be linked with the name Pārthava in 
the RV are Pr̥thī/Pr̥thu Vena and Vena Pr̥thavāna. The former is referred to as an ari 
at 10.148.3,35 while the latter is mentioned in 10.93 in association with one who is called 
Rāma, the asura.36 

It seems probable then that the opponents of the (Bharata-) Sr̥ñjayas of 6.27 were 
                                                             
31 See Vedic Index, s.v. Vr̥ cīvant, referring to Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, XXI 12.8. 
32 Br̥had Devatā V. 126. 
33 hán pú̄rve árdhe bhiyásá̄paro dárt  6.27.5d. 
34 dūṇá̄śeyáṃ dákṣiṇā pārthavá̄nām 6.27.8d To translate the line to mean that the gift was of the 

Pārthavas does not seem to make sense (Cf. Geldner : Kaum zu erreichen ist diese Schenkung der 
Pārthava’s). 

35 10.148.3a refers to the ari’s songs (aryó gíraḥ) and stz. 5, (lines ab), goes on to give a more specific 
expression to the same. (“Listen, O Indra, to the call of Pr̥thi ... you will be lauded with Venya’s 
songs”: śrudh�́̄ hávam indra ... pŕ̥ thyāḥ ... stavase venyásyārkaíḥ. In treating aryó gír-, 10.148.3a = 
pŕ̥ thyāḥ hava and venyásya arká-, 10.148.5ab, we are in agreement with Geldner). 

36 prá tád ... pŕ̥ thavāne vené prá rāmé vocam ásure  10.93.14 ab. The same Pr̥thavāna Vena is referred to 
as a Pārthya at 10.93.15c: sadyó didiṣṭa pārthyáḥ. 
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Aryans who may be associated with leaders designated as ari and asura elsewhere in the 
Saṃhitā, Aryans who for some reason were disagreeable to a strong section of the r̥ ṣi 
authors of the RV hymns. The adverse reference to Vena in the Manusmr̥ti37 and other 
late works is an indication of this early opposition, which is otherwise unrecorded 
explicitly. 

Turning our attention to Vadbryaśva, we note that the hymn which refers to him, RV 
6.61, shows that he and his people were living near the river Sarasvatī, but with a 
noticeable sense of insecurity, owing to the presencc of many adversaries.38 

(c) Prastoka, Aśvatha and Divodāsa 

The R̥gvedic evidence on Divodāsa clearly establishes the complex nature of the 
hostilities that prevailed among the various ethnic and tribal groups of this time. On 
the one hand we have the clear evidence of RV 6.47 (stanzas 21-25) which speaks of the 
storming and destruction of the Dāsa stronghold of Śambara by Divodāsa, with the aid 
of Prastoka and Aśvatha. On the other hand, there is also evidence of hostility between 
Divodāsa and other Aryans.39 

A close analysis of RV 6.47 in this respect reveals some interesting facts. 6.47 is the 
hymn which celebrates Divodāsa’s famous victory over Śambara, the Dasyu chief. That 
the Bharata-s were at this time hard-pressed is obvious from stanza 20: “To a 
pastureless dwelling have we come, O gods! Constricted has the earth become, wide 
though she be!”40 (And this becomes all the more meaningful when we remember that 
Divodāsa’s father was represented as imploring the Sarasvatī, “killer of them that come 
from the far distance”,41 not to let the Bharata-s depart from her side to unknown 
                                                             
37 Manu Smr̥ti VII. 41 and IX. 66-67. This and other later sources regard Vena with disfavour but (his 

son) Venya with favour. See Manu VII. 42, Viṣṇu Purāṇa 1.13.14. See also Dowson, under PRITHI 
and VENA and Gonda, Gods, p. 50 and fn. 114. 

38 6.61 is addressed to Sarasvatī, who is said to have granted Divodāsa to Vadhryaśva as a “redeemer of 
his debts”. Sarasvatī helps, or her help is sought, in crushing Paṇis, Pārāvatas, insulters of gods 
(devanidaḥ) and haters (dviṣaḥ) : stzz. 1,2,3,10. Stz. 14 says: “May we not depart from thee to 
unaccustomed lands”: má̄ tvát kṣétrāṇy áraṇāni ganma. 

39 1.53.10, 2.14.7, 6.18.13, 8.53.2: Divodāsa against Tūrvayāṇa; 7.19.8, 9.61.2: Divodāsa against 
Yadu-Turvaśa. See also Vedic Index, under Tūrvayāṇa. 

40 agavyūtí kṣétram á̄ganma devā / urv�́̄ sat�́̄ bhú̄mir aṃhūraṇá̄bhūt  6.47.20ab. 
41 pārāvataghn�́̄ 6.61.2c. It is interesting to note that the Yadu / Turvaśa, whom Divodāsa opposed, 

arrived from parāvat: 6.45.1 ab. 
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dwellings.42 Obviously he too was feeling the threat of new enemies close at hand.) In 
6.47, the poet’s deep trepidation comes to light when he declares: “May not the ari’s 
wealth overpower us!”43 

Can this reference to the ari be to Divodāsa’s Dasyu opponents? Or was there also an 
Aryan foe with whom he had to contend in the struggle that 6.47 highlights — as may 
conceivably be expected in view of Bharata-Ārya hostilities of the previous generation, 
and also of the succeeding generations, as we shall soon see?  

Indeed, one stanza of 6.47 makes this seem extremely likely. This is stanza 19 which asks 
lndra, the Vedic god of war: “Who will for ever stay on the foeman’s side, the more so 
as (our) heroic princes sit in sacrificial session (to honour the gods)”44 — which seems 
to imply that the god’s favours were indeed at one time with the foes of the Bharatas 
(i.e. they were winning at the latter’s expense), but now their sacrificial rites could 
possibly not be ignored. It is unthinkable that the poet is suggesting here that Indra’s 
favours were won by the Dasyus at any time. To us it appears that the poet in 6.47 is 
not thinking of a Dāsa opponent when he speaks of the ari in stz. 9; rather, he is 
referring to a specific Aryan foe of one of the tribes the Bharata-s had to reckon with 
from the moment of their appearance in the region around the Sarasvatī. 

The hostility between these Aryan groups and Divodāsa is referred to in even less 
ambiguous form in other allusions. Thus there are references to Divodāsa’s 
discomfiture at the hands of Tūrvayāṇa. The latter is identified by Macdonell and 
Keith45 (on the basis of RV 10.61.1 f.) as a prince of the Pakthas, whose Aryan identity is 
not in doubt. Besides this, there is also the important evidence of 7.19.8 which says that 
lndra, rendering aid to Divodāsa, struck down Yadu and Turvaśa,46 tribes of the Āryas 
as is quite well known. It is no doubt the same tradition of Bharata-Turvaśa hostility 
that 9.61.1 and 2 reflect when they say that lndra shattered 99 forts when aiding 
Divodāsa, and that he destroyed Śambara, Turvaśa and Yadu as well47. Indeed it is 
                                                             
42 See n. 32 above. 
43 má̄ nas tārīn ... rá̄yo aryáḥ  6.47.9d. The best way to render this line seems to us to be: “Let it not 

prevail over us - - the ari’s treasures”, being then a case of anacoluthon, as Geldner rightly observes. 
Contrast Thieme, F p. 57. 

44 kó viśvá̄hā dviṣatáḥ pákṣa āsata / utá̄sīneṣu sūríṣu //  6.47.19cd. 
45 Vedic Index, under Tūrvayāṇa. 
46 ní turváśaṃ ní yá̄dvaṃ śiśīhy / atithigvá̄ya śáṃsyaṃ kariṣyán  7.19.8cd. 
47 avá̄han navat�́̄r náva // púraḥ ... / dívodāsāya śámbaram / ... turváśaṃ yádum // 9.61.1c and 2. 
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quite possible to see such statements as references to Dāsa-Ārya collusion against the 
Bharata-s: this would cause us no surprise if we ponder on what happened in the War 
of Ten Kings just two generations subsequent to these events. The 3rd and 7th books 
of the RV clearly indicate the continued harassment of the Bharatas by Dāsa and Ārya 
foes, so much so that the tribe became decimated and had thinned “like staves that 
drove kine”48, in spite of the victories of Divodāsa. 

(d) Somaka and Pijavana 

That Divodāsa’s victory over Śambara did not stabilize the Bharatas’ position for a very 
long time is also proved by the comparative insignificance of the Bharata princes of the 
generation that immediately followed. The paucity of references to these princes and 
especially the lack of evidence of their patroncy of celebrated priestly clans gives added 
significance to what we have already mentioned: the Bharata tribe was steadily growing 
thin “like staves that drove kine”. 

(e) Sudās 

And so at the beginning of his career, we find Sudās, the next Bharata prince, as a 
nomadic plunderer leading a life of incursions and forays aided by an 
Indra-worshipping r̥ ṣi who takes him across rivers far to the west of what was once the 
favourite habitat of the Bharata tribe49. In other words the reference to Sudās’ early 
wanderings shows that Vadhryaśva’s worst fears for the Bharata tribe had indeed been 
confirmed: they have been forced out of the hospitable lands around the Sarasvatī. 

But Sudās appears to have chosen a new purohita in place of the lndra-worshippng r̥ ṣi 
of far-flung fame. This in itself must have been a crucial decision and its significance is 
worth pondering over — both to Sudās and to Vasiṣṭha, the new purohita. Says the 
text: “Vasiṣṭha became the (king’s new) purohita, and then did the Tr̥tsu tribe spread 
(far and wide).”50 The Bharatas, whose movements had so far been obstructed now 

                                                                                                                                                                       
Sāyaṇa adds vaśam ānayac ca to complete the sense. Geldner’s rendering of 9.61.2 is to be rejected in 
favour of Sāyaṇa’s. That Turvaśa, when mentioned with Yadu, is always Indra’s protégé (Geldner, 
note to 9.61.2c) is not correct, as even Geldner’s own translation of 7.19.8 shows. 

48 daṇḍá̄ ivéd goájanāsa  7.33.6a. 
49 3.33 refers to Viśvāmitra taking the Bharatas across Vipāś-Śutudrī. 3.53.9 shows that the event is to be 

related to Sudās’ time. So also Geldner, preamble to translation of 3.33. See also Ch. IV 3 below. 
50 ábhavac ca puraetá̄ vásiṣṭha á̄d ít tŕ̥ tsūnāṃ víśo aprathanta  7.33. 6cd. 
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gain “free space”.51 Obviously the short epics of Vasiṣṭha’s chaplaincy52 lay much store 
on Sudās’ wise decision to use the services of so able a priest (and, as it turned out, of so 
able a strategist, we may say.) Vasiṣṭha himself has not the slightest doubt that it was his 
chaplaincy that turned the tide for the Bharata tribe. At 7.18.15 he declares that the 
tribe, “vitalized by Indra, poured forth like released waters”53 — a simile that draws 
heavily on the experiences from the Aryans’ riverine life and is suggestive of victorious 
freedom gained after the frustrations of obstructed living. These descriptions which 
seem to depict the victory of the Bharatas as an unexpected miracle help us to 
understand 7.18.17 which says that (in this war) “Indra killed a lioness by means of a 
ram”.54 

Let us now turn our attention to some of the important aspects of the Ten Kings’ War 
in which Sudās emerged as the victor, and which is the highlight of the career of this 
Bharata prince, one of the few secular chiefs whose fame outlived the R̥gvedic age. 

An important aspect of the War of Ten Kings according to RV 7.18 is the clearly 
unequal distribution of forces in the war. On one side there is the single Tr̥tsu (= 
Bharata) group, while against them stand on the other side the following: Śimyu, 
Turvaśa, Yakṣu, Matsyas, Bhr̥gu, Druhyu, Paktha, Bhalāna, Alina, Viṣānin, Pr̥śnigu, 
Anu, Pūru, Aja and Śigru. There are also Vaikarna, Kavaṣa and Bheda which appear to 
be personal names. It is indeed impossible to know exactly how many tribal groups are 
here involved and so there is no way to say who are the major ‘Ten’ on account of 
whom the war gained its famous name. 

Why did so many tribes feel impelled to array themselves on one side in opposition to 
Sudās and the Bharatas? We must certainly learn the answer to this query if we are to 
make sense of much that we find obscure in regard to early Vedic tribal life and the 
struggles that must have prevailed therein. 

Whatever that answer is, it is obvious that the Bharata isolation was in great measure 
due to their violent and plundering habits of which a hint is found in the way they are 
described in RV 3.33: “cattle-hunters moving in hordes”, “whose source of strength was 

                                                             
51 urúṃ ... ulokám  7.33.5d. 
52 i.e. 7.18, 7.33, 7.83. 
53 índreṇa ... véviṣāṇā á̄po ná sr̥ ṣṭá̄ḥ ... 7.18.15 ab. 
54 siṃhyàṃ cit pétvenā jaghāna  7.18.17b. 
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Indra”55 — expressions which gain in meaning only when we place them in the context 
of the views of the Indra cult.”56 

In any case, the Bharata-s found themselves badly “besieged” and “they looked to 
heaven, like thirsting men, distressed”57. Sudās was “obstructed”58 and “surrounded”59. 
The chaplain complains: “the ill-will of (other Aryan?) peoples has arisen against 
me”.60 

Another significant feature of the war is the characterization of the enemies of the 
Bharatas as opponents of (the sacrificial) cult or as men whose fidelity to that cult was 
suspect. One of the best instances of such depictions is 7.83.7 where the enemies of 
Sudās are called “ten kings who do not perform sacrificial rites”.61 Another is 7.18.16 
where they are described as “the party that is without Indra, that drinks the cooked 
libation” (i.e. who are not Soma-drinkers = Soma offerers).62 

These expressions help us somewhat in understanding the remarkable statement at 
7.18.19 which says that (the river) Yamunā and the Tr̥tsus (= Bharatas) rendered aid (in 
this war) to Indra63 — which seems to be an inversion of the usual R̥gvedic assertion 
that it is Indra who gives aid and protection to his devotees in war. It looks as though 
the poet’s feeling was that on this occasion the very worship of Indra was at stake, that 
the river and the god’s devotees insured the defeat of those at whose hands there was 
actually a threat to the faith. 

These unequivocal indications of non-(or slender) adherence of the foes of Sudās to the 
Indra cult are supported by several other references in these hymns which depict them 

                                                             
55 gavyán grá̄ma iṣitá índrajūtaḥ  3.33.11b. As to what “Indra and his devotees” did to their opponents, 

see below Ch. IV. 6. Other references to Indra’s character (cf. e.g. paripanthín 1.103.6c; muṣāyán 
10.99.5d, muṣé 5.34.7a) throw a flood of light on how his devotees would have treated their 
adversaries. 

56 See Ch. IV below. 
57 úd dyá̄m ivét tr̥ ṣṇájo nāthitá̄saḥ  7.33.5a. 
58 níbādhitam  7.83.6d 
59 páriyatta-  7.83.8a. 
60 ásthur jánānām úpa má̄m árātayaḥ  7.83.3c. 
61 dáśa rá̄jānaḥ ... áyajyavaḥ  7.83.7a. 
62 ardháṃ ... śr̥ tapá̄m anindrám  7.18.16a, 
63 á̄vad índraṃ yamúnā tŕ̥ tsavaś ca  7.18.19a. 
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as distinctly of an unacceptable condition in matters of cult and worship. Thus the 
Pūru chief at 7.18.13 is described as one “who uses mis-spoken (?) utterances in the 
vidatha”.64 It would seem that it is at least this very quality of ritual ineffectiveness that 
other expressions of a similar nature in 7.18 highlight (e.g. “vain utterances” ... “evil 
thoughts”... “futile words” in stanzas 5,8, and 9)65. A not insignificant epithet in 7.18, 
applied to a foe of Sudās, is “measuring out meanly”66 in stanza 15 — one that seems to 
emphasize the enemies’ rejection of the ethic of liberality: always a cherished quality in 
a true prince who follows the dictates of the cult as portrayed by the Vedic seers. 

But it must be emphasized that the hymns in question do not portray the enemies of 
Sudās as irrevocably outside the boundaries of Vedic worship, in spite of their being 
called non-sacrificers in 7.83. This subtle distinction seems to us to be of vital 
significance. The evidence is that this distinction was indeed intended. We get this 
impression basically through the strange but unequivocal statement found at RV 
6.83.6 where Vasiṣṭha says that when the gods aided Sudās who was besieged by the ten 
kings, “men of both sides” invoked the aid of Indra and Varuṇa.67 We view this of 
course in conjunction with the other statements discussed above. What those other 
statements say may actually be not that the enemies of Sudās did not perform sacrifice, 
but that in the eyes of Vasiṣṭha their ritual for some reason was not acceptable as a true 
form of worship of the gods. These aspects of the minutiae of religious differences 
discernible in these statements should properly be the subject of a study in themselves. 
At this juncture they only serve to highlight to us that a large segment of the adversaries 
of the Bharatas were Aryans of a religious persuasion that was dissimilar yet not wholly 
different from that which the great r̥ ṣis espoused: it may be that other factors (political? 
sociological?) tended to show up these differences in an exaggerated form. 

That Sudās’ foes were both Ārya and Dāsa is explicitly declared. RV 7.83.1 says: “Slay 
the Ārya foes and also the Dāsa; aid Sudās, O Indra, Varuṇa!”68 And at 7.18.7 the 

                                                             
64 vidáthe mr̥ dhrávācam 7.18.13d. Patañjali insists that one should pronounce one’s words exactly in 

ritual acts (Mahābhāṣya, p. 28)., From Śatapatha Br. 3.2.1.13 we learn that the Asuras did not do just 
this, and Śatapatha 6.8.1.14 calls the Pūrus asura-rakṣas. 

65 áśastīḥ  7.18.5d ; durādhyàḥ  8a ; vádhrivācaḥ  9d. 
66 prakalavín mímānāḥ 7.18.15c, on which of. Geldner’s translation ; “die kleinlich zumessen” and his 

note thereto: “D.h. die gegen Götter und Sänger geizig sind”. 
67 yuvá̄ṃ havanta ubháyāsaḥ ... / yátra ... sudá̄sam á̄vataṃ  7.83.6a-d. 
68 dá̄sā ca vr̥ trá̄ hatám á̄ryāṇi ca / sudá̄sam indrāvaruṇá̄vasāvatam  7.83.lcd. 
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treasures the Tr̥tsus (=Bharatas) won are said to be the Ārya’s (possessions): “He who is 
our companion at the Soma draught brought the Ārya’s (possessions) of cattle to the 
Trtsus. With war has he come unto men.” 69 

It would seem that it is just such an Ārya foe, an Ārya chief, that is referred to at 7.83.5 
under the tem ari: “The evils of the ari torment me — and the malice of his 
followers”70. And in this respect this reference to the ari is similar to other such 
references in 6.16, 6.47 and 9.61: they all refer to Aryan enemies of Bharata or 
pro-Bharata tribes. 

(2) Turvaśa-s 

We found that one of the earliest Aryan opponents of the Bharatas was the Turvaśa 
tribe. It is noteworthy that the Turvaśas in the RV are almost inseparably linked with 
the Yadus. (Of 25 references to the Turvaśas and Yadus, 17 mention the two groups 
together.)71 

It is interesting that the earliest parts of the RV have only a few references to the 
Turvaśa-Yadu tribes. 17 out of 25 references are in the 1st, 8th and 10th books of the 
Saṃhitā. Conspicuously the opposite was the case in respect of the Bharatas, who 
figure prominently only in the 3rd, 6th and 7th books. It must be stressed that this is a 
very noteworthy fact. 

We found that the RV connects the Turvaśas with the following events: 

i. Engagement against Sr̥ñjaya Daivavāta72 
ii. Engagement against Divodāsa Ātithigva73 

iii. Engagement against Sudās Paijavana74 

It would be useful to find out what other group beside the Yadu the Turvaśas are 
associated with. RV 1.108.8 refers to Anu, Pūru and Druhyu with the Yadu-Turvaśas, 

                                                             
69 á̄ yó ’nayat sadhamá̄ á̄ryasya / gavyá̄ tŕ̥ tsubhyo ajagan yudhá̄ nŕ̥̄ n  7,18.7cd. 
70 abhy á̄ tapanti mā / ’ghá̄ny aryó vanúṣām árātayaḥ  7.83.5ab. 
71 Turvaśa and Yadus :1.36.18, 54.6, 108.8, 174.9; 4.30.17; 5.31.8; 6.20.12, 45.1; 7.19.8; 8.4.7, 7.18, 9.14, 10.5, 

45.27; 9.61.2; 10.49.8, 62.10. Turvaśas : 1.47.7; 6.27.7; 7.18.6, 8.4.1, 4.19; Yadus : 8.1.31; 6.46, 6.48. 
72 6.27.7. 
73 7.19.8, 9.61.2. 
74 7.18.6. 
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8.4.1/2 to Anu and others and 8.10.5 to Anu and Druhyu. In 7.18 we find all of these — 
Anu, Pūru, Druhyu, Turvaśa and Yadu ranged against the Bharata tribe in the Ten 
Kings’ War. 

We have no evidence of any.early hostility between the Turvaśas and the Dāsas. The 
9.61.2 reference to them must be understood as meaning that Divodāsa defeated them 
as well as Śambara the Dāsa chief (and not as meaning that Indra defeated Śambara for 
Divodāsa and aided the Yadu-Turvaśas, as Geldner assumes.)75 On the other hand, that 
the Turvaśas, like the Pūrus and others, collaborated with non-Aryans in the Ten 
Kings’ War is a well-established fact. The description “non-sacrificers” applied to the 
opponents of Sudās by Vasiṣṭha reflects that r̥ ṣi’s attitude towards the Turvaśaś as well. 
But, and this is quite instructive, the later portions of the RV76 consistently portray the 
Turvaśas as regular adherents of the sacrificial cult, often under the guidance of Kaṇva 
priests. This contrasts so strikingly with the absence of even a single hymn that bears 
the stamp of having been composed to intercede on behalf of the Turvaśa antagonists 
of Sr̥ñjaya, (Vadhryaśva), Divodāsa and Sudās. It would seem that there lies behind this 
at least a conversion of attitudes if not of faith. 

(3) Pūru-s 

Although it looks as if the Turvaśas were the earliest Aryan tribe to come into conflict 
with the Bharatas, it is the Pūru tribe that really vies with the latter for pre-eminence in 
Rgvedic India. 

The distribution of allusions to the Pūrus77 is strikingly like that to the Turvaśas. The 
earliest books either ignore them or betray no knowledge of them, and the largest 
number of references to them is in the latest books. It is also interesting, that, as in the 
case of the Turvaśas, a distinctly hostile attitude to the Pūrus is betrayed in the 
pro-Bharata references such as 7.8.4 and 7.18.13. 

More, however, about individual leaders of the Pūru tribe is known than is the case 

                                                             
75 See note 41 above. 
76 1.47.7, 108.8; 8.4 1, 9.14, 10.5, 45.27. 
77 1.59.6, 63.7, 108.8, 112.7/14, 129.5, 130.7, 131.4, 174.2; 4.21.10, 38.1-3, 39.2, 42.8/9; 5.17.1, 27.1-3, 33.8; 

6.20.10, 46.8: 7.5.3, 8.4, 18.13, 19.3, 96.2; 8.8.21, 19.32/36, 22.7, 36.7, 37.7, 49.10, 64.10, 65.12; 10.4.1, 32.9, 
33.4/6/7, 48.5, 150.5. 
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with the Turvaśas. The genealogy of Pūru chiefs of the RV is as follows78:— 

1  Durgaha 

 

2  Purukutsa   

 

3  Trasadasyu   

 

4  

 

5? / 4? Trivr̥ṣan  Tr̥kṣi Mitrātithi 

 

6? / 5? Tryaruṇa ... Kuruśravaṇa 

 

7? / 6? ... ...  Upamaśravas 
 

 

Significant from our point of view is the Rgvedic treatment of the Pūru chiefs, 
particularly the unnamed Pūru of the Ten Kings’ War, as well as Durgaha, Purukutsa 
and Trasadasyu. Let us pay some attention to this treatment. 

The Pūru chief in the Ten Kings’ War is depicted as of unworthy speech (in worship) 
and, by implication, a non-sacrificer and one not entitled to Indra’s aid. He fights 
against the Bharatas in the company of Dasyus. 

Durgaha is almost a veiled and shadowy figure. We can surmise that he existed, only by 
virtue of the use of his name when referring to his descendants. 

There is no evidence of these Pūru chiefs having had the support of any of the Vedic 
priests of repute. 

Coming to Purukutsa, we see that he is not mentioned as a contemporary chief in any 

                                                             
78 Cf. CHI 1.74. Ludwig, Der RV III, 174, 182. 
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of the Vedic hymns.79 We do not find any hymns that plead to the gods on his behalf. 
Yet obviously he was not a leader of minor standing. Later hymns80 speak of him as a 
powerful opponent of the Dasyus, a breaker of their forts. In one of the hymns 
describing the birth of Trasadasyu81 (his famous son), we are told that Purukutsa’s wife 
prayed to Indra and Varuṇa and obtained from them that heroic son as a very special 
favour to the Pūru tribe. And Trasadasyu is said to have been born while Purukutsa 
was in captivity.82  

Trasadasyu, unlike these earlier Pūru chiefs, is a favourite with the Vedic r̥ ṣis. He is 
depicted as an implacable foe of the Dasyu-s and a munificent benefactor of the r̥ ṣis of 
the Gautama, Atri and Kaṇva clans.83 The r̥ ṣis shower the highest praises on him and 
speak of him as a man who was known to them at first hand.84 

Now this treatment of the Pūrus contrasts sharply with that accorded to the Bharata 
chiefs, all of whom from the start are referred to in contemporary and intercessory 
hymns, e.g. 3.23 for Devavāta, 6.27 for Sr̥ñjaya, 10.69 for Vadhryaśva, 6.47 and 6.61 for 
Divodāsa and 7.18 for Sudās. (Sudās is also celebrated in 3.33, 7.33, and 7.83). On the 
other hand the treatment accorded to the Pūrus is (a) hostile or indifferent at the start, 
(b) ambiguous in the case of Purukutsa and (c) favourable after Purukutsa. 

This intriguing treatment of the Pūrus raises several important questions: 

• Why did the Pūrus, having fought with the Dāsas against Sudās, turn against 
them subsequently? 

• Why do the r̥ ṣis refer to Purukutsa’s role as an opponent of the Dāsas only 
posthumously ? 

• How did the attitude of the r̥ ṣis change so profoundly as to allow a descendant 
of a “non-sacrificer” to be hailed as a demi-god in RV 4.42, as a hero granted by 
Indra and Varuṇa to the Pūru tribe? 

                                                             
79 References to Purukutsa by name: 1.63.7, 112.7, 174.2; 6.20.10. Other allusions to P.: 1.130.7, 131.4; 

7.6.3. References to P. as father of Trasadasyu: 4.42.8/9; 5.33.8: 7.19.3; 8.19.36. 
80 1.63.7, 174.2. 
81 4.42.8/9. 
82 daurgahé badhyámāne 4.42.8b. 
83 Gautama: 4.38, 4.42; Atri: 5.33; Kaṇva: 8.19. 
84 Cf. e.g. sūrés trasádasyor ... / váhantu mā dáśa śyétāsaḥ (5.33.8); ádān me ... pañcāśátaṃ trasádasyur 

vadhú̄nām (8.19.36ab). 
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These questions are naturally linked with others no less important: What happened to 
Sudās after the Ten Kings’ War? Was the Pūru participant in that war killed by Sudās? 
And what was the over-all position of the Aryans in relation to the Dāsas at the end of 
this war? 

The war could well have assumed an internecine character for the Aryans. Many of 
their tribal chiefs are said to have been drowned or killed. A close scrutiny of the 
statements made in respect of each person85 involved shows however that the Pūru 
chief was “sought” by the Bharatas “to be subdued”:86 it is not said that he was 
subdued, killed or defeated. And for some strange reason what we hear about him in 
this war is the last that is known of Sudās the Bharata in the RV Saṃhitā. He 
apparently ceases to be an effective force, while the Aryan conflict with the Dāsas 
assumes a new character in that the Pūrus become involved in it against the Dāsas. We 
may surmise that the Dāsas utilized the weakened position of the Aryans to take on all 
comers, or that the Pūrus, like all participants in tripartite conflicts turned on their 
erstwhile collaborators soon after the war. 

In any case, the all-important fact is that after the Ten Kings’ War, the Bharatas no 
longer occupy the paramount position that we would have expected them to occupy. 
In this situation it is easy to understand why the r̥ ṣis proclaim Trasadasyu as a gift of 
lndra and Varuṇa to the Aryans, a demi-god comparable with lndra himself, as the text 
portrays.87 It looks so like an attempt to rally the Aryans behind him, with no 
exceptions whatsoever. He justified the Aryans’ profoundest hopes and became such a 
vanquisher of foes that the r̥ ṣis fondly espoused his cause. Certainly he belongs to an 
age when the Pūrus, and not the Bharatas, were the hope of the Aryans. 

But not so Purukutsa. His position in the Saṃhitā is very anomalous. He wears neither 
the veil that Durgaha does, nor the halo that Trasadasyu does. He is certainly not 
ignored, but he is also not contemporaneously praised and supported by the r̥ ṣis. It is as 
a legendary character that his praises are sung. That his wife is shown to have prayed to 
lndra and Varuṇa and obtained a son while he was held in captivity is clearly an 
attempt to portray that son in glowing colours. The posthumous glorification of 
Purukutsa appears to us as a reflection on the one hand of an attempt to glorify 

                                                             
85 These are found in 7.18, stzz. 5-6, 7-9, 10-14, 18-19. 
86 jéṣma pūrúṃ vidáthe mr̥ dhrávācam  7.18.13d. 
87 See below, nn. 96,97. 
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Trasadasyu and on the other of an opposition to Purukutsa on the part of the r̥ ṣis while 
he was yet alive. 

This inclines us to think that Purukutsa himself might have been the Pūru that figured 
in the Ten Kings’ War. The Pūru of that war could definitely not have been 
Trasadasyu to whom epithets such as “non-sacrificer”and “user of misspoken words” 
would scarcely apply. Therefore that Pūru should have been either Durgaha or 
Purukutsa. The strangely anomalous way in which the latter is depicted and the fact of 
his becoming an opponent of the Dāsas make us think that he fought against Sudās, 
escaped death and lived to see the demise of the Bharatas and to lead the Aryan forces 
against the Dāsas, who probably were then trying to take advantage of the weakened 
position of these new-comers to their land. 

If we assume that Purukutsa was the Pūru referred to in 7.18 and that he survived the 
Ten Kings’ War, we may ask ourselves whether the RV offers any evidence howsoever 
indirect on his subsequent activities. 

If we accept Ludwig’s suggestion88 that the text of RV 1.63.7c is faulty and that sudāse 
there should really read sudāsam, it would appear that Purukutsa not only survived the 
war, but that the victor in that war was himself subsequently conquered by Purukutsa. 
Translated in accordance with Ludwig’s suggestion, RV 1.63.7 should read somewhat 
as follows:— “You O Indra, then shattered the seven forts, fighting for Purukutsa’s 
sake. When you effortlessly ‘squeezed’ Sudās, like barhis grass, then did you bring 
freedom from confinement to the Pūru (chief).”89 

This emendation of text raises an important issue. If Sudās fell in this fashion engaged 
against the Pūru chief, why is the RV silent on this point, except for this isolated 
stanza, which too yields this sense only with this deliberate change of the traditional 
text? 

That is not so big a problem as appears at first sight. The Vedic priesthood had already 
taken a strong stand against the Pūru chief in the Ten Kings’ War and it was their 
considered view that his position in matters of cult and worship was quite 
unacceptable. Of course there must have been more to this than we can as yet 
understand. Later Vedic singers, however, were patronized by this early Pūru’s 
                                                             
88 Der RV II, 174; V, 22. See also Vedic Index under Sudās, fn. 6 and Geldner fn. to 1,63.7. 
89 tváṃ ha tyád indra saptá yúdhyan / púro ... purukútsāya dardaḥ / barhír ná yát sudá̄se vŕ̥ thā várg / 

aṃhó ... várivaḥ pūráve kaḥ //  1.63.7 (aṃhaḥ : “aus Not” - Geldner). 
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descendants and they had good reason to please and glorify these patrons by referring 
to the might of their ancestors. In this way the body of R̥gvedic poetry may have come 
to contain several references to the heroic deeds of Purukutsa in respect of the Dāsas 
and only one to his heroism in respect of his Bharata foe, Sudās. It may be because 
some strong influences in the circles of Vedic orthodoxy were uneasy at this reference 
to the overthrow of the prince of the Bharatas that the single stanza that referred to 
Purukutsa’s conquest of Sudās suffered for its outspokenness by the early mutilation 
of its original text. 

Moreover, we cannot ignore the significance of the fact there are no hymns in the RV 
that mention (leave alone support) any son or descendant of Sudās the Bharata. As far 
as the evidence of the RV goes, with Sudās the greatness of the Bharatas came to an 
end. If Sudās died with the tribe at the zenith of its power after the gains in the Ten 
Kings’ War, this would be almost inexplicable. 

It is interesting to note that the later Vedic tradition mentions that the descendants of 
Sudās did not see eye to eye with the Vasiṣṭhas who saved the Bharatas in the War. And 
a very late, but nevertheless surprising, piece of evidence suggests that Sudās came by an 
unhappy end. This is Manusmr̥ti VII. 41 which says that Sudās the son of Pijavana lost 
restraint and was destroyed in consequence thereof.90 

All this favours the adoption of the textual emendation proposed by Ludwig. And 
there is also a further argument in support of a reappraisal of the accuracy of the 
accepted text in this instance: this is that the text as it stands is almost completely 
incapable of yielding any coherent sense. 

Nor is this all. We must also ponder on the meaning of “confinement” (aṃhas = 
constriction, state of siege etc.) found in RV 1.63.7. A clear instance of the Pūru chief 
coming by a state of affairs that can be so designated is provided in the situation 
depicted in the description of the Ten Kings’ War. Sudās was looking for the Pūru in 
order to vanquish him. The result of Sudās thus pursuing the Pūru would easily 
amount to a state of siege or confinement for the latter. And if, as 1.63.7 seems to say, 
the Pūru chief obtained release from this state, that could well mean the destruction of 
Sudās his oppressor. (Is 4.21.10: “You brought freedom to Pūru”91 a further echo of 
these events?) 

                                                             
90 vinaṣṭo ... sudāḥ paijavanaḥ: Manu. VII.41. 
91  várivaḥ pūráve kaḥ 4.21.10b. 
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It then does not seem very unreasonable to assume with Ludwig that RV 1.63.7. depicts 
Purukutsa as defeating Sudās — thus pointing at the contemporaneity of the two 
leaders and the identity of the Pūru mentioned in 7.18. 

Trasadasyu 

Trasadasyu is not only the first known Pūru king to have patronized the regular Vedic 
priesthood, he is also the only leader about whom any close personal information is 
supplied by the RV Saṃhitā. (Cf. 4.42: his parentage and birth; 4.38: his great standing 
with the Pūrus; his war-horse Dadhikrāvan; 5.33: his gifts to Saṃvaraṇa; 8.19: gifts to 
Sobhari Kāṇva) His praises are sung by Gautama, Atri, Kaṇva and Vasiṣṭha: a fact 
which eloquently reflects the high regard in which the r̥ ṣis held him. 

Trasadasyu’s very name implies that it was on account of his subjugation of the Dasyus 
that he earned his fame. In the consecutive series of leaders figuring in the destruction 
of the Dasyus, he appears to be the last significant member. Among the later kings 
whose relative position can be established, the name of Dasyave Vr̥ka may suggest 
hostilities with the Dasyus, but he appears to be a leader of comparatively minor 
stature. References to Dasyus in some of the late R̥gvedic hymns indicate their peaceful 
subordination as opposed to their earlier spirit of resistance. In all probability therefore 
Trasadasyu the Pūru almost completed the Aryans’ task of dāsahatya and this earned 
him the acknowledgement of most of the wellknown families of Vedic r̥ ṣis . 

Of great interest to us is the occurrence of the words ari and arya in some of the hymns 
dealing with events of Trasadasyu’s time. 

Among these hymns is RV 4.38. This hymn bespeaks the tremendous importance that 
Trasadasyu’s war-horse and car implied to the “five peoples” (among whom the Pūrus 
were a particularly important group and) who according to RV 4.38.10 were brought 
under the unified rule of Trasadasyu92 — an event which must be regarded as a 
landmark in the history of Vedic tribes. In this hymn the warhorse Dadhikrā earns a 
special measure of praise. He is a gift of the gods to the Pūrus93, a delight to each and 
every member of the tribe,94 and he is “worthy of the ari’s praise as is a heroic prince.”95 

                                                             
92 á̄ ... śávasā páñca kr̥ ṣṭ�́̄ḥ ... tatāna  4.38,10ab. The subject of the verb is dadhikrá̄ḥ, as befitting the 

hymn which is to glorify this renowned war-horse of Trasadasyu. 
93 pūrúbhyaḥ ... dadathuḥ  4.38.1bc. 
94 víśvaḥ pūrúr mádati hárṣamāṇaḥ  4.38.3b. 
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One wonders if ari here refers to Trasadasyu himself, for in this context we can think 
of him only as having the standing that confers the ability to compliment another 
prince. 

The word ari occurs three times in 5.33. It is our belief that the scene which formed the 
background of this hymn is a festival of ritual contests whose institutor is referred to as 
ari. Trasadasyu appears as one of the contesting princes in this hymn, which is sung on 
behalf of these contestants.96 We would render the relevant passages of 5.33 containing 
the words ari/arya as follows: 

5.33.2  Advance, subdue the ari’s men.97 

5.33.6  I shall praise the gift of him who is more liberal than the ari.98 

5.33.9  Cyavatāna, the arya, giving me thousands, sang the ānūka as though for 
glory’s sake.99 

Apparently, ari here refers to a tribal chief of a group closely linked or related to the 
(Pūru) princes mentioned by name, one of whom appears to be indicated by the 
derivative form of ari viz. arya. These statements about the ari can become fully 
comprehensible only with a knowledge of the salient features of the competitive 
festivals which seem to have occupied a prominent position in the cultural life of the 
early Aryan tribes. We shall be dealing with that aspect of our problem at a later stage. 

In RV 8.19 arya occurs again. It may be that here too Trasadasya appears on the scene 
as a young prince, rather than as the formal chief of the tribe. In any case, the line 
which contains the word may be rendered as follows : 

                                                                                                                                                                       
95 carkŕ̥ tyam aryó nr̥ pátiṃ ná śú̄ram  4.38.2d. ; 
96 They are referred to in 5.33.5 thus: vayáṃ té ta indra yé ca náraḥ / śárdho jajñāná̄ yātá̄ś ca ráthāḥ / á̄ 

’smá̄ñ jagamyāt ... We, O Indra, and these heroes who, forming into a group, have come (to the ritual 
festival: vājasāti) ... Do you come toward us (i.e. arrive here to aid us win the prizes offered)”. These 
heroes and the gifts they gave after obtaining victory, are individually referred to later in the hymn as 
Trasadasyu, the sūri (stz. 8), Vidatha Mārutāśva (9ab), Cyavatāna (9c) and Dhvaṇya Lakṣmaṇya 
(10ab). 

97 vákṣo abhí prá̄ryáḥ sakṣi jánān 5.33.2d. On sakṣi, cf., Sāyana: parābhava; Geldner : “Werde mit ... 
fertig”; Gonda, Aorist, p 72: “get even with ... ” 

98 prá̄ryá stuṣe tuvimaghásya dá̄nam  5.33.6d. 
99 sahásrā me cyávatāno dádāna / ānūkám aryó vápuṣe ná̄rcat  5.33.9cd. 
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8.19.36 (Trasadasyu) ... the most liberal arya, the chief of the (ritual) house ...100 

It is noteworthy that all five references in these three hymns yield a consistently unitary 
sense when we assume that ari and arya mentioned therein are (1) a tribal chief and (2) 
a scion of a family of such a chief. The contexts help us to decide that the families 
concerned are of the Pūru tribe and/or tribes closely linked to them. And we found 
above that in the pro-Bharata hymns too, the word ari seemed to have been used to 
refer to the antagonists of the Bharata chiefs who significantly were of Pūru and 
pro-Pūru tribal groups. 

We might observe that the result of the application of Thieme’s hypothesis to these 
passages was conspicuously different.101 

Legend of Trasadasyu’s Birth 

Most interesting to a student of the history of the Vedic tribes are the allusions to the 
birth of Trasadasyu in RV 4.42. The events mentioned there are as follows: 

(а) Daurgaha was in captivity (lit. “being held in bondage’’). 

(b) The seven great r̥ ṣis won Trasadasyu by sacrifice, a conqueror of vr̥ tras 
like Indra, a demigod,102 

(c)  Purukutsa’s wife made offerings to lndra and Varuṇa and then the two 
gods gave her Trasadasyu, the rājan, a killer of vr̥ tras, a demigod.103 

We must connect these sayings with what is said in 4.38 about Trasadasyu: “He 
showered many gifts upon the Pūrus. Indra and Varuṇa had granted (them) (this) 
striker of the Dasyus.”104 His fierce opposition to the Dasyus is certainly the chief 
reason for his popularity with the r̥ ṣis, just as it also gave him his name: “the terror of 
the Dasyus.” At the time of his appearance, the Dasyus obviously were the 
overpowering menace to the Vedic Aryans. 
                                                             
100 trasádasyur / máṃhiṣṭho aryáḥ sátpatiḥ  8.19.36bc. 
101 F., pp. 21, 76, 82, 85. Thieme’s renderings do not yield a unitary sense and he has almost abandoned 

the hope of rendering 5.33.2 and 9 in a conclusive way. 
102 saptá ŕ̥ ṣayo ... / ... á̄yajanta trasádasyum ... índraṃ ná vr̥ tratúram ardhadevám  4.42.8bcd. 
103 purukútsānī hí vām ádāśadd / havyébhir indrāvaruṇā ... / áthā rá̄jānaṃ trasádasyum asyā / 

vr̥ traháṇaṃ dadathur ardhadevám  4.42.9. 
104 dātrá̄ sánti pú̄rvā / yá̄ pūrúbhyas trasádasyur nitośé / ... dadathur urvarāsá̄ṃ ghanáṃ dásyubhyaḥ  

4.38.1. 
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We can therefore agree with Norman Brown105 when he expresses the opinion that it 
was perhaps the Dasyus that held Trasadasyu’s father in captivity. According to him 
the official (this should mean “sanctioned and proclaimed by the r̥ ṣis”) version of the 
birth of Trasadasyu during the captivity of Purukutsa was that he was partly of divine 
parentage — i. e., son of Indra and Varuṇa and of Purukutsa’s wife. In keeping with 
this version, Norman Brown interprets stanza 3 of 4.42 as a “self-praise” by Trasadasyu: 
“Indra am I, and Varuṇa.”106 This appears to be a very much better interpretation of 
this stanza than any hitherto offered. 

Why was it prudent on the part of the r̥ ṣis to ascribe partial divinity (cf. ardha-devam ... 
4.42.8/9) to Trasadasyu and why was he so uniquely likened to Indra (“a vr̥ trahan like 
Indra”: 4.42.8)? Not merely because his birth had somehow to be explained away, 
surely? Rather, it must have been to confer a unique position to him, perhaps to rally 
all the Aryan tribes under his leadership — whence possibly the explanation of his 
appearance among the Pūrus as a gift of both Indra and Varuṇa, in many respects the 
two gods who are most distant each from the other in the RV, as generally assumed. 
Here we should also bear in mind what RV 4.38.10 says: “With his might he overspread 
the five peoples”, which we understand as saying that he brought them under a single 
rulership. 

After the events of the Ten King’s War, the annihilation of the Dasyus and bringing 
the various tribes under one rule should have appeared to the r̥ ṣis as the most difficult 
and yet most desirable goal for the Aryans to achieve. 

Descendants of Trasadasyu 

We shall deal with only those descendants of Trasadasyu who are of any significance 
from the point of view of understanding the ari references. 

One among such descendants of Trasadasyu is Kuruśravaṇa referred to in 10.32 and 
10.33. Both hymns are attributed to Kavaṣa Ailūṣa. 

10.33 describes how at Kuruśravaṇa’s death his purohita fell into neglect. He had been a 
successful bard, but now (at the death of Kuruśravaṇa) the cry at the court is “An evil 
speaker has come!”107 In the lines that follow, the poet describes his patron’s 

                                                             
105 “King Trasadasyu as a Divine Incarnation, a note on RV 4.42” in Kunhan Raja, pp. 38 ff.  
106  ahám índro váruṇaḥ ... 4.42.3a. 
107 duḥśá̄sur á̄gād íti ghóṣa āsīt  10.33.1d. (See Geldner’s introductory note to translation of 10.33). 
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generosity108 and expresses his profound loyalty to the prince whom he calls his 
“companion”.109 The hymn provides us with a glimpse of the extent of patronage the 
Pūrus extended to their panegyrists and priests and of the intimacy of the relationship 
between the prince and his court priests. 

Kavaṣa, the bard of Kuruśravaṇa cannot be for obvious reasons the same as the “the 
famous old Kavaṣa” refered to in 7.18.110 If the authorship of a Kavaṣa is right, as it may 
be, then this Kavaṣa could be a descendant of that old Kavaṣa (from whom the period 
of this prince is removed by at least 3 generations). It is interesting to note that the 
original Kavaṣa was among the opponents of the Bharatas. That a priest who probably 
was a descendant of him is turned away from a latter-day Pūru’s court and is called an 
“utterer of evil” (reminiscent of derogatory epithets with nuances of cult-hostility such 
as mr̥ dhravāc, dūḍhi etc.) suggests the long-continued nature of the dissensions centred 
round religious differences that seem to lie concealed in many veiled references in the 
RV. 

Kuruśravaṇa’s name is also important. It means “the glory of Kurus” and is 
considerably similar to Kuruṅga and Kaurayāṇa in two other late hymns.111 These 
names, which connect several earlier tribal groups with the Kurus, lend support to the 
view that the latter were an (Aryan) amalgam of Pūrus, Bharatas and others112 that lived 
and moved around the Sarasvatī and nearby river lands of what came to be known as 
Kurukṣetra in later times. That such a name came into vogue, rising in importance 
above the original tribal names such as Bharata and Pūru, is in keeping with the forging 
of a pan-Aryan ethos after the War of Ten Kings. 

Tryaruṇa 

Tryaruṇa is mentioned in RV 5.27. However the hymn is not intended to be a 
panegyric of him or to be intercessory for him. The singer’s real patron is a prince 
named Aśvamedha.113 This is a very interesting fact that helps us considerably to 

                                                             
108 máṃhiṣṭhaṃ vāghátām  10.33.4c. 
109 yuj-  10.33.9c. 
110 śrutáṃ kaváṣaṃ vr̥ ddhám  7.18.12a. 
111 Kuruṅga : 8.4.19b; Kaurayāṇa: 8.3.21b. 
112 See Vedic Index under Kuru. 
113 Cf. 5.27.4ab: me ... áśvamedhāya... sūráye. 
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understand the features of a Vedic ritual festival. 

Tryaruṇa however is a keen admirer of the Vedic ritual practices. One stanza of 5.27 
refers to his appreciation of the ritual song. As a token of his appreciation he seems to 
make a special donation to the singer of Aśvamedha.114 

At the beginning of this hymn, Tryaruṇa is described in a significant manner. He is 
called “the mighty lord (asura), more distinguished than the munificent one.”115 The 
epithet asura is applied to men only in a few other instances in the RV, such as at 1.126 
.2 and 10.93.14. In 1.126 the person mentioned is also directly called an ari (stz.5), while 
in 10.93 he is closely associated with another who, or a close relative of whom, is called 
an ari in another hymn.116 And so, the fact that Tryaruṇa who is called an asura in 5.27 
hails from a line of princes of whom certainly several were already indicated by the 
word ari seems to us to be a matter of considerable significance. 

                                                             
114 yó me gíraḥ ... yukténābhí ... gr̥ ṇá̄ti  5.27.3cd. Cf. Geldner’s translation. On the interpretation of 5.27, 

see discussion in Part II of this work. 
115  cétiṣṭho ásuro maghónaḥ  5.27.1bc. 
116 The prince who is called an asura at 10.93.14 is Rāma, who is mentioned alongside Pr̥thavāna Vena. 

The latter is surely to be linked with Pr̥thī Venya of 10.148.3 who in the same hymn is indicated as an 
ari. See Ch. II, lb. and notes 29, 31 above. See also n. 481. 
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III. Diversity of Religious Views 
(1) 

A curious feature in the description of the War of Ten Kings was that the enemies of 
Sudās the Bharata were called “kings who do not perform sacrificial rites” and “the 
party that is without Indra”. And yet, almost in the same breath, it was said that the 
very same kings invoked the aid of Indra in the battles they fought. 

Indra in fact is often said to have been invoked by contending forces. RV 4.24.3 insists 
(as does 4.39.5) that it is (emphatically) he that is so invoked.117 On the face of it, this 
may indicate nothing more than that 

(а) Indra was the Vedic war-god whose aid every Aryan fighter sought,       
and 

(b) there were frequent clashes among the ancient Indo-Aryan tribes. 

To assume that that is all this kind of statement indicates is an over-simplification. It 
does not take into account the extraordinary significance of an epithet such as ayajyu ( 
not observing sacrificial rites, or, more properly, not observing the true ritual), or of an 
epithet such as anindra (‘not with Indra’ = not worshipping him properly and not 
eligible for his aid). The overwhelming dedication of the Vedic Aryans to the sacrificial 
religion is a factor we should never underestimate. Given that factor, to call a man a 
“non-sacrificer” seems to us to be the ultimate style of repudiating his acceptability. 

To revert to the subject of the Ten Kings’ War. Here indeed is no mere tribal clash, but 
the most crucial event in the whole of the Vedic Aryan prehistory. And here r̥ ṣi 
Vasiṣṭha refers to the opponents of Sudās, among whom are the Pūru, Turvaśa and 
Anu tribes, distinctly as though they were cultural inferiors if not cultural aliens. How 
are we to account for this? 

(2) 

Let us keep in mind the slight clues the references to the Ten Kings’ War provide. 

                                                             
117 tám ín náro ví hvayante samīké  4.24,3a (“Nur ihn rufen die Männer in der Schlacht von beiden 

Seiten” - Geldner): índram ivéd ubháye ví hvayante  4.39.5a, referring to the almost mythical 
Dadhikrā. 
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“They summon Indra and yet they do not qualify for his aid. They are truly not to be 
regarded as sacrificers” — Vasiṣṭha seems to say of his adversaries. And of course the 
adversaries included the Pūrus, the tribe from whom is derived the great Paurava clan 
of later times. 

It certainly is a matter of much importance to be able to identify the group whom the 
r̥ ṣi denounces and whom he supports. But in this section let us primarily face the 
question: Is there any other evidence to support the clues that RV 7.18 and 7.83 
provide? Were there in fact any variations of view among the Aryan tribes in regard to 
sacrifice and the worship of Indra? 

Such questions of course immediately remind us of statements in the RV Saṃhitā such 
as e. g. the following in 8.100: “There is no Indra, so some declare; who has seen him? 
Whom shall we be praising (in praising him)?”118 It is worth reflecting on the 
significance of so startling a statement. 

What is the idea behind the words? We cannot forget that the poet is thinking in the 
framework of conceptual categories that were very familiar to him. He is speaking of a 
particular kind of person who seems to be at least baffled by the cult activities centred 
around the concept of Indra.  

The root √stu- which the poet uses here is the same that gives us important cult terms 
such as stotra, stava and stoma. To eulogize is eminently a cult function, a sacrificial act. 
So the question means: “In singing a stoma for Indra what are we doing? Is this cult-act 
really meaningful?” 

The men who are bewildered thus cannot surely be outsiders? They cannot be 
non-Aryans, but Aryans who seriously asked questions about the significance of at 
least this cult-activity associated with Aryan religious life. It seems obvious that the 
poet is thinking of men of his race holding a different stance from his own in matters of 
worship and faith. 

Let us also consider for a moment a statement like the one in RV 2.12.5. The entire 
Indra epic of which this stanza is a part addresses itself to the members of an Aryan 
jana. The refrain119 proves that conclusively. Says the stanza in question: 

Of whom, the terrible, they ask: where is he? 
                                                             
118 néndro ast�́̄ti néma u tva āha ká īṃ dadarśa kám abhí ṣṭavāma  8.100.3cd. 
119 sá janāsa índraḥ  2.12 refrain. 
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or of whom they say: he is not ... 
have faith in him, he O men is Indra.120 

An even more telling reference to the kind of situation we are discussing seems to be 
found in RV 1.4: 

“Of Indra, the quick un-conquered one, go ask the wise priest — who is worthier than 
your friends. And let our detractors say: ‘Depart to another place, you who offer worship 
pre-eminently to Indra’.”121  

“Or let the ari and (his?) people describe us as well-off men. In Indra’s refuge we would 
(yet) remain.” (1.4.4-6)122 

It is hard to subscribe to Thieme’s views123 on the interpretation of this extremely 
interesting passage, which we have discussed briefly elsewhere.124 The difference in his 
approach is understandable, since he was looking at it in isolation from the tribal and 
religious situation which we are trying to elucidate. 

What does this remarkable passage communicate? 

Geldner, who, it seems to us, has interpreted these stanzas more accurately than 
Thieme, points out the priest of Indra has here in mind the institutor of a sacrificial 
rite. That, in the opinion of that priest, this patron needed (i.e. lacked) knowledge of 
the unconquerable Indra and that that priest had to contend with detractors (notice 
the many R̥gvedic references to devanidaḥ, brahmadviṣaḥ etc.)125 who scoffed at the 
pre-eminent (if not exclusive) place that was given to this god is the least that this 
context reveals. 

                                                             
120 yáṃ smā pr̥ chánti kúha séti ghorám / utém āhur naíṣó ast�́̄ty enam / ... śrád asmai dhatta sá janāsa 

índraḥ  2.12.5. 
121  (The validity of this interpretation is borne out by RV 8.1.1, where we see the r̥ ṣi himself saying to his 

colleagues: “Do not recite anything else. Friends, do not make blunders. Praise only Indra at the 
Soma ritual” ... má̄ cid anyád ví śaṃsata / sákhāyo má̄ riṣaṇyata / índram ít stotā ... suté... // See also 
Geldner’s translation.) 

122 párehi vígram ástr̥ tam índram pr̥ chā vipaścítam / yás te sákhibhya á̄ váram // utá bruvantu no nído 
nír anyátaś cid ārata / dádhānā índra íd dúvaḥ // utá naḥ subhágāṁ arír vocéyur dasma kr̥ ṣṭáyaḥ / 
syá̄méd índrasya śármaṇi //  1.4.4-6. 

123 F. pp. 37-38. 
124 Añjali, pp. 90-91. 
125 Añjali, p. 94, nn. 28-30. 
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Not only does this passage bring up the question of the identity of the ari who, along 
with others, seems to object to the r̥ ṣi’s preponderant worship of Indra and wishes to 
prevent him from receiving gifts — on the ground of his wealthiness — a viewpoint 
that could earn for the ari such a description as that found in RV 8.51: “a 
treasure-guarding (niggard)”126 — but also it puzzles us by the reference to the ari’s 
friends and his people. In spite of the fact that the whole scene is situated in Aryan 
ritual environs — and indeed this is the fact not to be overlooked — one is tempted to 
think that the ari and his friends must have been somewhat different in their attitude 
to Indra-worship than was the r̥ ṣi who composed this hymn. 

One is struck by the resemblance of the implication of this reference to that of several 
other highly interesting passages in the RV. 

As an example of this latter we may cite RV 4.24.3 ff. Here it this said of two warring 
groups that they both call on Indra’s aid. But some seek Indra’s aid in the very sight of 
battle (abhīke): When locked in battle they pray for the Indra-might (or, following 
Geldner, make offerings to the Indra-name). And then, we are told further, the cooked 
(oblation) shall surpass the puroḷāśa (“den Reiskuchen” — Geldner). What the 
distinction is is not completely clear, but the repetition of the idea in verse 7 makes it 
obvious that the offerer of “cooked oblation” and of roasted grains is the one that is 
favoured by Indra with “the stallion’s vigour”. And also stanzas 5-7 make it quite clear 
that it is the Soma-offerer who gains the alliance of Indra (6,7); indeed Soma will clearly 
set the non-presser apart (stanza 5).127 And all of this provides for us the background 
that is needed for the understanding of the highly interesting stanzas 8-9 which 
incidentally contain an important reference to the ari once again. 

We shall not attempt to dwell at length on this reference at this stage as we will be 
discussing it in another context later on.128 It is however pertinent to point out what 
the two stanzas say in essence: the encounter has been severe, the ari’s contest a long 
affair; when she has seen that, the (ari’s) wife invokes the aid of lndra, who, however, 
by this time has been regaled to a feast of Soma by the offerers of that libation; hearing 
                                                             
126 śevadhipá̄ḥ 8.61.9b. See note 321 below and the relevant text. 
127 tám ín náro ví hvayante samīké / ... á̄d ín néma indrayante abh�́̄ke // á̄d íd dha néma indriyáṃ 

yajanta / á̄d ít paktíḥ puroḷá̄śaṃ riricyāt / á̄d ít sómo ví papr̥ cyād ásuṣvīn / ... // yá itthéndrāya 
sómam sunóti / ... tám ít sákhāyaṃ kr̥ ṇute samátsu // yá índrāya sunávat sómam adyá / pácāt pakt�́̄r 
utá bhr̥ jjá̄ti dhāná̄ḥ // tásmin dadhad vŕ̥ ṣaṇaṃ śúṣmam índraḥ // from  4.24.3-7. 

128 In Ch. VI of this work. 
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her call, Indra muses or says: he (the ari) has indulged in low trading for a thing of 
value, but (the other) has relinquished “not a little thing” for a thing of high value.129 

Obviously then, what the poet says is that Soma is the great thing by which alone one 
may hope to win the favour of Indra. And he who does not worship Indra in the form, 
with the substances and at the times that are appropriate to that worship, will not gain 
that god’s sustaining aid: in other words, they are anindra or “without Indra’s aid”. So 
it seems to us that the order of ideas is not different in RV 4.24 from that in RV 7.18: 
Aryan divisions having an important religious dimension. 

(3) 

In a sense, the specific manifestation of the hieratic thought of Vedic India is the 
concept of Brahmaṇaspati (= Br̥haspati), even more than Indra. He, the Lord of 
Brahman, is a creation and reflection of the priestly genius of the Vedic r̥ ṣis. It is 
interesting, in view of this, that there are nonetheless traces in the RV Saṃhitā of a 
prevalence of some kind of unfriendly attitude to the cult of Br̥haspati- 

Evidence for this is found in RV 1.190. Stanza 5 of this hymn charges some “powerful 
ones” with having considered Br̥haspati as an usrika,130 which normally would have to 
be rendered as a “little calf”. It is a risky thing to try to evaluate the significance of such 
comparisons, especially when we remember that Indra is often called a vr̥ ṣan (bull). But 
the diminutive form cannot be without significance and, in any case, the rest of the 
verse makes it quite clear that the poet here has no kindly thoughts about the ritual 
acceptability of the worship that these “powerful ones ” offer to Br̥haspati. For here 
they are portrayed as “evil men depending on the noble one for their living”131 and this 
is followed by a request to Br̥haspati not to bestow blessings on “him, of evil intent” 132 
— and we must here remind ourselves of the nuances of the original Vedic term 
employed in the context, i.e. dūḍhī. It is typically a word of denunciation for a man 
whose priestly functions (dhī in fact indicates one paramountly important aspect of 
these) were unaceptable in the r̥ ṣi’s eyes. 

                                                             
129 yadá̄ samaryáṃ vy áced ŕ̥ ghāvā / dīrgháṃ yád ājím abhy ákhyad aryáḥ / ácikradad vŕ̥ ṣaṇam pátny 

áchā / duroṇá á̄ níśitaṃ somasúdbhiḥ // bhú̄yasā vasnám acarat kánīyó / ... sá bhú̄yasā kánīyo 
ná̄rirecīd /  4.24.8 & 9ac. 

130 yé tvā devosrikám mányamānāḥ  1.190.5a. 
131 pāpá̄ bhadrám upaj�́̄vanti pajrá̄ḥ  1.190.5b. 
132 dūḍhyè  1.190.5c. 
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The prevalence in Vedic society of a divergent attitude towards Br̥haspati, the 
arch-deity of Brahmanism, is brought out again in RV 2.23 addressed to this god. This 
hymn refers in sharp terms to ill-intentioned revilers of gods from whom the singer 
wishes the highest good to be held away. Particularly instructive is stanza 16:  

“Give us not away to thieves who, hanging on to the ‘footprint’ of falsehood, are greedy 
for victuals, the cheats that they are. In their hearts they reduce the strength of gods. They, 
O Br̥haspati, know nothing above the sāman (chant).”133 

“Know nothing above the sāman (chant)” — what does this signify? And, “reduce in 
their hearts the strength of the gods”? It would be really interesting to understand 
exactly what these remarkable statements were meant to convey, in this passionate 
diatribe directed against “revilers of gods” and “haters of brahman” and “false 
reciters”'134. One is entitled to ask: could they possibly refer to religious approaches 
other than the Brahmanical one, approaches which in the eyes of this r̥ ṣi were 
tantamount to insulting the gods? Could the r̥ ṣi be having in mind any tendencies 
which admitted as active rites no more than the sāman chant? To ask this question is 
not to suggest that the answer should be ‘yes’; but yet it would not do to suppress that 
question which naturally presents itself. 

The question is all the more pertinent when taken in conjunction with what some 
other R̥gvedic passages declare. Let us take for example 

10.105.8: “Through r̥ c-recital let us put down the men who do not recite r̥ c. No sacrifice 
without brahman (ritual eulogy) will succeed or make pleasure in you.”135 

Or 7.26.1 :“No unpressed soma pleases Indra, nor (even) the pressed sap, that (comes) not 
with brahman”.136 

What do these passages hint at, while laying a very self-conscious emphasis on the active 
aspects of the ritual, such as the pressing of soma and the recital of r̥ c verses? A pointer 
as to what the answer should be, it seems to us, is RV 6.52.1-2. Here a Bhāradvāja priest 
speaks of a person who purported to perform what was “more than a sacrifice” (atiyāja 
— with perhaps sarcastic overtones). Not only does this man “think himself above us”, 
                                                             
133 má̄ na stenébhyo yé abhí druhás padé / nirāmíṇo ripávó ’nneṣu jāgr̥ dhúḥ / á̄ devá̄nām óhate ví vráyo 

hr̥ dí / bŕ̥ haspate ná paráḥ sá̄mno viduḥ // 2.23.16 
134 brahmadvíṣaḥ  2.23.4c; devanídaḥ  8c; duḥśáṃsaḥ  10c. 
135 r̥ cá̄ vanemānŕ̥ caḥ / ná̄brahmā yajñá ŕ̥ dhag jóṣati tvé //  10.105.8bc. 
136 ná sóma índram ásuto mamāda / ná̄brahmāṇo ... sutá̄saḥ  7.26.1ab. 
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but he also would “wish to pour scorn on the ritual that is being expressed in action”137. 
The subsequent stanza asks why the god looks on while his singer and his party are 
insulted and requests that a burning missile be hurled on (this) hater of brahman.138 
Could these words in some way be an anticipation of the debate between the 
proponents and opponents of the ‘way of works’ of later time? 

Here we are also reminded of RV 4.2.12 which incidentally contains another important 
reference to the ari. Geldner, it seems to us, is basically right in the way he renders this 
stanza into German and explains its purport in the notes attached to his translation — 
except for the (not insignificant) error of equating ari with sūri (a problem which we 
hope to discuss at length in the pages to follow). From of old, the stanza in effect says, 
the ritual fire, symbolizing the god Agni, has been entrusted to Āyu, i.e, the Vedic 
priesthood. From Āyu’s dwelling, Agni could unmistakably see his intentions which 
are clear by virtue of the visible rites that are done with (? hands and) feet. On the other 
hand, the ari’s secret intentions the god could see only through his active 
dispositions.139 The visible rites of Āyu and the hidden intentions of the ari: this is not 
an insignificant contrast when taken in conjunction with the other things that are 
repeatedly said in the RV about the ari’s cultural distance from the ideals of Vedic r̥ ṣis. 

In any case, it seems clear that in the RV there already are some signs of the prevalence, 
among the Aryans themselves, of religious trends that did not emphasize those aspects 
of their worship that the r̥ ṣis usually emphasized. 

(4) 

Statements that seem to be out of step with the main R̥gvedic line of thinking are 
rather exceptional in the Saṃhitā, but a few are occasionally met with, particularly in its 
later portions. Such an unusual statement is found in RV 10.82. The 7th stanza of this 
hymn says: “Covered in mist and prattle do the utterers of hymns wander, delighting in 
(the taking of) life”140 — which, as Geldner rightly observes, is an obvious objection to 
the slaughter of animals in sacrifice. 

                                                             
137 atiyājásya yaṣṭá̄ // áti vā yó ... mányate no / bráhma vā yáḥ kriyámāṇaṃ nínitsāt /  6.52.1d 2ab. 
138 kím aṅgá naḥ paśyasi nidyámānān / brahmadvíṣe tápuṣiṃ hetím asya //  6.52.3cd. 
139  (kavíṃ śaśāsuḥ kaváyó ’dabdhā / nidhāráyanto dúryāsv āyóḥ /) átas tváṃ dŕ̥ śyāṁ agna etá̄n paḍbhíḥ 

paśyer ádbhutāṁ aryá évaiḥ  4.2.12. On the interpretation of this stz. see Geldner’s notes to his 
translation of it. 

140 nīhāréṇa prá̄vr̥ tā jálpyā cā / ’sutŕ̥ pa ukthaśá̄saś caranti  10.82.7cd. 
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Ritual slaughter and the offering of soma were practices that were predominantly 
associated with the cult of Indra, the god of war. This is particularly well illustrated by 
RV 10.27. Here the singer, in his part of a saṃvāda dialogue, makes a promise to Indra 
of cooking a vigorous bullock for him and pouring a sharp libation of Soma for 15 
days.141 And Indra replies that he knows of no one who speaks thus after victory has 
been achieved; it is on perceiving the fierce impending battle that they promise him a 
pair of bulls!142 (It is interesting to note that the idea of the right offerings143 is an 
important element in 10.27 as well: ritual offerings of beef and Soma in stanza 2;144 
condemnatory allusion to “those without Indra, the drinkers of śr̥ ta”145 as opposed to 
Soma, hence those who do not offer Soma, who “insult the ally”146 (stanza 6). These 
references clearly follow the same order of ideas as in 7.18 and 4.24 which we discussed 
above). 

It does seem then (a) that there was some criticism of the ritual slaughter of animals on 
the one hand and (b) that on the other there was explicit voicing of the idea that to 
obtain Indra’s aid as the god of war one necessarily had to offer Soma and the animal 
sacrifice and that not merely when war was at hand. Not to do so was an insult to him 
and a departure from the cult. What was deplorable was that some sought his aid while 
rejecting these rites or performing them only at the sight of war (4.24 and 10.27). 

(5) 

Let us reflect a little more on the significance of Soma offering and Soma drinking in 
the R̥gvedic period — a time that was marked by the dominance of the Indra cult, by a 
conscious advocacy of it by the elite of the Vedic r̥ ṣis whose compositions have come 
down to us in the RV Saṃhitā. 

                                                             
141 amá̄ te túmraṃ vr̥ ṣabhám pacāni / tīvráṃ sutám pañcadaśáṃ ní ṣiñcam //  10.27.2cd. 
142 ná̄háṃ táṃ veda yá íti brávīty / ádevayūn samáraṇe jaghanvá̄n / yadá̄ ’vá̄khyat samáraṇam ŕ̥ ghāvad 

/ á̄d ídd ha me vr̥ ṣabhá̄ prá bruvanti //  10.27.3. 
143  Perhaps more accurately, right offerings made at the right time. That some are reminded of Indra 

and think of offering him “bull-sacrifice” only when the din of war is heard is what the r̥ ṣi scornfully 
says in 4.24 (at 4d, 5a, 5b and 5c) and in 8.21 (14d) and 10.27 (3d). In all six cases the temporal phrase 
used is ad it whose actual force would be best brought out if we translate it as “and only after that”. 

144 túmraṃ vr̥ ṣabhám ... tīvráṃ sutám of  10.27.2cd. 
145 śr̥ tapá̄ṁ anindrá̄n  10.27.6a. 
146 yé ninidúḥ sákhāyam  10.27.6c. 
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We may consider a reference like the one in 8.21 which informs us of men who 
preferred surā (a strong drink other than Soma) and scoffed at Indra but who felt 
impelled to seek his aid when plunged into war, like little ones longing for fatherly 
support: 

“Never a rich man will you find fit for alliance (with you). They, sharpened by surā, scoff 
at you. (But) when you raise the cry of war and bring (contenders) into confrontation, 
then are you invoked like a father.” (8.21.14)147 

Why the reference to surā? 

It is extremely doubtful if the high priests of Indraism regarded surā as a respectable 
drink or a fit substitute for Soma. It is true that RV 1.116.7 refers to the Aśvins’ gift of 
1000 jars of surā to the singer Kakṣīvant148  as if it were a valued gift149 — but there is 
some reason to think Kakṣīvant did not enjoy a very great respect among the 
priesthood we are here thinking of. The150 Aśvins themselves do not originally seem to 
have belonged to the circle of gods who were honoured with the Soma libation. The 
Yajurveda describes them as not entitled to the Soma drink.151 The later Vedic literature 
preserves some valuable evidence which suggests that the followers of the Indra cult 
viewed the worship of the Aśvins with disfavour.152 

In the later ritual of the sautrāmaṇi,153 surā is mingled with Soma but this very ritual 
seems to reflect the original unacceptability of surā. In the old story connected with 
this ritual, it seems that Indra appears as poisoned by Namuci (Vr̥tra) by means of a 
mixture of Soma and surā. The mingled Soma could be made drinkable by means of a 
vipāna (“drinking separately” — dexterously extracting the desired component of the 
                                                             
147 nákī revántaṃ sakhyá̄ya vindase / p�́̄yanti te surāśvàḥ / yadá̄ kr̥ ṇóṣi nadanúṃ sám ūhasy / á̄d ít 

pitéva hūyase //  8.21.14. 
148 Cf. Hillebrandt, VM I pp. 244ff. esp.p. 250: surā as the drink of Aryans living unbrahmanistically; 

and p. 253: opposition between drinkers of soma and surā. See also Vedic Index: surā. 
149  śatáṃ kumbhá̄ṁ asiñcataṃ súrāyāḥ  1.116.7d. However, 1.117.6 refers to the gift as śatáṃ kumbhá̄ṁ ... 

mádhūnām. 
150  Cf the statement of 1.190.5 pāpá̄ ... pajrá̄ḥ which Geldner regards as a reference to the “Rivalität 

zwischen den Māniden und den Pajra’s”. Pajra was “the name of the family from which Kakṣīvant 
sprang”: Vedic Index, under Pajra (referring to 1.117.10, 1.122.7-8, 1.126.4-5). 

151 Aśvins were originally asomapa: MS IV.6.1. 
152 Jaim.Br. iii. 121-128. See also Vedic index under Cyavana. 
153 Hillebrandt, RL p.159 f. ; Geldner on 10.131.4a ; Vedic Index, fn. 72 under Soma. 
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mixture). The original sautrāmaṇi was a purificatory ritual instituted in memory of 
this. Therefore it was to be particularly celebrated by an enthroned king and by one 
with whom the Soma drink did not agree. The whole point that emerges from this is 
that although in course of time the priesthood changed its position with regard to the 
ritual acceptability of surā, originally only the Soma was regarded as fit and acceptable 
and respectable for the sūri to consume. The evidence of RV 10.89.5 is a valuable 
pointer in this direction: 

“Soma (is) the draught of wrath, whose first fresh drink is sharp (?), (the stuff) that shakes, 
the impetuous holder of darts, prepared from r̥ jīṣa. All substitute shrubs and plants 
deceive not Indra hitherward.”154 

It was a part of the early Vedic ritual that both the yajamāna and the priest partook of 
the sacred sap. At RV 10.167.4, (Indra as) the first sūri speaks of coming after a 
victorious contest to his (purohita) priests Viśvāmitra and Jamadagni and taking a 
(ritual) drink of Soma155. From other references, we gather that Indra here speaks of the 
typical conduct of a sūri and that the privilege of the draught extended to the yajamāna 
as well. Thus 9.99.3 says “We cleanse this gladdening drink of his, that which kine took 
into their mouths of old, and princes take it now.”156 

The hymn 9.98 also gives definite evidence on this point. Stanza 8 of this hymn 
addresses the Soma drinkers and says that the sap is “a means to strength” and that it 
“gives high renown to sūris”. Stanza 10 describes the sap as being extracted in order to 
be drunk by Indra as well as the “man that offers the dakṣiṇā”.157 

In 8.68 stanza 14 refers to princes Indrota Śrutarvan and Pūtakratu approaching (their 
purohita) priest “in the stimulation of Soma”.158 

As to priests drinking the Soma draught the RV provides ample testimony. To quote 
just a few instances:  

                                                             
154 á̄pāntamanyus tr̥ pálaprabharmā / dhúniḥ śímīvāñ chárumāṁ r̥ jīṣ�́̄ / sómo víśvāny atasá̄ vánāni / 

ná̄rvá̄g índram pratimá̄nāni debhuḥ //  10.89.5. 
155 See n. 284 below and relevant text. 
156 tám asya marjayāmasi / ... yáṃ gá̄va āsábhir dadhúḥ / purá̄ nūnáṃ ca sūráyaḥ //  9.99.3acd. 

Translation quoted is Griffith’s. 
157 pá̄ntaḥ: soma-drinkers; dakṣasá̄dhanam (9.98.8b); yáḥ sūríṣu śrávo br̥ hád dadhé ... (8cd); índrāya ... 

pá̄tave ... náre ca dákṣiṇāvate (9.98.10ac). 
158 sómasya hárṣyāḥ  8.68.14b. 
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3.53.10: “Ye Kuśikas, drink up the Soma’s savoury meath.”159 

8.32.1: “Kaṇvas tell forth with song (the deeds) of Indra..., wrought in Soma’s wild 
delight.”160 

8.48.3: “The Soma we have drunk, immortal have become, to the light gone, the gods 
discovered.”161 

When we appreciate this ancient ritual significance attached to the Soma draught, by 
prince and priest alike, it is easy to understand the harsh characterization by the Vedic 
priests of all those who rejected the Soma rite and also who apparently took objection 
to its use among themselves. (Cf. “drinkers of śr̥ ta” in 7.18 and 10.27).162 

So he who did not conform to the Soma ritual was roundly condemned in the R̥gveda 
and the commonest way of doing this was to call such a person a “non-presser” 
(asunvant). The term has been coupled with others like “brahma-hating”, “not given to 
generosity” and “unapproachable”, which are all words that describe those who did not 
comply with the life-style favoured by the r̥ ṣis.163 

Not to be a Soma offerer: this was a high offence in the eyes of the Vedic r̥ ṣis. Not only 
that, it was also a high offence not to be a Soma-drinker. 

Thus the over-riding position of the Soma ceremonial in the early Indra cult is an 
unquestionable fact. Yet signs are not wanting in the RV itself that circumstances had 
tended to weaken the power of this ritual (either the presence of Aryan groups who 
had adopted other practices, or the growing irrelevance of the ritualistic modes of a 
                                                             
159 ví pibadhvaṃ kuśikāḥ somyám mádhu //  3 53.10. 
160 káṇvā índrasya gá̄thayā / máde sómasya vocata //  8.32.1. 
161 ápāma sómam amŕ̥ tā abhūma aganma jyótir ávidāma devá̄n  8.48.3ab, cf. also 9.8.9 tvā ... 

índrapītaṃ ... bhakṣīmáhi. 
162 Geldner commenting on śr̥ tapá̄ṁ anindrá̄n of 10.27.6 notes the similarity of phraseology with 

7.18.16ab: ardhám ... śr̥ tapá̄ṃ. (We have noted above other points of similarity between 7.18 and 
10.27). Geldner says śr̥ ta here means cooked milk, as part of the Soma brew and asks whether śr̥ tapā 
could mean “drinker of (only) milk” as opposed to the Soma-drinker. But clearly śr̥ ta as a constituent 
of the Soma brew makes no sense in this reference to men who are anindra and who even deride the 
great Indra (nid — 10.27.6c). Falling off from Soma rites was a necessary accompaniment of going 
outside Indra-worship. Hence śr̥ tapā as an epithet of the party of anindra men must mean 
something more than what Geldner thinks is the case. 

163 Cf. ná sunóti sómam ... and brahmadvíṣaḥ: 10.160.4bd; ásuṣvīn ... apr̥ ṇataḥ: 6.44.11d; ásunvantam ... 
dūṇá̄śaṃ  1.176.4ab. 
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militaristic cult; the two may in fact be not unrelated to each other). Thus e.g. RV 
1.122.9 refers to the dishonest man who cunningly prepares the Soma sap (as thin) as 
water164 and 2.30.7 voices the priest’s desire that he (even he!) should not tire of the 
Soma rites: “Let it not exhaust me nor tire me. Let us not say, ‘press no Soma’.”165 

(6) 

Is this situation of conflicting positions on matters of cult a characteristic of Vedic 
India only, or do we also have any comparable features in ancient Iran? 

The question about Iran is inevitable since we know that in later times Zarathustra 
denounced certain aspects of earlier Iranian religious life which cultivated the very 
practices that the protagonists of the Indra cult seem at times (defensively?) to 
advocate. 

Let us in this connection read what R.C. Zaehner says in “The Dawn and Twilight of 
Zoroastrianism”: 

“Yima’s crime would seem to have been not so much that he had introduced meat eating 
among his people as that he had slaughtered cattle in sacrifice to the ancient gods. This 
sacrifice would appear to have been associated ... with ritual intoxication ... it would seem 
clear that Zoroaster is attacking a traditional cult in which a bull was slaughtered ... in 
honour of the daēvas: this rite was accompanied by another in which the juice of the 
Haoma plant was extracted and ritually consumed.”166 

Zaehner observes elsewhere in the same work:  

“The Haoma cult goes back to Indo-Iranian times ... We cannot ... avoid the conclusion 
that originally the Haoma rite must have been more typical of the daēvas than it was of the 
ahuras. In all probability no clear distinction was made between the two until shortly 
before the birth of the prophet ... we can only say that the Haoma cult was practised both 
by the followers of the daēvas and by those of the ahuras at the time the prophet saw the 
light of day.”167 

If this was the case, it might appear intriguing why the prophet was regarded as taking 
any stand at all in regard to this cult: In answer to this Zaehner continues:  

                                                             
164 jánaḥ ... abhidhrúg apó ná ... sunóty akṣṇayādhrúk  1.122.9. 
165 ná mā taman ná śraman nótá tandran / ná vocāma má̄ sunotéti sómam //  2.30.7ab. 
166 Zaehner, p. 38. 
167  Op. cit. pp. 88-89. 
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“The daēvic cult was no doubt orgiastic, violent and cruel ... Whatever Zoroaster himself 
may have thought, the later tradition did not interpret his words as meaning that he 
condemned anything but drunkenness in connection with the Haoma rite or that he 
condemned animal sacrifices as such, but only the cruelty associated with it and the lack of 
moderation in the use that was made of it.”168 

The least that the Iranian evidence boils down to is then this: that the ahuric view of 
the cult tended to be less in favour of the orgiastic and more in favour of the 
non-violent; the daēvic tendency on the other hand was more impetuous and 
aggressive: corresponding roughly to the two ends of the spectrum of religious practice 
widely evident almost everywhere. In short the two cults seem to express and typify the 
dichotomy of men’s attitudes: dynamic and orgiastic at times and austere and 
non-violent at others. But it is impossible to speak of the two in terms of mutual 
exclusion. 

The similarity of the religious situation in R̥gvedic India to what Zaehner surmises as 
the position in pre-Zoroastrian Iran is indeed remarkable. In India, to all appearances, 
the deva par excellence was Indra, while Varuṇa seems to have been rather more typical 
of the asuric trend. But those whom the r̥ ṣis would describe as “without Indra”, as men 
who scoff at Indra, and as “(kings) who do not sacrifice” to the devas, nevertheless call 
on his aid when face to face with war. “Insulters” call a Viśvāmitra singer an extremist 
devotee of Indra, but the Viśvāmitras have obviously acknowledged the divinity of 
Varuṇa (although they have not devoted entire hymns to eulogize him in their 
maṇḍala of the RV Saṃhitā). In other words, there is no question of an exclusive asura 
(or Varuṇa) religion or of an exclusive deva (or Indra) religion in India, any more than 
in Iran. It was perhaps because the early Aryans in India had to encounter stiff and 
prolonged resistance to their advance in the new land that early Vedism tended to 
remain an Indra-centred cult with a predilection for the “orgiastic, violent and cruel” 
traits that Zaehner ascribes to early daēvism in Iran. And it was, we would surmise, 
because of the evidence of a softer attitude emerging among some Aryans towards the 
non-Aryan “resisters” (vr̥ tras), that the Indra-centred elements reviled them as if they 
were also foes and aliens — thus throwing a smoke-screen through which it is rather 
hard to see the outlines of the tribal and religious situation that seems to have prevailed 
in early Indo-Aryan times. 

                                                             
168 Op. cit. pp. 89-90. 
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(7) 

When on the subject the deva - asura distinction, a very instructive hymn of the RV is 
10.124. We read it in the light of the ideas expressed by Lüders and others on R̥gvedic 
cosmology. The hymn appears to be in line with the late R̥gvedic representation of the 
celestial waters, the sources of light and fire and the heavenly Soma, as having their 
abode and resting place in the highest heaven. The creative powers of the universe 
according to this view have to constantly maintain these celestial waters (and all the 
treasures contained therein) free from the grip of Vr̥tra. What is especially interesting 
about RV 10.124 is that it seems to portray Vr̥tra as Father Asura, and to refer to his 
enclosing or inclusion of Agni, Varuṇa and Soma within his domain. Vr̥tra’s 
imprisonment of these powers cannot be regarded as an unusual idea in view of their 
close association with the heavenly waters, but what is remarkable is the suggestion of 
their asuric extraction: the hymn seems to reflect a view that there was a time when 
Agni, Varuṇa and Soma were asuric. It says that in this condition Agni was not fit to 
receive the sacrifice. Indra as the dynamic, creative force now appears and calls Agni out 
of the dark, to come to the immortal, the sacrificial. Agni follows, but with an aching 
conscience (“without friendliness, I leave him who was friendly ... choosing Indra, I 
abandon the Father” ... 10.124.2/4). Varuṇa and Soma follow suit. With this the 
lordship of the Asuras comes to an end. And then lndra offers Varuṇa co-rulership in 
the new kingdom and enlists Soma’s support to kill Vr̥tra. The hymn ends showing the 
world re-established and the waters freed. They stand away with disgust from the fallen 
power (Vr̥tra), like tribesmen opting for a rājan. (See translation of RV 10.124 attached 
to the end of this chapter). 

An echo of these important ideas is found in another hymn, i.e., RV 6.59. Here, stanza 
1 addresses Indra-Agni and declares: 

“Killed are your elders (literally, fathers), the god-foes. You two, lndra, Agni are alive”169. 

Apparently, some at least among the r̥ ṣis were keen on spreading the notion that the 
chief gods had, at some point in the history of the celestial powers, rebelled against 
their elders (the elders came to have the gods as foes: devaśatravaḥ) and done them to 
their death — or something of that sort. Says 4.18.12, addressing lndra: 

“Who has made your mother a widow? Who sought to kill you, as you were lying (still), 
(or) as you were moving (about)? What god was gracious toward you when you seized the 

                                                             
169 hatá̄so vām pitáro deváśatrava / índrāgnī j�́̄vatho yuvám //  6.59.1cd. 
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father by (his) feet and destroyed (him)?”170 

To us these sayings appear to be informative not only on aspects of a continuing 
development of religious views, but also of social institutions and practices and on the 
passing of tribal authority from elderly chiefs to a ‘chosen’ (ritually installed) ruler, the 
rājan, the kṣatriya. 

(8) 

On the basis of what we discussed above, we may justifiably say that in Vedic worship 
the shift from the asura to the deva trend seems to be reflected differently in three 
detectable conditions of the cult: 

a) Cult regards lndra as fit for invocation (in the way characteristically associated 
with this god) in times of war, but not pre-eminently in any other sense. 

b) Cult rejects orgiastic and violent traits and is sceptical about the very existence 
of lndra. 

c) Cult gives unvarying emphasis to lndra and rejects asuras altogether, but 
assimilates Varuṇa. 

It would seem that what ultimately came to occupy the position of the ‘official’ cult of 
the R̥gvedic Aryans was a version of (c) which gave a clear and unambiguous position 
to powers that at first sight might seem to be asuric in character. In other words, the 
RV Saṃhitā represents to a great extent a conscious development of a religious 
viewpoint and a cult system paying due regard to a variety of preexisting aspects of a 
common worship which can be subsumed in the single concept yajña: sacrifice. In 
social terms the RV reveals the participatory role of an elite priesthood consciously 
advancing the thrust of an ethnic-cultural expansion, emphasizing and synthesizing the 
various items of this ‘variety of aspects’ as and when that expansion required. 

If the Saṃhitā represents the synthesizing of a variety of pre-existing aspects of a 
common worship (as viewed from our distance from the document), it becomes clear 
that the story of Vedic cultural and political development cannot be reconstructed as a 
‘historical’ narration unless we succeed in unravelling a tangled skein: the lines of 
demarcation that must have at one time existed between those various aspects of the 
sacrificial cult. This is well nigh a hopeless task, but a slender prospect of arriving at 

                                                             
170 kás te mātáraṃ vidhávām acakrac / chayúṃ kás tvá̄m ajighāṃsac cárantam / kás te devó ádhi 

mārḍīká āsīd / yát prá̄kṣiṇāḥ pitáram pādagŕ̥ hya //  4.18.12. 
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some reasonable hypothesis seems to exist. And that is to investigate the deva cult as 
possibly enshrining a vision with implications of a distinctively political and social 
kind. 

RV 10.124: Appendix to Ch. III171 
Indra: Come to this sacrifice of ours O Agni. You will be the carrier of oblation and the 
chief of ritual. Too long already have you lain in darkness (1) 

Agni: Secretly departing from the adeva, as (a) deva do I come forth, the (prospect of) 
immortality seeing. When I, without friendliness, leave him who was friendly, I go from 
my own friendly realm for an unknown lineage. (2) 

... I speak a kindly word to Father Asura: “Exclusion from the sacrifice I leave, to 
participation therein.” (3) 

Many a year was I active within him. (Now) choosing Indra, I abandon the Father. They, 
Agni, Soma, Varuṇa leave. Rulership has changed. Coming, I favour it. (4) 

Indra: The Asuras have lost their māyā power. If you would like me, O Varuṇa, (then) to 
the sovereignty of my kingdom come, distinguishing  r̥ ta from what is not r̥ ta. (5) 

Come out, O Soma, let us two destroy Vr̥tra ... (6) 

The kavi with his kavi-like quality has fixed his form in the sky. 

Devoid of might, Varuṇa released the waters. (7) 

They (the waters) follow his loftiest Indra-might. They linger by him, revelling in their 
inherent strength. Abhorring, they stood apart from Vr̥tra, like folks (when) choosing the 
rājan. (8) 

                                                             
171 RV 10.124 : imáṃ no agna úpa yajñám éhi / ... áso havyavá̄ḷ utá naḥ purogá̄ / jyóg evá dīrgháṃ táma 

á̄śayiṣṭhāḥ // (1) ádevād deváḥ pracátā gúhā yán / prapáśyamāno amr̥ tatvám emi / śiváṃ yát sántam 
áśivo jáhāmi / svá̄t sakhyá̄d áraṇīṃ ná̄bhim emi // (2) ... śáṃsāmi pitré ásurāya śévam / ayajñiyá̄d 
yajñíyam bhāgám emi // (3) bahv�́̄ḥ sámā akaram antár asminn / índraṃ vr̥ ṇānáḥ pitáraṃ jahāmi / 
agníḥ sómo váruṇas té cyavante / paryá̄vard rāṣṭráṃ tád avāmy āyán // (4) nírmāyā u tyé ásurā 
abhūvan / tváṃ ca mā varuṇa kāmáyāse / r̥ téna rājann ánr̥ taṃ viviñcán / máma 
rāṣṭrásyá̄dhipatyam éhi // (5) ... hánāva vr̥ tráṃ niréhi soma / ... (6) kavíḥ kavitvá̄ diví rūpám á̄sajad 
/ áprabhūtī váruṇo nír apáḥ sr̥ jat / ... (7) tá̄ asya jyéṣṭham indriyáṃ sacante / tá̄ īm á̄ kṣeti svadháyā 
mádantīḥ / tá̄ īṃ víśo ná rá̄jānaṃ vr̥ ṇāná̄ / bībhatsúvo ápa vr̥ trá̄d atiṣṭhan (8). 
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IV. Significance of Indra Cult: An Impetus to Power 
(1) 

It is but apt that this chapter should commence with some words in explanation of its 
title. 

The depiction of Indra in the RV has a character of its own. At the same time we have 
no evidence to think that there was a distinct “Indra Religion.” The Indra cult is part of 
the larger religion of the yajña that we find depicted in all the scriptures of the Veda. 
Within the confines of that larger system however, Indraism carries with it an element 
of self-consciousness, certain individual features which seem to us to be deliberate and 
not merely incidental or accidental. This historically interesting aspect of the Indra cult 
seems to us to reflect a well-thought out response to actual earthly realities on the part 
of a segment of the r̥ ṣi elite of the Vedic age, or perhaps a response whose origins may 
well go beyond the Vedic age. 

A word of caution however has to be added, mainly to set the limits of the view which 
we seek to expound. It is not being argued that the Vedic religiousness is merely a 
response to a given challenge, that it is, so to say, a creature of circumstance. The Vedic 
religiousness, as every form of human religiousness, is emphatically a more profound 
phenomenon on whose nature no new opinion is here expressed. On the other hand, it 
appears that the developed Indra cult is quite a distinctive phenomenon whose purpose 
seems to have been to direct the energies of a culture that was nurtured on this 
religiousness to a particular goal, a goal which today we would visualize as an expansion 
of power. In that sense the Indra cult has distinct political overtones, though in an 
idiom that may sound strange as a political expression.  

(2) 

Let us examine some prominent delineations of this trend in the hymns of the RV 
Saṃhitā. 

In the first place this kind of motivation of the cult is most often expressed 
mythologically. Thus it is part of the Indra myth that he aided Manu (= the Aryan) 
against the Dāsa, and in the contest in which he characteristically figures as the hero, he 
slays an opponent who is all too obviously Dāsa-like. 

Before we go to examine some striking expressions of this legendary material, let us 
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remind ourselves that myth and legend in the Vedic system as elsewhere were never 
merely narrative in purpose. A myth or a legend about those whom one venerated and 
worshipped is always a commendation of a given course of conduct and a 
recommendation of it to the worshipper. In short it is an emphatic call to those of the 
present age to do what the gods and heroes did of old. 

In the Manu legend, Manu clearly represents the Aryan standing in opposition to the 
Dāsa. Let us quote some examples of this characterization. 

1.130.8:  Indra helped the sacrificing Aryan in battles … .he made the dark skin subject 
to Manu.172 

2.20.6/7:  (Indra) rose for Manu’s sake, carried away ... the head of Dāsa Arśaśāna; he 
shatters the Dāsa (strongholds) open, with the dark men in their wombs.173 

8.98.6:  Indra is the breaker of forts, a slayer of the Dasyu, favourer of Manu.174 

10.43.8:  (Indra), who makes the waters to have an Ārya lord, finds light for Manu, the 
presser (of Soma), the offerer of oblations.175 

What is stated here of Indra (and in numerous other passages of the same type) is said 
about other gods in some other contexts, but this appears to us to be not so much a 
part of the deva depiction as such, but a projection to other gods of a function that is 
strictly ascribed to Indra among those Aryans in whose cult-practices Indra occupied a 
paramount place.  

Thus in the sixth book of the RV (ascribed to the Bhāradvāja family) the gods are 
characterized as “they who made Manu superior to the Dāsa”176 and in the tenth it is 
said that the gods brought up Purūravas in order that the Dasyu-s be destroyed.177 

In the tenth book again, it is said of the divinized Soma drops that “their countenance, 
shining with might, found for Manu the sun, the Aryan light”.178 “Winning the sun” 
                                                             
172 índraḥ samátsu yájamānam á̄ryam / prá̄vad ... mánave ... tvácaṃ kr̥ ṣṇá̄m arandhayat  1.130.8. 
173 ūrdhvó bhuvan mánuṣe ... arśasānásya ... śíro bharad dāsásya ... kr̥ ṣṇáyonīḥ ... dá̄sīr airayad ví ... - 

from  2.20.6-7. 
174 índra dartá̄ purá̄m ... hantá̄ dásyor mánor vr̥ dháḥ /  8.98.6. 
175 yó aryápatnīr ákr̥ ṇod imá̄ apáḥ / sá sunvaté ... / avindaj jyótir mánave havíṣmate  10.43.8 bcd. 
176 yé mánuṃ cakrúr úparaṃ dásāya  6.21.11 d. 
177 tvā purūravo ... ’vardhayan dasyuhátyāya  10.95.7. 
178 praíṣām ánīkaṃ śávasā dávidyutad / vidát svàr mánave jyótir á̄ryam //  10.43.4 cd 
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in the RV is a characteristic term for sacrifice as well as war; and, when what is won in 
the course of that is described as the Aryan light gained for Manu’s sake, the statement 
simply means that Soma wins for the Aryan his light: Manu here as elsewhere in the 
RV stands for the Aryan as opposed to the Dāsa. 

In several references to Indra’s fight against the Dragon or Vr̥tra, the latter is depicted 
as a Dāsa or as symbolizing Dāsa power. Thus 1.32.11 says the serpent (= Vr̥tra) guarded 
the waters and so the latter are “in Dāsa subjugation”; Indra slays Vr̥tra and uncovers 
the waterhole.179 In this context, as Sāyaṇa the commentator observes, it is Vr̥tra that is 
depicted as the Dāsa. Our point is that such a depiction is extraordinarily meaningful. 

Indra is said to have been born to slay Vr̥tra180: this notion illumines the context of 
such a saying as the following: “At his very birth, he conquered all the waters that were 
under Dāsa subjection”.181 Here too it is all too clear that Vr̥tra = Dāsa. 

Another of the famous exploits of Indra is his subjugation of Śuṣṇa. It is important to 
note that in many references to this myth Śuṣṇa is described in identical terms as are 
applied to the Dāsa -Dasyu. Thus Śuṣṇa is the Dāsa for whom Indra “will make the 
earth a pillow”182; he is the Dasyu “full of evil power” and “devoid of the sacred 
word”183, “the Dasyu” on whom Indra’s bolt is to be hurled,184 “who does not practise 
sacrificial rites and is devoted to other practices.”185 

Elsewhere, Śuṣṇa as well as his supporters are characterized as Dasyu-s (plural).186 They 
are further described approximately as “Dasyu-s of improper speech, that are not in 
possession of (the sacred) word” (anāso dasyūn mr̥ dhravācaḥ) 187  — a typical 
description of the Dasyu-s as the characteristic cult-opponents of the Vedic Aryans. 

                                                             
179 dāsápatnīr áhigopā atiṣṭhan / ... á̄paḥ ... / ... apá̄m bílam ... / vr̥ tráṃ jaghanvá̄ṁ ápa tád vavāra // 

1.32.11. Cf. with this the co-occurence of Śuṣṇa, Pipru, Śambara and Vr̥tra- as in 1.103.8: śúṣṇam 
pípruṃ kúyavaṃ vr̥ trám indra / yadá̄vadhīr ví púraḥ śámbarasya /. 

180 já̄yathā ... vr̥ trahátyāya  8.89.5ab = 1.51.6 (n. 201). 
181 yát ... ājániṣṭhāḥ ... / víśvā apó ajayad dāsápatnīḥ //  5.30.5 (Cf. tvám apó ajayo dāsápatnīḥ 8.96.18d). 
182 kṣá̄ṃ dāsá̄yopabárhaṇīṃ kaḥ  1.174.7b. See Geldner’s comments on 1.174.7ab. 
183 māyá̄vān ábrahmā dásyur //  4.16.9d. See Geldner on 4.16.9. 
184 śúṣṇe ... / vájraṃ jaghantha dásyavi /  8.6.14ab. 
185 akarmá̄ dásyur ... (amantúr) anyávrataḥ ... 10.22.8ab. See Geldner on 10.22.7-10. 
186  dásyūn : 4.16,12c, 5.29.10c, 5.31.7d. 
187  5.29.10cd. 
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(anās — occuring only here is analysed by Sāyaṇa as an-ās, lit. “mouthless”, which 
Geldner would render as approximating to dumb. To us it appears surprisingly close to 
abrahman, amantu and avāc appearing at 4.16.9 and 10.22.8 respectively). 

Śuṣṇa’s hideouts again are referred to exactly in the same terms as are the strongholds of 
the Dasyu-s (fortifications, forts etc.),188 and Śuṣṇa is characteristically mentioned 
alongside such well-known Dāsa chiefs whom Indra is said to have slain as Śambara, 
Pipru and Ilībiṣa.189 

In statements such as these which refer to legendary figures like Manu, Vr̥tra and 
Śuṣṇa, Indra is depicted as the real maker of Dāsa defeat (or the defeat of the Dāsa-like). 
But the notion of Indra’s initiative in subjugating Dāsa power and extending Arya 
sovereignty also finds numerous other expressions, in which he is the bringer of Aryan 
triumph and the model for the Aryan warlords to emulate. 

(3) 

An interesting idea expressed in the hymns to Indra is that it is he who personally leads 
(or should lead) the fighting hosts of the Aryan chiefs. He “leads troops and stands at 
the head of the heroic men”;190 he is “the wide shield and the pioneer fighter”191 and the 
one that will “stand at the forefront.”192 “In his command are the horses and cattle, the 
mobile groups and all the cars.”193  

This last quotation seems to refer to the separate constituents involved in early Aryan 
fighting. It reminds us of RV 1.100.10a which describes lndra as gaining triumph by 
means of grāma-s (= mobile hosts) and (battle-)cars.194 Wilhelm Rau has clearly shown 
the significance of the reference to ‘mobile groups’ or grāma-s in the later Vedic texts.195 

                                                             
188 e.g. śúṣṇasya dr̥ ṃhitá̄ḥ 1.51.l1d; śúṣṇasya púraḥ  4.30.13ac; vr̥ ṇák ... śúṣṇam índraḥ purá̄ṃ cyautná̄ya 

śayáthāya ...  6.18.8cd. 
189  Cf. e.g. 1.33.12 (Ilībiṣa and Śambara) 1.101.2 (Śambara, Pipru and Śuṣna); 1.103.8 (Śus., Pip. and Śamb.); 

2.14.5 (Śus. and Pip.); 2.19.6 (Śuṣ., Kuyava, Śamb.); 6.18.8 (Śuṣ., Pip., Śamb.). 
190 Cf.7.20.5c: prá yáḥ senān�́̄r ádha nŕ̥ bhyo asti / 
191  tváṃ vármāsi sapráthaḥ / puroyodháś ca vr̥ trahan /  7.31.6ab. 
192 sá no vá̄jeṣv ... purasthātá̄ / maghávā vr̥ trahá̄ bhuvat //  8.46.13. 
193 yásyá̄śvāsaḥ pradíśi yásya gá̄vo / yásya grá̄mā yásya víśve ráthāsaḥ /  2.12.7ab. 
194 sá grá̄mebhiḥ sánitā sá ráthebhir  1.100.10a. 
195 Rau 36 (pp. 51 ff.). 
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As in those texts, here too grāma-s certainly do not mean “villages” (the standard 
meaning in Classical Sanskrit). Another clear example is RV 3.33 which refers to the 
Bharata hordes crossing the Vipāś and Śutudrī as “a grāma looking out for cattle”.196 In 
the light of what Rau has said, we assume that here a whole tribe was on the move and 
in this mobile state they were liable to come into conflict with others whom they met 
and whose goods they would attempt forcibly to take. Our interpretation of the 
condition of the Bharata-s as reflected in RV 3.33 was based on this assumption (above, 
Ch II.1.e). 

It is interesting to note that another word by which the “commoners” of such a group 
were indicated is sajātāḥ. They would form the bulk of the fighters of the tribe.197 

It is in the strident call to the sajāta-s to “be heroes in the style of lndra’’ found in RV 
10.103 that one can perhaps find the best example of the r̥ ṣi-s depicting lndra with what 
can be regarded as deliberate “political-militaristic motivation”. The song addresses 
Br̥haspati and lndra first and then these “kinsmen of the clan” (= sajātāḥ, following the 
etymology of the word; in reality it meant “commoners”). We quote the relevant part 
of this battle-song: 

“Br̥haspati, fly round with your car, killing the rakṣas, driving foes away, breaking up 
armies, crushing, winning through battle. Be the helper of our cars. lndra — to be known 
through strength, hero pre-eminent, powerful, triumphant, exercising might, above every 
hero, above every fighter, born in might — mount the winning car, finding cows! Him, 
cleaving cow-pens open, finding cattle with bolt in arm, winning the race and rushing 
forth with vigour — be heroes like him, O kinsmen of the clan! Hold fast to him, O 
comrades! Plunging with prowess into cowpens, lndra the uncompromising hero, of 
wrath hundredfold, subduer of troops, hard to be fought with — may he in battles be our 
aid!”198 

And it is worthy of note that here Indra in person is called upon to mount the battle 

                                                             
196  gavyán grá̄maḥ  3.33.11. 
197 Rau 37 (p.54f). 
198 10.103.4-7: bŕ̥ haspate pári dīyā ráthena / rakṣohá̄mítrāṁ apabá̄dhamānaḥ / prabhañján sénāḥ 

pramr̥ ṇó yudhá̄ jáyann / asmá̄kam edhy avitá̄ ráthānām // balavijñāyá stháviraḥ právīraḥ / 
sáhasvān vāj�́̄ sáhamāna ugráḥ / abhívīro abhísatvā sahojá̄ / jaítram indra rátham á̄ tiṣṭha govít // 
gotrabhídaṃ govídaṃ vájrabāhuṃ / jáyantam ájma pramr̥ ṇántam ójasā / imáṃ sajātā ánu 
vīrayadhvam / índraṃ sakhāyo ánu sáṃ rabhadhvam // abhí gotrá̄ṇi sáhasā gá̄hamāno / ’dayó 
vīráḥ śatámanyur índraḥ / duścyavanáḥ pr̥ tanāṣá̄ḷ ayudhyò / ’smá̄kaṃ sénā avatu prá yutsú //. 
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cars of these troops as they set out in their campaigns for booty and for power. 

The image of Indra’s physical ‘participation’ in the martial undertakings of the Aryan 
warlord is conceived of in many ways. The feeling of Indra’s divine alliance with him is 
often expressed by words like yuj- and sakhya (“participation, comradeship”). 
“Through alliance with India we will crush the foe” (7.48.2).199 “For alliance” the 
priests would invoke Indra (1.101.1-7).200 As Schmidt observes, “Indra and his comrades 
in war are friends”.201 

(4) 

What all this amounts to obviously is this: that in vanquishing the Dāsa-s and other 
resisters (vr̥ tra-s) the Aryan warlords execute Indra’s work. In other words, the r̥ ṣis 
represent the sūri (= the Aryan hero) as the instrument of Indra’s divine might. 

In fact this is quite explicitly stated. Thus in one instance, whose background is clearly 
an impending raid or contest or military engagement, it is hoped that Indra “would 
win the sun by means of our heroes”202. “Win the sun” would no doubt sound queer 
to modern ears. It certainly is an unusual way of expressing the idea of gaining victory. 
In the R̥gvedic setting, it emphasizes the ritual significance of war. Indra triumphs over 
the Dāsa-like Vr̥tra and ensures the freedom of the heavenly waters and the powers of 
light: so his triumph is a winning of those waters and the sun. On earth the warlord’s 
triumph over his foes is not only a ritual re-enactment of Indra’s feat, it is actually a 
performance of one of his tasks. 

A later stanza of the hymn from which we quoted the above line makes it clear that 
Indra’s ‘winning the sun’ there means an earthly triumph: Indra  

“shall slay the Dasyu-s and the Śimyu-s and with spear stretch them upon the earth. With 
his fair(-skinned) companions, he shall win the land, shall win the sun and win the 
waters”.203 

                                                             
199  índreṇa yujá̄ taruṣema vr̥ trám  7.48.2d. Note the word vr̥ trám which probably might have been 

better translated as “register”. 
200  (marútvantaṃ) sakhyá̄ya (havāmahe): the refrain in 1.101.1-7. 
201 Schmidt, p. 148. 
202 asmá̄kebhir nŕ̥ bhiḥ sú̄ryaṃ sanat  1.100.6. 
203 dásyūñ chímyūṃś ca ... / hatvá̄ pr̥ thivyá̄ṃ śárvā ní barhīt / sánat kṣétraṃ sákhibhiḥ śvitnyébhiḥ / 

sánat sú̄ryaṃ sánad apáḥ suvájraḥ //  1.100.18. Cfalso 1.100.6cd : May Indra be this day our succour: 
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The same idea one finds expressed elsewhere too. Thus  

“through fighters and heroes of ours”204 Indra will achieve his heroic deeds, “through our 
men win the sun”.205 “His sovereign might would he extend; through kings he slays the 
foes”.206 

Indra thus is the real dasyu-han (“killer of Dasyu-s”) and “it is for the killing of them 
that he is born”.207 He subjugates them that have deviated from (Aryan) vows and 
crushes opponents “through the agency of followers”208. 

In one interesting stanza Indra is depicted as claiming credit for a victory which 
elsewhere is simply stated to be the triumph of a Bharata prince: “I have invigorated 
Atithigva for the benefit of the Guṅgu-s. I stablished (that) slayer of foes among (his) 
people — their strength as it were — as I spread (my?) fame on the occasion of the 
killing of Parṇaya, or in the great battle, the destruction of Karañja”.209 

(5) 

If the earthly warrior’s battle is a re-enactment of the heavenly contest of Indra, we 
should expect to see a similarity of depiction of the two. This is indeed the case. 

The classic battles of Indra in heaven are those against Vr̥tra and Vala. It has been 
shown that vr̥ tram (neuter) means “resistance” or “obstruction”.210 “Vr̥tra is the arch 
demon of the RV and he and his cohorts represent evil”;211 he is the very opposite of the 
divine and it is Indra’s task to resist the emergence of his power. “When the adeva 
(“anti-god” =Vr̥tra) raised himself above the gods, then did they choose Indra, in (the 

                                                                                                                                                                       
asmínn áhan ... no bhavatv índra ūt�́̄. 

204  2.30.10 : See n. 263 below. 
205  8.15.12 : See n. 262 below. 
206 úpa kṣatrám pr̥ ñcītá hánti rá̄jabhir /  1.40.8a. 
207 8.89.5 (see n. 174 above); dasyuhátyāya jajñiṣe: 1.51.6. Indra is dasyuhan at 1.100.12, 1.103.4, 6.45.24, 

8.76.11, 8.77.3 etc. 
208 ... randháyann ápavratān ābhú̄bhir ... śnatháyann (ánābhuvaḥ)  1.51.9ab. 
209 aháṃ guṅgúbhyo atithigvám íṣkaram / íṣaṃ ná vr̥ tratúraṃ vikṣú dhārayam / yát parṇayaghná utá 

vā karañjahé / prá̄hám mahé vr̥ trahátye áśuśravi //  10.48.8. 
210 Benveniste and Renou, p.6. 
211 W. Norman Brown, Mythology of India, in Kramer, p. 282. 
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contest of) winning the sun.”212 

The two (Indra and Vr̥tra) then are locked in contest to win this treasure, the sun. 
(Often the object is represented as the sun and/or the waters. The sun is in any case 
involved, as the heavenly waters are said to contain the sun.) “As long as Vr̥tra ruled, 
the world was dark, and it was Indra’s triumph that brought the light.”213 And the 
objective is the same in the Vala myth, which has been shown to be a priestly version of 
the more popular Vr̥tra myth.  

“The two myths bear features so similar to each other ... that the singers occasionally mix 
up the two.”214 

The cosmological meanings attached to these myths have been well explained by 
Lüders in his monumental work on Varuṇa. Says he:  

“For the Vedic Indians, or at least the Vedic poets, the point of issue of rain is not the 
cloud ... in the aerial spaces, but the flood of waters in the heavens ...215 which (flood) is 
more often called the samudra216... It is from the heavens the gods send rain217. The 
heavenly sea in which are found the waters, Soma and the celestial luminaries is enclosed in 
a rock, a stony container. So Indra in the Vr̥tra myth always struggles against ‘the rock’. It 
is the stony enclosure of heavenly waters that Vr̥tra has devoured. The very same rock is 
the Vala out of which the dawns are released ...218 Several times the waters are called 
svarvatīḥ, “consisting of the sun”. Everywhere the reference is to the winning of these 
waters ... The svarvatī waters are everywhere the waters in which the sun sojourns and 
whose winning is striven for even by human beings, because in the last analysis the rain 
issues out of them.”219 

The goal of Indra’s contests, an enclosure full of valued objects guarded by a hostile 
power, is the exact likeness of the target of a Vedic warlord’s attack: the enclosure of 

                                                             
212  ádevo yád abhy aúhiṣṭa devá̄n svàrṣātā vr̥ ṇata índram átra //  6.17.8cd. 
213 Geldner, note on 1.51.4d. 
214 Lüders, p.193. 
215 Lüders, p.116. 
216 Lüders, p.118. 
217 Lüders, p.118. 
218 Lüders, p.174. 
219 Lüders, p. 295. 
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cows and horses220 in the protection of another chief and his men. (Instructive in this 
regard is Rau’s disclosure of how a Vedic grāma encamped when it reached a hospitable 
area: the tents pitched round a central enclosure giving it protection all round. They 
would live there as long as the district provided grass and water for the animals.)221 

As the goal, so the mode of setting about the onslaught. Indra goes to war secure in the 
knowledge that he as a warrior is not a solitary force. His might is his leadership, but 
such a struggle essentially requires the cooperation of other forces:222 the spiritual 
power which the (heavenly) r̥ ṣi-s and Br̥haspati, their chief, represent, as well as the 
sheer physical force which the common fighters (i.e in this case the Maruts) bring. It is 
with such co-operation of forces that Indra triumphs. 

It is with the aid of sacred power that Indra breaks up the Vala rock (2.24.3)223; the 
Aṅgiras (representing priestly power) help him with sacred songs, with their (mighty) 
“roar” (1.71.2),224 the Uśijs with ritual and incantation (2.21.5).225 It is with Br̥haspati as 
ally that Indra overpowers the “godless tribes” that come up against him (8.96.15)226 — 
where clearly Indra represents the rājan and Br̥haspati the purohita, the priestly 
counsellor and strategist.227 And, more emphatically,  

“it is the sacrifice that protects Indra’s thunderbolt in the destruction of the dragon” 
(3.32.12).228 

This last sentence needs to be emphasized. Indra as the chief in the celestial war needs 
the sacrifice, needs his purohita and his priests. And the celestial priests obtain their 
                                                             
220 Cf. e.g. 8.32.5: (addressing Indra) gór áśvasya ví vrajám / ... púraṃ ná ... darṣasi // “You will break 

open, like a fortress, the cattle-and -horse enclosure”; 3.43.7d : ápa gotrá̄ vavártha; 4.20.8c: vrajám 
apavartá̄si gónām; 6.45.24: vrajáṃ gómantaṃ ... ápa ... varat; With these may be compared 6.66.8. 
said of sūrí aided by Maruts : sá vrajáṃ dártā. 

221 Rau, 36 (p.54). 
222 Cf. 2.21.5, 3.34.4, etc...: Uśijs render priestly aid to Indra; 1.71.2, 1.62:5: The Aṅgiras aid Indra; 2.24.3/9, 

6.73.3, 10.67.5, 10.68.9: Br̥haspati plays a major role in Indra’s triumphs. See also note 221 below. 
3.47.4, 5.30.6 : Maruts help Indra; 6.20.2: Viṣnu allies himself with Indra. 

223 2.24.3c  ábhinad bráhmaṇā valám. 
224 ukthaíḥ... ráveṇa  1.71.2. 
225 2.21.5: See n. 273 below. 
226 víśo ádevīr abhy à̄cárantīr / bŕ̥ haspátinā yujéndraḥ sasāhe //  8.96.15cd. 
227 Br̥haspati as Indra’s purohita accompanies him to war: Geldner, in note to 10.103.4. 
228 3.32.12 : yajñas te vajram ahihatya āvat. 
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ritual rewards no less than the terrestrial. The Uśij-s obtain “treasures and cows” under 
Indra (2.21.5).229 It is when (Br̥haspati) the divine purohita carries away the booty that 
Indra’s victory is complete and the sun is able to shine (2.24.9).230 So Indra’s functions 
are to be “the slayer of Vr̥tra, the winner of booty and the giver of gifts”, in that order 
(4.17.8).231 

The whole position is neatly expressed in one memorable stanza:  

“The chief of vipra-s (i.e. Br̥haspati), came offering his alliance. The rock yielded in 
ripeness its ‘foetus’ to the great actor (i.e. Indra). The youthful hero won, with the young 
(warriors’) aid, demonstrating the quality of his leadership (or of his generosity). 
Forthwith the Aṅgiras became the singer of praise.’’ (3.31.7)232 

Here the god’s mythical act is an exact replica of the tribal warlord’s conquest of booty 
with a purohita’s ritual aid, and the common warriors’ physical aid. And the act is 
rounded off with the chief’s show of liberality and the priests’ celebration in song of 
the warlord's might and munificence (dāna-stuti). 

In passing we must not fail to notice the extremely significant stress that we find laid 
here on Indra’s youthfulness. That emphasis can also be detected elsewhere, as for 
example at 4.19.2 which says that as Indra assumed control (in anticipation of the war 
with Vr̥tra), the other gods fell back “like old men”.233 We must bear in mind the 
possibility that Indra's protegés (: the sūri-s), like Indra himself, may be youthful heroes 
contrasted with old tribal chiefs. 

(6) 

Let us now turn our attention to another fact of the nature of the depiction of Indra in 
the RV Saṃhitā which we discussed above. This is the fact that most of the time the 
opponent that Indra is beseeched to fight against, or is indicated to be fighting against, 
is portrayed as a “cultural alien”. Hence these opponents are quite often characterized 
                                                             
229 2.21.5 : See n. 273 below. 
230 sá puróhitaḥ ... yád vá̄jam bhárate ... á̄d ít sú̄ryas tapati  2.24.9. 
231 hántā ... vr̥ tráṃ sánitā ... vá̄jaṃ dá̄tā maghá̄ni  4.17.8. 
232 ágachad u vípratamaḥ sakhīyánn / ásūdayat sukŕ̥ te gárbham ádriḥ / sasá̄na máryo yúvabhir 

makhasyánn / áthābhavad áṅgirāḥ sadyó árcan //  3.31.7. 
233 ávāsr̥ janta jívrayo ná devá̄ 4.19.2a. — Indra as a youth also at 1.11.4a, 2.20.3a, 3.46.1b, 6.45.1c, 7.20.1c, 

8.21.2b, 8.45.1-3c 8.46.7a etc. (In these references as yuvan). Indra’s associates, the Maruts, as a yúvā 
gaṇáḥ at 1.87.4a, 5.61.13 etc. 
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as “godless”, “not sacrificing”, “not pressing Soma”, “not being liberal” and so forth; 
and in contrast those who receive his support are portrayed as devout sacrificers and 
offerers of the Soma libation. The alienness of the opponent is somehow or other 
stressed, positively with (the above or other similar) offending epithets or negatively by 
instantly underlining the sūri-s’ own devotion to the Indra and Soma cults. 

Such statements are extremely numerous:  

“He forcibly collects the Paṇis’s (means of) sustenance, that he may plunder it, and he 
bestows splendid treasure upon the worshipper.”234 The Paṇi is “the rich irreverent man 
who makes no offerings” to Indra, “who neglects the practice of generosity”.235 “With the 
Paṇi who presses no Soma Indra makes no alliance. He takes away his property and strikes 
him nude. Solely for the presser of Soma is he available, for him who cooks offerings (to 
him)”.236 “He is (the gatherer) of the property of the irreverent (man), and the giver of 
wealth to him who makes a splendid libation of Soma.”237 

So goes the strident call to Indra in the RV hymns.  

“Destroy the non-pressers and root out the non-givers!” 238 “Strike him at once, (him) who 
presses no Soma, the unapproachable one that is not to you a pleasure; and on us bestow 
his wealth!”.239 “Be a refuge to the generous donors … when you put the overbearing ones 
to rout. May we divide (among us) the wealth of him who is slain by you. Bring us the 
property of the unapproachable one! ”240 

Clearly thus  

“he who honours the gods shall prevail over the godless; he who is zealous shall battle 
(even) him that is hard to subdue. The sacrificer shall appropriate the non-sacrificer’s 
sustenance.241 And Indra, “like a bold plunderer on the highways, goes deliberately 

                                                             
234  sám īm paṇér ajati bhójanam muṣé / ví dāśúṣe bhajati sūnáraṃ vásu /  5.34.7ab. 
235  yás te revá̄ṁ ádāśuriḥ / pramamárṣa magháttaye /  8.45.15ab. 
236 ná revátā paṇínā sakhyám índró / ’sunvatā ... sáṃ gr̥ ṇīte / á̄sya védaḥ khidáti hánti nagnáṃ / ví 

súṣvaye paktáye kévalo bhūt //  4.25.7. 
237  ádāśuṣo gáyasya / prayantá̄si súṣvitarāya védaḥ //  7.19.1cd. 
238 jahy ásuṣvīn prá vr̥ há̄pr̥ ṇataḥ //  6.44.11d. 
239 1.176.4; see n. 407 below. 
240 bhávā várūtham ... maghónāṃ / yát samájāsi śárdhataḥ / ví tvá̄hatasya védanam bhajemahy á̄ 

dūṇá̄śo bharā gáyam //  7.32.7. 
241  devayánn íd ádevayantam abhy àsat / suprāv�́̄r íd vanavat pr̥ tsú duṣṭáraṃ yájvéd áyajyor ví bhajāti 

bhójanam //  2.26.1bcd. 
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distributing the property of the man who sacrifices not.”242 

And if Indra himself is not always the actual killer of all such cult opponents, he is at 
least to invigorate his devotees to perform that task themselves:  

“Stimulate the generous patrons in the conquest of foes (vr̥ tra-s), (patrons) who offer gifts 
that please!”243 

It seems reasonable to conclude that in the usage of vr̥ tra in such contexts as this, it 
means not merely “enemy” but essentially also “cult opponent”. The noteworthy 
statement that Indra with heroes destroys these resisters in (i.e. through) the sacrifice 
(7.19.4)244 suggests that the vr̥ tra-s are of necessity inimical to the sacrificial system, or, 
more accurately, to the particular development of that system as the Indra cult. 

(7) 

Indra’s function as the symbol most characteristically invoked for promoting Aryan 
aggrandizement at the expense of the Dasyus is sometimes pithily expressed in the form 
of a straightforward request to him, as for example in RV 1.103.3cd:  

“Throw (your) missile on the Dasyu, augment Aryan authority and glory!”.245  

That Indra was the god to whom it was most apt to make such a request is the best 
evidence for this chapter’s theme: the cult of Indra signifies an impetus to power. 
Depicting the sūris as the instrument of Indra‘s might, as they whom the divine warrior 
in person aids, the r̥ ṣis surely have attempted to represent Aryan expansion as a divine 
mission, as a religious undertaking. This is clearly an attempt to provide what must be 
called an ideological basis for Aryan expansion: and of course it was the only ideological 
basis possible in terms of the thinking of those times. 

It would indeed be hard to find a cult more closely oriented to the aggrandizement of 
temporal power than is the Vedic lndra cult. Yet in fairness to the r̥ ṣis we must 
emphasize that it was for them a genuinely divine imperative that the power of the 
devotees of Indra must assert itself and not go under Dasyu onslaught or be debased by 
adulteration with other cults. 

                                                             
242 yá ādŕ̥ tyā paripanth�́̄va śú̄ró ’yajvano vibhájann éti védaḥ /  1.103.6cd. 
243 maghónaḥ sma vr̥ trahátyeṣu codaya / yé dádati priyá̄ vásu /  7.32.15ab. 
244 tváṃ nŕ̥ bhir ... devávītau / bhú̄rīṇi vr̥ trá̄ ... haṃsi /  7.19.4ab. 
245 dásyave hetím asyá̄ryaṃ sáho vardhayā dyumnám ... //  1.103. 3cd. 
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(8) 

Before we conclude this chapter we must also pay attention to a significant statement 
often made about Indra in the RV — a statement which seems to us to be revelatory in 
regard to the shift of authoritative power in the Vedic tribes. The statement in 
question, worded in diverse ways, is to the effect that Indra’s supremacy among the 
gods is the result of a deliberate transfer of sovereignty or lordship or power or might 
to him by the other gods when they were confronted by a ‘military situation’ i.e. when 
they had to fight against the Dragon or Vr̥tra. It is said that he was accepted as their 
head by the other gods, that the right to the Soma draught was conceded to him or the 
vajra was committed to his hands. The vajra was the “most essential symbol of 
kingship and delegated power”.246 

Let us briefly note some instances of this noteworthy idea: 

kṣatra conceded to Indra: 4.17.1; 7.21.7; 6.25.8 (The last says that it was absolute power that 
was granted to Indra). 4.19.1 and 6.25.8 say that this was when the gods had to destroy 
Vr̥tra.247 

asurya conceded: 6.20.2, 7.21.7. cf. also 6.36.1. According to the last two, as Indra bore this 
power among the gods, he became the distributor of booty.248 

vīrya / tavasya conceded: 1.80.7; 2.20.8; 3.31.13 (Dhiṣaṇā ordained him to pierce him who 
waxed strong, and all powers were conceded to him.)249 

Indra placed at head of gods: 1.131.1; 6.17.8 (in order to fight, when the adeva raised himself 
above the deva-s) 8.12.22/25 (to kill Vr̥tra, in the battle)250 

Indra chosen as sole chief: 4.19.1 (All gods … chose solely the exalted Indra … in the killing 

                                                             
246  Coomaraswamy p.3. 
247 túbhyaṃ .. ánu kṣatrám ... manyata  4.17.1; devá̄ś cit te asuryà̄ya pú̄rvé / ’nu kṣatrá̄ya mamire 

sáhāṃsi 7.21.7ab; ánu te dāyi mahá indriyá̄ya / satrá̄ te víśvam ánu vr̥ trahátye / ánu kṣatrám ánu 
sáho yajatréndra devébhir ánu te nr̥ ṣáhye //  6.25.8; tvá̄m devá̄saḥ ékam íd vr̥ ṇate vr̥ trahátye //  
4.19.1. 

248 túbhyam ánu ... asuryàṃ devébhir dhāyi víśvam ... yád vr̥ trám han  6.20.2; vá̄jānām abhavo vibhaktá̄ 
yád devéṣu dhāráyathā asuryàm //  6.36.1; índro maghá̄ni dayate viṣáhya /  7.21.7c. 

249 túbhyam ... anuttaṃ ... vīryàm /  1.80.7; tásmai tavasyàm ánu dāyi ... devébhir  2.20.8; víśvā índrāya 
táviṣīr ánuttāḥ //  3.31.13. 

250  índraṃ víśve ... devá̄so dadhire puráḥ  1.131.1; víśve puráḥ ... devá̄ / ékaṃ tavásaṃ dadhire bhárāya / 
ádevo yád abhy aúhiṣṭa devá̄n / ... vr̥ ṇata índram átra //  6.17.8; índraṃ vr̥ trá̄ya hántave  8.12.22a. 
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of Vr̥tra.)251 

Right to Soma conceded: 5.29.5252 

vajra entrusted to Indra: 2.11.4; 2.20.8; 10.52.5253 

In the last mentioned reference, Agni as the divine viśpati and purohita declares:“I have 
placed the vajra in Indra’s hands. Now shall he win these battles at all”. So this is a 
depiction and an exaltation of the (ritual) confirmation by the priestly class of the 
warlord’s right to head people, over and above other (tribal) authorities: a concept of 
conferred power as opposed to other forms of authority. 

                                                             
251 See n. 241 above. 
252 túbhyaṃ devá̄ ánu víśve adaduḥ somapéyam /  5.29.5. 
253 vájram bāhvór dádhānāḥ  2.11.4b; asya vájram bāhvór dhúr  2.20.8; á̄ bāhvór vájram índrasya 

dheyām / áthemá̄ víśvāḥ pŕ̥ tanā jayāti //  10.52.5cd. 
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V. Indra Cult (Contd.): Links Forged Between Priest and 
Prince 
(1) 

In classical India the Brahmanical counsellor of the king (i.e. the purohita) was the most 
influential minister in his employ. The institution has its roots in R̥gvedic times. So 
intimate was the relationship between the brahman and the rājan that it has been 
compared to the ‘marriage bond’.254 

If we go by the genealogical evidence of the RV, the first purohitas who assisted the 
rājan-s in battles should have been those of the Bhāradvāja stock, (6.27 and 6.47) and 
in one of the hymns of the family book of the Bhāradvāja-s the praises are sung of “our 
manly sūrí-s who have placed us ahead (of themselves)”.255 The other celebrated 
purohiti service in war in the RV was that of Vasiṣṭha to Sudās (7.18, 7.33, 7.83). 

In other contests too, the priest who aided the sūri (a term for the secular lord that 
pre-eminently reflects priestly admiration and intimacy) had undoubtedly a 
purohita-like function. The theory of the fundamental need of a purohita to a rājan is 
lucidly expressed already in the RV. Thus 

4.50.8 says: “The king under whom the brahman has precedence — he dwells, in peace 
and comfort in his house; to him for ever holy food flows freely and to him do people in 
free will pay homage.”256  

As usual this is a reflection in embryonis of the overall (political) structure that was 
eventually to emerge in Aryan India. The classic strategem of the brahman class to 
make the limbs of that structure cohere with mandatory effectiveness was to portray its 
celestial parallel with vivid emphasis. 

We saw how Indra’s wars had all the common aspects of a rājan’s military encounters. 
One of these aspects was Indra’s indebtedness to the celestial counterpart of the r̥ ṣi — 
now Br̥ahaspati, now Agni, now the Angiras. The whole position is forcefully stated at 

                                                             
254 Heesterman, p. 56. Cf. also op. cit., p. 75. f. and Gonda, Numen, 3. 2 pp. 150 ff. 
255 6.25.7cd : See n. 301 below. 
256 sá ít kṣeti súdhita ókasi své / tásmā íḷā pinvate viśvadá̄nīm / tásmai víśaḥ svayám evá̄ namante / 

yásmin brahmá̄ rá̄jani pú̄rva éti //  4.50.8. 
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RV 8.100.1 where Agni as priest says to Indra: 

“I in person go before thee ... and if thou givest me (my) share, then shalt thou through 
me perform heroic deeds”.257  

And we have already referred to 10.52.5 where again Agni says, in a succinct statement 
of the link that was desired to be forged between these two groups of the Vedic elite: “I 
have placed the vajra in Indra’s hands. Now shall he win these battles all!”258 

(2) 

The intimacy of the sūris and the priests is indeed remarkable. Let us consider, for 
example, such statements as the following: 

Mighty beings who give us the sun  
— with cattle, horses, wealth and gold — 
Ever may the sūris win in wars, O Indra, Vāyu,  
with fast steeds and with heroic sons! (7.90.6)259 

Or the following: 

Bring, O Uṣas, generous one,  
brilliance and lofty fame,  
for them who made us share  
their gifts of horses, cows 
— the sūris (here). (5.79.7)260 

At once we see the earnest wish of the priest to foster the success of the sūris; and we see 
that the sūri is clearly the priest’s benefactor. 

And how does the sūri profit from this relationship? Let us look at the text for the 
answer: 

Augment their living treasure, nutriment, 
O Agni, of our sūris here! 

                                                             
257  ayáṃ ta emi tanvà̄ purástād / ... máhyaṃ d�́̄dharo bhāgám / indrá̄d ín máyā kr̥ ṇavo vīryà̄ṇi //  

8.100.1 (Translation after Coomaraswamy). 
258 See n. 247 above. 
259 īśāná̄so yé dádhate svàr ṇo / góbhir áśvebhir vásubhir híraṇyaiḥ / índravāyū sūráyo víśvam á̄yur / 

árvadbhir vīraíḥ pŕ̥ tanāsu sahyuḥ //  7.90.6. 
260 tébhyo dyumnám br̥ hád yáśa / úṣo maghony á̄ vaha / yé no rá̄dhāṃsy áśvyā / gavyá̄ bhájanta 

sūráyaḥ ... //  5.79.7 (Almost the same notion in 5.79.6). 
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Through song have they, the heroic men 
come by their bounteous wealth. (5.10.3)261 

Thus they do not triumph singly: for this they need the singer’s song, the priest’s ritual 
act. Their victories are really shared achievements. 

Come now to us, O Agni,  
praised, do bring us treasured gift. 
We here, and the sūris,  
together we’d good luck gain. 
So be with us in contests — that we may thrive! (5.16.5)262  

So the priests and the sūri are comrades in war and contest: 

We (here) and you, the sūris, 
as comrades let us win 
that fore-effulgent (wealth), 
which brings a chariot-load of gain, 
a houseful of gain! (9.98.12)263 

It is in one single achievement that the two parties win their hearts’ desire: 

To the sūris immortal fame and wellbeing, 
and to us — winnings rich with cattle! (7.81.6)264 

On occasion the singer seems to betray a different inner sentiment, that he really is the 
dominant actor, that it is his rivals that the prince has to subjugate, as though the whole 
exercise is for his sake (and won through his intervention): 

We with our heroic lords 
shall dare our challengers, 

                                                             
261  tváṃ no agna eṣāṃ / gáyaṃ puṣṭíṃ ca vardhaya / yé stómebhiḥ prá sūráyo / náro maghá̄ny ānaśúḥ 

//  5.10.3. 
262  nú̄ na éhi vá̄ryam / ágne gr̥ ṇāná á̄ bhara / yé vayáṃ yé ca sūráyaḥ / svastí dhá̄mahe sáco / ’taídhi 

pr̥ tsú no vr̥ dhé //  5.16.5. 
263  táṃ sakhāyaḥ purorúcaṃ / yūyáṃ vayáṃ ca sūráyaḥ / aśyá̄ma vá̄jagandhyaṃ / sanéma vá̄japastyam 

// 9.98.12. Cf. also 6.44.18: “Provide us in these battles with great free space, a handsome path: and 
make the sūris a party to the winning of waters” āsú ṣmā ṇaḥ ... pr̥ tsv / àsmábhyam máhi várivaḥ 
sugáṃ kaḥ / apá̄ṃ ... jeṣé ... sūr�́̄n kr̥ ṇuhí smā no ardhám //. 

264 śrávaḥ sūríbhyo amŕ̥ taṃ vasutvanáṃ / vá̄jāṁ asmábhyaṃ gómataḥ /  7.81.6ab. 
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vanquish our assailants! (8.40.7)265 

Naturally the poets’ words reveal that they regard the sūris’ triumph not only as a 
means for their own welfare, but also as an achievement of power over men and over 
tribes : 

O Agni, well invited, dear be to you the sūris 
— who dominate men —  
and many a cow-pen have they given 
— the generous ones! (7.16.7)266 

One may detect the same idea in such a verse as the following: 

Even the tribe that thinks  
itself as blessed with power,  
deliver even that tribe  
to these heroic men  
among whom I am, 
O wielder of the bolt! (6.19.12)267 

The sūris’ search for power and wealth aided by the priests is well expressed when the 
singers implore the war-god to “win the sun by means of our heroic men” : 

When, Indra, each after his thoughts  
men diversely seek your aid,  
then win the sun 
here with our heroic men ! (8.15.12)268  

And again the same idea in the following lines: 

With our valiant heroes, Hero great,  
achieve those heroic tasks that are thine to be done! (2.30.10)269 

                                                             
265 asmá̄kebhir nŕ̥ bhir vayáṃ / sāsahyá̄ma pr̥ tanyató / vanuyá̄ma vanuṣyatáḥ ... /  8.40.7cde. 
266 tvé agne svāhuta / priyá̄saḥ santu sūráyaḥ / yantá̄ro yé maghávāno jánānām / ūrvá̄n dáyanta gónām  

7.16.7. 
267 jánaṃ vajrin máhi cin mányamānam / ebhyó nŕ̥ bhyo randhayā yéṣv ásmi /  6.19.12ab. 
268 yád indra manmaśás tvā / ná̄nā hávanta ūtáye / asmá̄kebhir nŕ̥ bhir / átrā svàr jaya //  8.15.12. “Sun” 

and “wealth” are associated notions, as e.g., at 5.79.8: utá no gómatīr íṣa / á̄ vahā ... / sākáṃ sú̄ryasya 
raśmíbhiḥ ... 

269  asmá̄kebhiḥ sátvabhiḥ śūra śú̄rair / vīryà̄ kr̥ dhi yá̄ni te kártvāni  2.30.10ab. 
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(3) 

Let us inquire briefly into some of the qualities of the sūri, the prince that the RV 
idealizes. We may see these qualities mentioned in the verses which speak of the ideal 
prince as a gift of the gods. Such an instance is RV 5.6.2-3: 

As excellent who is praised — that is Agni —  
around him the cows gather,  
around him the swift-running steeds, 
around him the sūris, nobly born ... 
A victor Agni grants the tribe ... 
dextrous for winning wealth ... 
For choice treasure he gladly runs ...270 

“The nobles gather round Agni”: so though the prince is above all a warrior, eager for 
any opportunity to capture booty, that is but one of his many desirable qualities. 

Says 6.14.4: “Agni grants a hero, lord of the sadas, one who wins waters, who withstands 
attack triumphantly and in whose sight foes tremble with fear for his might”: A military 
hero, violent in his very looks, and also a satpati (“lord of the sadas”).271 

This last description calls for some comments. 

Satpati occurs many times, as for instance at  

5.25.6: “Agni grants a lord of the sadas, who by war gains triumph through his men; Agni 
a swift running horse, a winner unconquered”.272 

“Lord of the session”, like many epithets applied to the hero, is pre-eminently 
expressive of a function or position ascribed to Indra the god of war. Of 45 uses of this 
term cited by Grassmann, 26 are clarly applied to him (2 being to Indra and Agni 
together).273 

                                                             
270 só agnír yó vásur gr̥ ṇé / sáṃ yám āyánti dhenávaḥ / sám árvanto raghudrúvaḥ / sáṃ sujātá̄saḥ 

sūráyaḥ ... // agnír hí vājínaṃ viśé dádāti ... / ... rāyé svābhúvaṃ / sá prītó yāti vá̄ryam ...  5.6.2-3. 
271 agnír apsá̄m r̥ tīṣáhaṃ / vīráṃ dadāti sátpatim / yásya trásanti śávasaḥ / saṃcákṣi śátravo bhiyá̄ // 

6.14.4. 
272 agnír dadāti sátpatiṃ / sāsá̄ha yó yudhá̄ nŕ̥ bhiḥ / agnír átyaṃ raghuṣyádaṃ / jétāram áparājitam // 

5.25.6. 
273 The breakdown is as follows: Indra: 24 times; Indra and Agni: 2; Agni: 4; Mitra / Varuṇa, Soma, 

Ādityas, Rudra, Savitar: once each (i.e. 5 times); unspecified per sons: 6; Kings named (i.e. 
Trasadasyu, Tryaruṇa, Asamāti): 3; Sutambhara (Indra?): 1. See Grassmann, Wtb s.v. satpati. 
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Roots meaning “to sit” are used repeatedly in the RV to indicate a variety of cult 
occasions. Thus the nobles are described as sitting round the ritual fire 274 and in an 
atmosphere associated with war they are depicted as sitting at the ritual for the purpose 
of winning over the gods.275 Indra is to sit on the sacred grass at the Soma sacrifice “like 
a prince”. 276 The nobles light the sacred fire at “the ritual session of great men” (i.e. 
princes and priests).277 Indra arives at the sacrifice, “the ritual session of (great) men” 
“of heaven and earth.”278 “By means of sacrificial session and ritual song” the Uśij 
priests have won treasures and cows under Indra.279 

It thus seems that in calling the hero a “lord of the session”, the R̥gvedic poet ascribes 
to him a characteristic (which is also otherwise projected of him)280 that indicates his 
unswerving loyalty to cult practices, to patronage of the Vedic priests. No priest can be 
a successful officiant unless he has his counterpart and supporter in a ‘sun winning’ 
prince — which is what is explicity said when describing Agni (the prince-like cum 
priest-like god par excellence) at 1.18.6. Here we are told that the r̥ ṣi “has come to the 
marvellous ‘lord of the session’, the dear friend of Indra, but for whom the ritual 
succeeds not, not even of a master well-versed in conjuration”.281 Here Agni has indeed 
an Indra-like quality — and Agni himself in any case is a ‘lordly’ god, being a viśpati 
and a gr̥ hapati. 

Indra’s own characteristic of being a “lord of the session” makes him distinctly 
comparable with the prince. A notable depiction of this is found at  

1.130.1: Come to us from the far distance … as a ‘lord of the session’ to the vidathas, as a 
king comes to the vidathas, a king who is a ‘lord of the session’.282  

The vidatha was decidedly an occasion with ritual associations and also an occasion 

                                                             
274 7.1.4 : See 508 below. 
275 6.47.19 : See n. 38 above. 
276 rá̄jeva dasma ní ṣadó ’dhi barhíṣy  10.43.2. 
277 nr̥ ṣádane ... árhantaś cid yám indhaté  5.7.2. 
278 yajñé divó nr̥ ṣádane pr̥ thivyá̄ //  7.97.1a. 
279 abhisvárā niṣádā gá̄ḥ ... índre ... dráviṇāny āśata //  2.21.5cd. 
280  The sūri’s alternate designation, yajamāna, is itself the most striking testimony to this fact. 
281 sádasas pátim ádbhutam / priyám índrasya ká̄myam / ... ayāsiṣam // yásmād r̥ té ná sídhyati yajñó 

vipaścítaś caná / ...  1.18.6-7. See Coomaraswamy p. 5f. 
282 á̄ ... yāhy úpa naḥ parāváto / ... vidáthānīva sátpatir / ... rá̄jeva sátpatiḥ /  1.130.1abc. 
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where a king or a prince had a characteristic part to play.283 

We thus see that the prince, like India, is emphatically portrayed as a patron of the cult, 
of ritual occasions. That is clearly what the epithet satpati indicates. 

The sūri above all is a man conscious of his duty and obligation, that is to say, his vrata. 
And wherein lies his vrata, and in relation to whom? 

“Let the sūri satisfy, and hasten like the wind. He takes the booty to give away, like one 
truthful to (his) vrata”284 says 1.180.6. So the prince’s generosity was not something 
that depended on his whims and fancies. It was his ‘bond’, his obligation, duty. Hence 
one of the most conspicuous characteristics of the sūri devoted to his vrata is that he is 
a lavish giver. Thus according to 1.125.7 “the sūris ... who freely give” are “devoted to the 
vrata”285; contrastively, 5.42.9 speaks of “them that do not give … that are without the 
vrata”.286 How characteristic it was thought to be for the prince loyal to the vrata to 
patronize the Vedic ritual is forcefully brought out by another verse: “You have entered 
into the (ritual) songs, like a king well devoted to the vrata” (9.20.5).287 

So it is the vrata to be lavish to priests and to observe the practices of the cult. The 
portrayal of Indra serves to emphasize, and to render mandatory, the relationship 
between sūri and priest which this implies. 

Thus, it was Indra “who first found cows for the brahman” (1.101.5)288; he “opened the 
cow-pen to aid the Aṅgiras (priests)” (1.51.3). 289 (In the Soma rites), “at each 

                                                             
283 Cf the following:/ (a) vidátha closely associated with hero/leader/king: 1.130.1; see n. 276 above; 

3.1.18b: rá̄jā sasāda vidáthāni sá̄dhan; 3.55.7/3.56.5: vidátheṣu samrá̄ṭ; 3.38.5: vidáthasya dhībhíḥ / 
kṣatráṃ rājānā pradívo dadhāthe /; 4.21.2cd: yásya krátur vidathyò ná samrá̄ṭ ... abhy ásti kr̥ ṣṭ�́̄ḥ; 
7.36.8: vidathyàṃ ná vīrám. (b) vidátha an occasion when eulogies are sung: 1.159.1: stuṣe vidátheṣu; 
1.162.1: devájātasya ... pravakṣyá̄mo vidáthe vīryà̄ṇi; 1.166.7: vidátheṣu súṣṭutāḥ ...; 2.27.12: vasudá̄vā 
vidátheṣu praśastáḥ; 6.24.2: vāj�́̄ stutó vidáthe dāti vá̄jam. (c) vidátha = a sacrificial occasion: 2.4.8: 
tr̥ t�́̄ye vidáthe; 2.39.1 : brahmá̄ṇeva vidátha ukthaśá̄sā. A notable contribution to the understanding 
of the word vidátha is in Thieme’s Untersuchungen ... pp. 35-49. 

284 préṣad véṣad vá̄to ná sūrír / á̄ mahé dade suvrató ná vá̄jam  1.180.6cd. 
285 pr̥ ṇántaḥ ... sūráyaḥ ... suvratá̄saḥ /  1.125.7ab. 
286  ápr̥ ṇantaḥ ... ápavratān  5.42.9bc. 
287  tváṃ rá̄jeva suvrató / gíraḥ somá̄ viveśitha /  9.20.5ab. 
288 yó brahmáṇe prathamó gá̄ ávindat /  1.101.5b. 
289 gotrám áṅgirobhyo ’vr̥ ṇor ápa /  1.51.3. 
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exhilaration” he, “bestows herds of cattle on us” (1.81.7).290 He gains triumphs and then 
distributes rewards (7.21.7).291 He sets the priests’ gift in motion; he is “the most active 
among donors” (6.37.4).292 “He has shattered the slanderers” (i.e., the detractors of the 
r̥ ṣis) “setting munificence in action” (5.30.7)293. He is “the victor, the unique 
distributor of rewards” (7.26.4)294. It was through his acts of generosity that he earned 
the name maghavan and became the slayer of adversaries (10.23.2)295. Indeed, as 
Dandekar observes, “Indra almost monopolized the proud epithet maghavan in the 
RV”296. This was his most sūri-like quality and this was to be the sūris’ most Indra-like 
quality, namely that they win with priestly aid and in turn follow the duty of 
rewarding the priests in ample measure. 

(4) 

The myths of Vr̥tra and Vala are narratives that highlight a specific aspect of Indra’s 
activities as the celestial war-lord. As we saw he first found cows for brahman (1.101.5) 
in this legendary exploit, and opened the cowpen for the benefit of the Aṅgiras, the 
priests of the ancient sacred times. (1.51.3, 1.132.4). 

This operation is depicted true to style: a Soma sacrifice with hero and followers 
partaking; the actual onslaught; return to ritual point of commencement with (the 
trophies of ?) the victory won; a ritual draught and an eulogy for the victor (in honour 
of his munificence). 

“When I have returned to you with winnings, in the (ritual) house  at the Soma 
session, and (am) (ritually) quickened, I have done the partaking (of the ritual draught) in 
the vessel (set before me); then as the foremost sūri this eulogy I receive.” (10.167.4).297 

This in our opinion is the model the r̥ ṣis set before their beloved patrons the sūris to 

                                                             
290 máde-made hí no dadír / yūthá̄ gávām ...  1.81.7ab. 
291 7.21.7c : See n. 242 above. 
292 dákṣiṇām iyarti ... maghónāṃ tuvikūrmítamaḥ  6.37.4ab. 
293 ví ṣú̄ mŕ̥ dho ... dá̄nam ínvan  5.30.7a. See Geldner’s translation of this stanza. 
294 éko vibhaktá̄ taráṇir maghá̄nām  7.26.4b. 
295 índro maghaír maghávā vr̥ trahá̄ bhuvat  10.23.2b. 
296 “vr̥trahā Indra”, ABORI, XXXI (1950), p.24. 
297  prásūto bhakṣám akaraṃ cará̄v ápi / stómaṃ cemám prathamáḥ sūrír ún mr̥ je / suté sāténa yády 

á̄gamaṃ vām / práti ... dáme //  10.167.4. 
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follow in all their contests. It spells out for them the nature of the prince’s vrata. And 
their praise of the sūris gift (dānastuti, praśasti etc.) was a regular desideratum for the 
prince’s glory: this is but a repetition of what the first priests did for the first sūri. 

“That deed of yours, O Indra, have the āyus extolled — they who fain would burst the 
stall of cows open, who fain would milk the lofty one ... (the cow) of a thousand streams” 
(10.74.4)298 

(5) 

It is as āyus that RV 10.74.4 refers to the priests. 

Many are the names and epithets by which the princes and priests are introduced in the 
RV. 

sūris, maghavans (generous ones), heroes, heroic men, devotees of gods, Soma 
sacrificers — these are some of the commonest words used to designate or characterize 
the princes. And the priests are commonly referred to as r̥ ṣis, vipras, vipaścits, brahmans, 
stotr̥ s, (eulogists), kārus (bards), āyus etc. 

Some confusion can be caused by āyu, because Āyu is also in early Indian mythology 
the name of a famous ancestor of the Aryans. Geldner notes this fact in a comment on 
RV 1.31.5: “Ayu is a pre-eminent Aryan stock as well as its ancestor, and the word 
appears used so as to be almost synonymous with »the Aryans«”.299 

And yet, the word is also very frequently used to denote the Vedic priests — which 
Geldner too has noted under 5.43.14. In fact it is emphatically in this usage that the 
word is generally found in the RV Saṃhitā. This fact deserves special attention as one 
of the key contexts for the elucidation of the significance of the word ari refers to Vedic 
priests as “the Āyus”. The reference is found at 6.14.3 which depicts the Āyus as 
“competing for the ari's wealth”.300 

                                                             
298 á̄ tát ta indrāyávaḥ panantābhí yá ūrváṃ gómantaṃ títr̥ tsān / ... sahásradhārām br̥ hat�́̄ṃ dúdukṣan 

//  10.74.4abd. 
299 Geldner, note to 1.31.5. 
300 spárdhante rá̄yo aryáḥ ... āyávaḥ  6.14.3. In translating this sentence, we take rá̄yaḥ as standing for 

rāyé. It seems to us that the nom. plur. form has been substituted here by “attraction” of the plur. 
verb spardhante. It was clearly the ari’s wealth for which many a contest was held. Cf. e.g. 1.73.5: 
sanéma vá̄jaṃ samithéṣv aryáḥ; 1.81.9: aryó védaḥ ... naḥ ... á̄ bhara; 1.121.15c: á̄ no bhaja ... góṣv aryó; 
6.20.1: ... aryáḥ ... rayíḥ ... táṃ naḥ ... daddhí; 6.47.9: má̄ nas tārīt ... rá̄yo aryáḥ (see n. 37 above), 
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(6) 

The sūri-s, the priests and the ari are referred to conjointly in a number of highly 
interesting allusions in the Saṃhitā. The references to the priests in these may be 
explicit, but often it is only implicit. 

Compare, for example, statements such as the following: 

“Coming from the ari to (these) chants (of ours), may the Dawns rejoice in us both (sūris 
and priests) (1.122.14cd).301 

“Today (and also) the next day, we would invoke you two, as Dawn illumines — I as hotar 
with eulogies, wherever you be, O Nāsatyas, sons of heaven, for the benefit of him who is 
a greater giver than the ari” (1.184.1).302 

“With these generous valiant men devoted to you, O lndra, Maghavan, (I invoke) you in 
every contest. Becoming pre-eminent with the ari’s splendours, we shall, like the heavens, 
revel through many a night and many an autumn.”  (4.16.19).303 

Crushing the ari’s obstructors, 
with sūris would we fain be; 
with heroes subduing foes by war 
— (sūris) who to Vāyu (offerings make?) 
and who to Indra are a joy, 
the lavish ones, devout to gods! (7.92.4)304 

Such statements quite often emphasize the sūri-s’ role as givers of dakṣinā or as 
respecters of the institution of priestly purohiti, as we may see vividly in numerous 
examples. 

“May the generous donors partake of nourishing wealth, the sūri-s who for ever give (us 
gifts). In contests may we win the prize from the ari, offering before the gods their share 

                                                                                                                                                                       
and above all 7.34.18: prá rāyé yantu śárdhanto aryáḥ (Grassmann, übers., has translated rá̄yah of 
6.14.3 as “nach Schätzen”). On á̄yu, see appendix at end of Part II of this work. 

301 aryó gíraḥ sadyá á̄ jagmúṣīr ósrá̄ś cākantūbháyeṣv asmé //  1.122.14cd. 
302 tá̄ vām adyá tá̄v aparáṃ huvemochántyām uṣási váhnir ukthaíḥ / ná̄satyā kúha cit sántāv aryó / divó 

nápātā sudá̄starāya //  1.184.1. 
303 ebhír nŕ̥ bhir indra tvāyúbhiṣ ṭvā / maghávadbhir maghavan víśva ājaú / dyá̄vo ná dyumnaír abhí 

sánto aryáḥ / kṣapó madema śarádaś ca pūrv�́̄ḥ //  4.16.19. See also n. 334. 
304 yé vāyáva indramá̄danāsa / á̄devāso nitóśanāso aryáḥ / ghnánto vr̥ trá̄ṇi sūríbhiḥ ṣyāma / sāsahvá̄ṃso 

yudhá̄ nŕ̥ bhir amítrān //  7.92.4. 
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for sake of fame!” 1.73.5305 

“Let all, at the ari’s, (hear) this (word) of ours: the bards ever praise Br̥bu, the noblest giver 
of thousands, the sūri who is the noblest winner of thousands.” 6.45.33306 

“Then when your peoples would start moving, O Indra, be the helper and protector (of 
these) sūris of ours, who are more heroic than the ari,  and who have put us at (their) 
fore-front”. 6.25.7307 

On the face of it, it would appear that all these allusions refer to some kind of military 
engagements and the word ari indicates the foe against whom the sūris fight. The 
priests would then figure in these allusions as the men who invoke divine blessings on 
the princes they support. In some cases it may well be that there is nothing beyond this 
in these references. But the triangular reference to prince, priest and ari cannot always 
be easily explained away. 

Let us consider, for example, the following: 

“Gaining precedence, with agreeable mind do I laud Agni, your dear guest (O gods), with 
eulogies, — so that Varuṇa may remain in great glory among us and the sūri, praised by 
the ari, may grant (us) vivifying riches! (1.186.3)308 

Or the following: 

“Glorified by all, praised by the ari (as well), to the Soma-presser (i.e. the sūri) he gives 
gifts, and to the eulogist.” (8.1.22)309 

Surely the ari here cannot mean an adversary or a foe? 

It surprises us very much that the clear and unvarying distinction between ari and sūri 
in the RV has not gained due recognition. It seems to us that an adequate appreciation 
of this distinction is vitally necessary for the proper interpretation of the ari references. 

                                                             
305 ví pŕ̥ kṣo agne maghávāno aśyur / ví sūráyo dádato víśvam á̄yuḥ / sanéma vá̄jaṃ samithéṣv aryó / 

bhāgáṃ devéṣu śrávase dádhānāḥ //  1.73.5. 
306 tát sú no víśve aryá á̄ / sádā gr̥ ṇanti kārávaḥ / br̥ búṃ sahasradá̄tamaṃ / sūríṃ sahasrasá̄tamam // 

6.45.33. 
307 ádha smā te carṣaṇáyo yád éjān / índra trātótá bhavā varūtá̄ / asmá̄kāso yé nŕ̥ tamāso aryá / índra 

sūráyo dadhiré puró naḥ //  6.25.7. 
308 préṣṭhaṃ vo átithiṃ gr̥ ṇīṣe / ’gníṃ śastíbhis turváṇiḥ sajóṣāḥ / ásad yáthā no váruṇaḥ sukīrtír / íṣaś 

ca parṣad arigūrtáḥ sūríḥ //  1.186.3. 
309 sá sunvaté ca stuvaté ca rāsate / viśvágūrto ariṣṭutáḥ //  8.1.22cd. 
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And in every case where this distinction is made explicit, it is the sūri that the priests 
support. 

But we must hasten to add a much needed word of caution. The distinction drawn 
between ari and sūri is not the only factor to be taken into account. The ari tangle does 
not indeed admit of any such easy solution. 

Another significant fact is, as even the above quotations would have revealed, it is not 
in every instance that the ari is portrayed as an implacable opponent. In the last two 
references, for example, we can see him praising the sūri and also praising Indra. In 
other words, whereas in some allusions the ari is distinct from the sūri and appears as 
an adversary, in others he appears to be distinct from the sūri by virtue of a special role 
that he seems to have played, perhaps as the owner or protector of wealth. In the pages 
to follow, it is our hope to explore the evidence bearing on these two kinds of 
distinction which we visualize as 

a) cultural, religious and political and 
b) functional. 

But straightway let us draw attention to a basic fact: in either of the above two cases, 
the ari almost always appears to be portrayed as “some one for the sūri to contend 
with” aided by the Vedic priests as elite counsellors or purohitas and as practitioners of 
a pervasive cult. 

VI. Ari and Sūri — The Cultural Distinction 
(1) 

“They have lapsed from the pressing (of Soma), they have not revered Indra as a god — 
there where ... Vr̥ṣākapi found enjoyment in the ari’s nourishing riches”, says 10.86.1310.  

To put the idea expressed in this verse in another way, Vr̥ṣākapi, in the process of 
seeking refuge in the ari, has become a person who is “averse to Soma” and “averse to 
Indra” — a condition that elsewhere in the RV is indicated by the pejorative adjectives 
asunvant and anindra. 

                                                             
310 ví hí sótor ásr̥ kṣata / néndraṃ devám amaṃsata / yátrá̄madad vr̥ ṣá̄kapir / aryáḥ puṣṭéṣu (mátsakhā) 

10.86.1. 
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It seems to us that this is in line with the accusations often brought against the man 
called the ari in the RV. 

Take for example RV 4.24 which we discussed in Ch. III. In the opening verses of the 
hymn, i.e. verses 1-7, Indra is depicted as the god to be invoked in martial contests311. 
And yet it is made obvious here that he is not treated alike by every one. There is on the 
one hand the man who zealously offers Soma and also cooked and roasted foods312. On 
the other there is the “non-presser” and the offerer of puroḷāśa (rice cake)313. 

These opening verses provide a prologue which is an organic part of RV 4.24, essential 
to the proper understanding of the second part of the hymn. In this second part we are 
told how the ari’s wife, when she sees that the contest has become long and severe, 
invokes the manly Indra, who by this time has been ‘sharpened’ by copious draughts of 
Soma by those who offer that libation to him (i.e. by the opponents of the ari)314. 
Then Indra is pictured as speaking or thinking to himself about the conduct of the two 
parties, the ari’s and the Soma offerer’s: 

a) He has indulged in low trading for a thing of (high) value. 
b) It is not a little thing that he has exchanged for a thing of high value.315 

To us this appears as a direct continuation of the ideas earlier expressed: that calling for 
Indra’s aid in the thick of battle only and not offering him Soma and pakti (“the 
cooked offering”) do not pay. It is by the Soma libation and the right kind of cooked 
offerings that the sūris gain Indra’s alliance which is obviously the thing of high value 
the verses refer to. In other words the r̥ ṣi here pictures Indra as saying: They have not 
succeeded in winning me over because they offered the wrong offerings and at the 
wrong time. The offerer of Soma it is that has gained my alliance — a result already 
forecast in the first part of the hymn. 

Thus 4.24 can, it seems to us, be regarded as supplying a very important clue — a clue 
which was less directly supplied by 10.86 — namely, that in the particular sense in 
which the words are used in the RV, the ari’s party could be described as anindra and 

                                                             
311 sá vr̥ trahátye hávyaḥ  4.24.2a. 
312 paktíḥ and sómaḥ of  4.24.5bc. 
313 puroḷá̄śaṃ and ásuṣvīn of  4.24.5bc. 
314 4.24.8 : See n. 121. 
315 4.24.9ac : See n. 121. 
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asunvant. 

Yet another context that supports this conclusion is RV 10.42. The same sequence of 
ideas as in 4.24 obtains here, though less colourfully expressed. The prime target is 
made explicit right at the start: “Subdue with song the ari’s song, O vipras!” Thus the 
contest is with the ari who also seeks the aid of the powers above. But only he who 
sacrifices rightly can aspire to triumph: “Men call on you diversely for aid ... (but) it is 
the giver of haviṣ who gains the (divine) ally. Not with the asunvant does the valiant 
one wish to ally himself” (stz. 4). The grounds on which the r̥ ṣi’s party (of sūris, called 
rājans in stz. 10 of the hymn) hopes to gain triumph are that they sacrifice the right 
way, in their contest with the ari: the opponent is asunvant, ipso facto anindra, and 
cannot win. Thus here too the epithet asunvant (and automatically the epithet 
anindra) is applicable to, or at least associable with, the ari.316 

Another important hymn of the RV that helps us understand the depiction of ari is 
2.23. This hymn denounces without any mincing of words the “hater of brahman” 
(stz.4)317, the “reviler of gods” (8)318, the “evil reciter” (10),319 etc., etc. These preliminary 
references prepare our minds to receive the r̥ ṣi’s final verbal onslaught in which he 
alludes to the ari’s wrath and his wealth and power (which he does not deserve): 

“Who with ungodly mind seeks to inflict harm and seeks to slay, regarding himself as 
mighty among overlords — let not his deadly blow reach us, O Br̥haspati! May we nullify 
the wrath of the ill-intentioned presumptuous man ... Like (battle-) cars has Br̥haspati 
torn asunder all the deceitful wiles of the ari.”320 (2.23.12-13) 

“Burn up the rakṣas with fiercely flaming brand — they who have scorned (even) you 
whose power is patent ... Set at nought the speakers of evil. That wealth which shines with 
might among the tribes and which our sūri shall deserve more than the ari ... give us that 

                                                             
316  The relevant portions of 10.42 are as follows: vācá̄ viprās tarata vá̄cam aryó (1c); tvá̄ṃ jánā 

mamasatyéṣv indra / saṃtasthāná̄ ví hvayante samīké / átrā yújaṃ kr̥ ṇute yó havíṣmān / ná̄sunvatā 
sakhyáṃ vaṣṭi śú̄raḥ // (4); vayáṃ rá̄jabhiḥ prathamá̄ dhánāny / asmá̄kena vr̥ jánenā jayema // 
(10cd). 

317 brahmadvíṣ  2.23.4c. 
318 devanídaḥ  2.23.8c. 
319 duḥśáṃs  2.23.10c. 
320  ádevena mánasā yó riṣaṇyáti / śāsá̄m ugró mányamāno jíghāṃsati / bŕ̥ haspate má̄ práṇak tásya no 

vadhó / ní karma manyúṃ durévasya śárdhataḥ // ... víśvā íd aryó abhidipsvò mŕ̥ dho / bŕ̥ haspátir ví 
vavarhā ráthāṁ iva //  2.23.12-13. 
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effulgent wealth!” (2.23.14-15)321 

So here again the ari is associated, without ambiguity, with the taint of being “averse to 
gods”, “averse to the cult and its practitioners”. 

(2) 

In a few instances in the RV Saṃhitā we come across unequivocal references, in the 
body of the same verse, to the distinction between the ari and the sūri in matters of 
allegiance to the cult (or, that form of it that seems to have been favoured by the r̥ ṣis). 

Let us take RV 1.81 for example. This hymn contains two references to the ari. The first 
part of the hymn describes Indra’s character as god of war. He is the sacrificer’s helper 
in battles. Stanza 6 goes on:  

“May Indra help us — Indra who takes away the ari’s man-sustaining food for (his) 
devotee’s sake. Distribute, for much wealth is yours! I would gladly partake of your 
gift.”322 

Stanza 9 refers again to the ari as contrasted with the men who are devoted to Indra. 
The latter cause all that is desirable to thrive. Having said this, the verse goes on:  

“You have closely seen the ari’s possessions and (those) of the irreverent men (the ari’s 
men). Bring their wealth for us!”323 

In these two verses we see the positive qualification applied to the sacrificers and the 
negative to the ari’s party. Both serve the same purpose: they give a strong reason for 
Indra’s intervention in the capture of the ari’s wealth. 

Comparable, though not exactly of the same type, is the statement at RV 2.8.2, where 
too the ari stands contrasted with the devotee. Here the poet describes Agni thus: 
“unageing, he brings decay to the ari, to the devotee gives an excellent lead”324 
(-incidentally, a reference to the inadequacy of the leadership of the ari, who 
apparently was usually well past his youth?) While here the ari stands contrasted with 

                                                             
321 téjiṣṭhayā tapan�́̄ rakṣásas tapa / yé tvā nidé dadhiré dr̥ ṣṭávīryam / ... ví parirá̄po ardaya // ... áti yád 

aryó árhād / dyumád vibhá̄ti krátumaj jáneṣu / ... tád asmá̄su dráviṇaṃ dhehi citrám //  2.23.14-15. 
322 yó aryó martabhójanam / parādádāti dāśúṣe / índro asmábhyaṃ śikṣatu / ví bhajā bhú̄ri te vásu / 

bhakṣīyá táva rá̄dhasaḥ //  1.81.6. 
323 antár hí khyó jánānām / aryó védo ádāśuṣāṃ / téṣāṃ no véda á̄ bhara //  1.81.9cde. 
324 yáḥ sunīthó dadāśúṣe / ’juryó jaráyann arím //  2.8.2ab. 
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the devout followers of the gods (which we take as really a partisan way of depicting the 
ari’s position religiously), at 9.23.3 a similar effect is achieved by characterizing the ari as 
himself lacking in devoutness: “Bring us, O Soma, the possessions of the irreverent ari” 
is about roughly what this stanza says.325 

At 8.24.22 too this contrast seems to be brought out quite clearly: Indra bestows the 
ari’s property to the devotee of his cult.326 

Viewed against the background of this depiction of the ari as somehow lacking in 
devoutness, as being less worthy than Indra’s devotees (i.e. the sūris), it is easy to 
understand the reference at 8.21.16 which calls on Indra to “grasp and fetch even the 
firmly enclosed (treasures) of the ari, for Indra’s gifts are not to be set at nought”.327 
The implication seems to be that the singer’s party may win the ari’s wealth — i.e. be 
the recipient of Indra’s aid — but yet the ari can be expected to attempt to negate this 
god-given luck. 

The usefulness of RV 8.21 to the elucidation of the meaning of ari does not end here. 

The reference to the ari in 8.21.16 is preceded by the interesting statement in stanza 14 
which is as follows:  

“No wealthy man will you find fit to be your friend. They scorn you, quickened by surā. 
But when you raise the cry of war and bring (contenders into) confrontation, then are you 
invoked like a father”.328 

We have discussed some aspects of the significance of this statement in another context: 
only ‘true adherence’ entitles one to Indra’s aid (Ch. III). 

The immediacy of this statement to the emphatic denunciation of the ari in stanza 16 
makes us think that here too the ari’s party is depicted not only as prosperous but also 
as anindra and asunvant (i.e. averse to Indra and the offering of Soma in the sense 
understood by the r̥ ṣis). That the ari in contrast to the sūri is constantly viewed with 
disfavour for his insufficient commitment to cult seems in view of these statements to 
be the actual position in the RV Saṃhitā. One may then ask, was he less prone to rush 

                                                             
325 á̄ pavamāna no bharāryó ádāśuṣo gáyam //  9.23.3ab. 
326 aryó gáyam máṃhamānaṃ ví dāśúṣe //  8.24.22c. 
327 dr̥ ḷhá̄ cid aryáḥ prá mr̥ śābhy á̄ bhara ná te dāmá̄na ādábhe //  8,21.16cd. 
328 nákī revántaṃ sakhyá̄ya vindase / p�́̄yanti te surāśvàḥ / yadá̄ kr̥ ṇóṣi nadanúṃ sám ūhasy / á̄d ít 

pitéva hūyase //  8.21.14. 
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to attack the Aryans’ foes and so was lukewarm in his ardour for the god of Aryan 
triumph? 

(3) 

A fact of considerable significance is that several foes or obstructors (vr̥ tras) that Indra 
is said to have defeated are not Dasyus but Aryans. We are familiar with the call to 
Indra to vanquish the enemies of Sudās — among whom were many Aryans. RV 7.83.1 
mentions all these foes together as “Dāsa vr̥ tras and Ārya vr̥ tras”.329 But this is not the 
only place where this kind of statement is found. The same turn of phrase occurs at 
6.22.10, 6.33.3, 6.60.6 and 10.69.6.330 

And even this is not all. 

10.83.1 wishes that ‘Wrath’ would extend its assistance to the sacrificers so that they may 
subjugate the Dāsa as well as the Aryan.331 10.102.3 wishes that Indra would hold aloof 
the Dāsa’s weapon, and also the Aryan’s.332 In these cases, however, the powerful 
epithet of cultural rejection, vr̥ tra, has not been employed. 

That theme, viz. the idea that the Aryans whom the singers condemn are culturally 
despicable, appears with undisguised emphasis at 10.38.3 and 8.51.9. 

Says the former: “Whatever godless man intends to fight us, O Indra, ... whether he is a 
Dāsa or an Aryan — may (all) such foes be easily subdued by you through us. With 
you let us suppress them in the contest!” So an Aryan could not only be bracketed with 
the Dāsas, he could also be labelled as adeva: godless or “averse to the devas”.333 

And in just that kind of light is the ari seen in 8.51.9, bracketed with the Dāsa and 
shown as culturally unacceptable for breaking an important vrata of the Vedic system 
of notions, the duty of being lavishly generous to the priests. We would render this 
important reference to the ari as follows: 

                                                             
329 dá̄sā ca vr̥ trá̄ hatám á̄ryāṇi ca / 7.83.1c. (That the reference is to events of the dāśa-rājña period is 

indicated by line d: sudá̄sam indrāvaruṇá̄vasāvatam). 
330 dá̄sāny á̄ryāṇi vr̥ trá̄  6.22.10c; ubháyāṁ amítrān / dá̄sā vr̥ trá̄ṇy á̄ryā ca  6.33.3ab; vr̥ trá̄ṇy á̄ryā ...  

dá̄sāni  6.60.6ab; dá̄sā vr̥ trá̄ṇy á̄ryā  10.69.6b. 
331 sāhyá̄ma dá̄sam á̄ryaṃ tváyā yujá̄  10.83.1c. 
332 dá̄sasya vā maghavann á̄ryasya vā / ... yavayā vadhám  10.102.3cd. 
333 yó no dá̄sa á̄ryo vā ... / ádeva indra yudháye cíketati / asmá̄bhiṣ ṭe suṣáhāḥ santu śátravas / tváyā 

vayáṃ tá̄n vanuyāma saṃgamé //  10.38.3. 
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“This every one of his (is) Aryan; (but) a Dāsa (is) the wealth-guarding ari”.334 

It is not necessary to contort so simple a statement, as almost every translator has done 
upto now. When we understand the true significance of the anindra association with 
which the ari often appears tainted, we immediately see what is meant: It is the 
Indra-like person that is truly Aryan, not the one who has departed from Indra-like 
ways and ‘hoards’ cattle and grain. The latter has adopted a Dāsa-like conduct. There is 
here no implication whereby ari has to be taken as referring to the Dāsa ethnically, i.e. 
as meaning a foe in the ethnic sense. It is probably not even meant that every ari is to be 
condemned. Most of the ari chiefs, like the Dāsas, do not favour the Indra-style, the 
exuberant lavishness. But, as maghavan par excellence, it is of the earthly maghavans 
that Indra is a friend, not of niggardly chiefs; the hoarding of wealth is not the style to 
be favoured by him. 

We take it then that 8.51.9 reflects the view that in conserving wealth, the ari has 
adopted a Dāsa-like quality, a view which seems to us also to be evident in the 
references to “foes related and unrelated”. There are several references of this kind, but 
two of them interest us particularly because they are embedded in contexts which 
reflect the attitude of cultural hostility which we discussed above. These two allusions 
are in the hymns 6.44 and 4.4 of the RV Saṃhitā. 

“Hero, slay our foemen” says 6.44.17 to Indra and goes on to specify these men: “the 
unfriendly, be they related or unrelated”335 ... The objectionable elements of the 
conduct of “the unfriendly” were more specifically spelled out earlier in the hymn 
where the singer requests Indra to “destroy the nongivers, root out those averse to 
Soma”.336 (Interesting to note is the fact that the original for “the unfriendly” in this 
context is the same as that by which the Nirukta defines ari).337 

6.44 thus is also an instance where the r̥ ṣi stresses the un-vrata-like conduct of “the 
unfriendly” (relations), namely niggardliness and aversion to a traditional form of 
worship. And also, in their entirety 6.44.17 and 11 are very similar to 7.83.1 and 7: “Dāsa 
foes and Aryan … kings who do not observe sacrificial rites”. 

                                                             
334 yásyāyáṃ víśva á̄ryo / dá̄saḥ śevadhipá̄ aríḥ /  8.51.9ab. 
335 jahí śūra śátrūñ / jāmím ájāmim ... amítrān  6.44.17ab. 
336 6.44.11 : See n. 232 above. 
337  arí = īśvará / amítra. See n. 2 above. 
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Basically similar, yet even more interesting, are the references to unfriendly relatives in 
RV 4.4.5-6. Here again, the early stanzas (3 and 4) reveal the singer’s strong animus 
when he speaks of the “evil speaker” and the “unfriendly men”338 (using the same word 
as in 6.44.17). Then he urges Agni to rise and display his celestial power and “slacken 
the taut (weapons) of them that are spurred by yātu (i.e. magical practices outside the 
sacrificial system); shatter the foemen be they related or unrelated!”339 

This most interesting reference to ‘relatives’ who are said to have depended on yātu 
rather than yajña (sacrifice) captures our attention all the more when the singer follows 
it up with strikingly contrastive allusions to the sūri in relation to an ari: 

“He knows your favourable disposition (O Agni), who has set the way for a ritual-song 
such as this. To him may you illumine the bright days, the treasures and the splendours 
of the ari” (4.4.6)340  — this, of course, is the singer’s way of imploring that the ari’s 
wealth be made available to the sūri who utilizes the singer’s priestly services. Whereas 
the ari (the unfriendly relation) was spurred on by yātu magic, the sūri “set the way” 
for a sacred song. 

Almost identical is the situation that 10.116 depicts. Here stanza 5 urges Indra to “make 
their sharp pikes blunt” and “slacken the taut (weapons) of the men that are spurred on 
by yātu”.341 And again, we are provided with a clue as to these men in the subsequent 
part of the hymn. It is the ari (and his men): “scatter the ari’s fame away (and) his 
might, like the firm onslaughts of (his) bow.” (10.116.6)342 

The same kind of revealing contrasts is reflected in 7.21.5. Here the first two lines are 
emphatic in the assertion that “no yātu men have spurred us on”.343 This seems to 
mean that the yātu magic which the Vedic priests despised (whatever it was), was not 
the spiritual aid on which the singer’s men would ever depend. A forceful word indeed 
is “spurred on” in this context. (Here the source from which the “spurring on” comes is 
said to be emphatically not the powers of yātu; elsewhere it is said to be Indra, Agni, 
                                                             
338 agháśaṃs-, amítra-, ájāmim:  4.4.3-5. 
339 áva sthirá̄ tanuhi yātujú̄nāṃ // jāmím ájāmim prá mr̥ ṇīhi śátrūn //  4.4.5. 
340 sá te jānāti sumatíṃ yaviṣṭha / yá �́̄vate bráhmaṇe gātúm aírat / víśvāny asmai sudínāni rāyó / 

dyumná̄ny aryó ví dúro abhí dyaut // 4.4.6. aryáḥ ... dymnná- above at 9.61.11, 4.16.19 (n. 297). 
341  ní tigmá̄ni bhrāśáyan bhrá̄śyāny / áva sthirá̄ tanuhi yātujú̄nām /  10.116.5ab. 
342 vy àryá indra tanuhi śrávāṃsy ója sthiréva dhánvano ’bhímātīḥ /  10.116.6ab. 
343 ná yātáva indra jūjuvur naḥ /  7.21.5a. 
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brahma, vipra and and daṃsu344). This emphatic denial is followed by the following 
contrastive reference to the ari: “May this one triumph over the ari of the adverse jantu 
(people, folk or tribe). May no śiśnadevas (who follow unacceptable forms of worship) 
approach our sacred work!”345 

What does the singer mean, packing as he does many loaded words into this verse? 

It seems to us that first the singer disclaims connections with any kind of cult that 
could have been held in disregard by the high priests of the deva worship. In the sequel 
he requests Indra not to allow the ari and his people who are adverse (to the cult as 
spelled out by the r̥ ṣis) ever to prevail. In the end he desires that practitioners of 
despised cults be kept far away from his sacred rites. 

The singer of course is the sūri’s man. But who are the ari’s men and who are the 
practitioners of low cults that should not be allowed to vitiate the singer’s rites? And 
what does this last request in its entirety imply? 

These queries take us deeper into the question of the cults and men that “spurred on” 
the ari, the “unfriendly relative”and so on. 

That strong men there were, who sought magical and spiritual support (“spurring on”) 
from various quarters seems quite likely. We have seen the allusions to yātu cults above. 
And there are also allusions to men who looked even to the Dasyus for this kind of 
support. The best example of this kind of reference is RV 6.24.8, along with which we 
should also take into account 6.24.5. 

Indra, says 6.24.8, does not bend (even) to the strong man who is “(magically) spurred 
on by the Dasyu”.346 

The word Dasyu in the RV essentially carries connotations of cult hostility, of being 
non-Vedic culturally and religiously (as opposed to Dāsa which carries connotations 
more ethnic and more ‘political’). The word is often associated with other words 
denotative of differences of religious views and practices (e.g avrata, aśraddha, akratu, 

                                                             
344  Cf. índrajūta: 1.118.9, 3.33.11; yám agne pr̥ tsú mártyam ... juná̄ḥ / (= ágnijūtaḥ) sá yántā śáśvatīr íṣaḥ / 

1.27.7; bráhmajūta: 3.34.1, 7.19.11; dáṃsujūta: 1.122.10; víprajūta: 1.3.5. 
345 sá śardhad aryó víṣuṇasya jantór má̄ śiśnádevā ápi gur r̥ táṃ naḥ //  7.21.5cd. 
346 ná vīḷáve námate ná sthirá̄ya / ná śárdhate dásyujūtāya ... /  6.24.8ab. 
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ayajyu, adevayu, akarma, amantu, anyavrata etc.)347 

To us the phrase “strong man who is spurred on by the Dasyu” does not seem to refer 
to one Dasyu supported by another. It appears more likely that the reference is to an 
Aryan chief. In this view we are fortified by the reference to an ari in stanza 5 of the 
hymn. This says that Mitra, Varuṇa and Pūṣan act as “a subjugator of the ari’s will”348. 
Thus RV 7.83, 6.44, 4.4, 7.21, 10.116 and 6.24 are basically alike. They refer to chiefs 
who had to some extent turned away from the spirit of the sacrificial cult (as 
understood by the elite priesthood who gained an authoritative position in the RV 
period), and moved towards a position of dialogue with other cults including that (or 
those) of the Dasyus. In five of these hymns an ari is specifically referred to. In each too 
there is some clue that suggests that the condemned chief must be an Aryan. Thus 

7.83: Dāsa and Ārya foes ... ari, ... kings averse to sacrifice 

6.44: Related and unrelated foes, ... non-givers, ... averse to Soma 

4.4: Related and unrelated foes, ... spurred by yātu ... ari 

7.21: ari and his adverse jantus ... spurred by yātu 

10.116: ari ... spurred by yātu 

6.24: ari ... spurred by the Dasyu. 

Thieme has referred to the association of the ari with an attitude which the RV 
denotes as arāti349 We can agree with him that arāti certainly is a term with a very 
negative sense. We would also add that the term is at the same time connotative of 
hostility to Vedism in that it implies departure from the vrata, in this case denial of 
what is due to Vedic priests. 

Thus at 1.43.8 the arāti-natured men are the opponents of the Soma cult.350 In the 
hymn 2.23, where incidentally all opponents are cult opponents, they are “double 
dealers“. 351  At 8.11.3 they are described as “godless foes” 352  and at 1.47.4 the 

                                                             
347 See appendix 2 at the end of this work. 
348 mitró no átra váruṇaś ca pūṣá̄ryó váśasya paryetá̄sti //  6.24.5cd. 
349 F. pp. 43ff. 
350 má̄ naḥ somaparibá̄dho má̄rātayo juhuranta /  1.43.8ab. 
351 ná tám ... árātayas titirur ná dvayāvínaḥ  2.23.5 (tám = br̥ ́ haspatim). 
352 sá tvám asmád ápa dvíṣo / yuyodhí jātavedaḥ / ádevīr agne árātīḥ //  8.11.3. 
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arāti-natured one is “the non-giver who harms us with duplicity.”353 

8.39.2 contains a request to strike down all forms of arāti, of the ari and of the 
arāvan.354 It is interesting to note the way the untranslated word of this context, which 
appears here in association with ari, is defined in the Tāṇḍya Mahā Brāhmaṇa (6.10.7): 
the arāvans are those who praise that which is not (or that which is opposed to) the 
r̥ ta.355 The r̥ ta is of course the truth, the sacrifice as well as the cult in a broad sense. 
Thus the reference at 8.39.2 distinctly associates the ari with the religiously 
unacceptable. The abusive and arāvan-like speech of the ari of 7.31.5 must in view of all 
this be regarded as signifying ritual unfitness356 (much as the vidáthe mr̥ dhrávācam 
reference to the Pūru in the Ten Kings’ War signifies ritual unacceptability in RV 
7.18.13).  

At 4.50.11 (which is repeated at 7.97.9) and also at 7.83.5, the singer mentions the arāti 
of (the ari or) the ari’s men.357 The ari’s own unambiguous arāti is mentioned at 
6.16.27, 6.48.16, 6.59.8, 8.39.2 and 9.79.3.358 

The last mentioned reference is especially worthy of attention: 

“And (give us protection in the face) of our own arāti; that is the ari; and (also in the 
face) of the external arāti: that is the wolf.”359 

To Thieme the significance of the mention of “one’s own” and “external” is that in 
their entirety they convey the significance of ‘all’.360 But the more one thinks of the 
statement at 9.79.3, the more it becomes hard to believe that ari means “stranger”. On 
the contrary this seems to make it so much more likely that the ari is one whose blood 
relationship to the Aryan priest is beyond doubt. 

                                                             
353  yó no agne árarivāṁ / aghāyúr arātīvá̄ marcáyati dvayéna /  1.147.4ab. 
354 ny árātīr árāvṇāṃ / víśvā aryó árātīr / itó yuchantu ...  8.39.2cde. 
355 arāvno ye’nr̥ tam abhiśaṃsanti Tāṇḍya Mahā Br. 6.10.7. On r̥ ta cf. Śatapatha Br. 1.3.4.16., Tait. Br. 

3.8.3.4.etc. 
356  má̄ no nidé ca váktave / ’ryó randhīr árāvṇe /  7.31.5ab. 
357 jajastám aryó vanúṣām árātīḥ /  4.50.11d / 7.97.9d 7.83.5: see n. 64 above. 
358 táranto aryó árātīr / vanvánto aryó árātīḥ  6.16.27; aghá̄ aryó árātayaḥ //  6.48.16c, 6.59.8, 8.39.2 

(above n. 348) ; 9.79.3 (below, n. 353). 
359 utá svásyā árātyā / arír hí ṣá / utá̄nyásyā árātyā / vŕ̥ ko hí ṣáḥ /  9.79.3. 
360 F. p. 45. 
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The precise quality of the arāti that was feared of the ari is, according to this reference, 
comparable with the harm that came from the wolf: it threatened the priests’ 
possessions of cattle, more particularly the cows won as the priestly fee for services to 
the sūris which for some reason seem to have been endangered by the ari’s conduct and 
attitudes. If the ari was one’s own and yet this was the case, we could visualize the 
situation as one in which the ari was the original possessor of these cows. Though won 
by the sūri and given to the priests, the ari seems to be entertaining the idea of denying 
them to their new possessors: obviously a cardinal sin from the point of view of the 
Vedic ethic. 

It must have been galling to the r̥ ṣis that Aryan tribal chiefs should have behaved in such a 
way, for to tamper with the dakṣiṇā, or to deny it at all should be what a chief ought never 
to do. The (possibly later) coinages kavāri (the mean ari) and kadarya (miserliness — the 
quality of a mean ari) reflect this deep concern and indeed it is pithily expressed at 
10.107.3: “A divine fulfillment is the dakṣiṇā, a thing that is (part) of the sacrifice to gods. 
It is not (to be hoped for) from the kavāris; they indeed do not give ...“361  

And the divine giver Indra, is specifically the opposite of the kavāri.  

Says 3.47.5 (= 6.19.11): “No mean ari (is) the divine ordainer!”362 

 

                                                             
361 daívī pūrtír dákṣiṇā devayajyá̄ / ná kavāríbhyo nahí té pr̥ ṇánti / 10.107.3ab. 
362  ákavāriṃ divyáṃ śāsám índram  3.47.5b, 6.19.11b. 
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PART TWO 

VII. More about the ari - sūri  Distinction 
(1) 

RV 6.24 creates the impression that the ari referred to in one of its stanzas may be “the 
strong haughty one who is spurred on by the Dasyu” mentioned in a subsequent 
verse.363 But could this be possible? Could it be possible that ari in this stanza refers to 
an Aryan chief? 

What makes one think that such an interpretation is far-fetched is that we have 
hitherto not appreciated the weight of evidence that exists in the RV on a peculiar 
situation: that of many sūris contending for the wealth of an ari. Is the situation here 
one of actual war or one of some other type of contest? 

First of all, we become confused on the true assessment of this evidence by not 
appreciating the clear distinction always drawn in the RV between the ari and the sūri. 
We have discussed that point and it is no longer necessary to go back to it. 

Secondly, we should always bear in mind that in any Vedic contest of an earnest kind 
the actual contestants were bound to have a second flank of supporters of a different 
order: the priests who aid the warriors with ‘divine support’. 

Let us straightway state the conclusion which our evidence leads us toward. While in 
some references in the RV ari indicates an Aryan chief opposed in war by another 
Vedic chief (hence an Aryan foe, as in the Ten Kings’ War), in others the ari appears 
rather as an Aryan chief whose wealth (i.e. mainly cows) the sūris tried to win in some 
kind of contests that do not seem to be actual wars. But they were certainly contests of 
an earnest kind buttressed with priestly support. 

Now, how does the Dasyu come into all this? Let us seek light on this point by 
reflecting on what now we may regard as our clearest and least controvertible evidence: 

                                                             
363 6.24.5/8. See nn. 340, 342 above. 
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the references to the Ten Kings’ War. Here Sudās was opposed by combined Ārya and 
Dāsa forces and both alike were, in the r̥ ṣis’ view, kings who were “without sacrifice and 
without Indra”. But when we are also told that they nevertheless called on Indra’s aid, 
we realize that there is here a partisan point of view expressed. We understand the text 
to suggest that these Aryan chiefs were not supporting a certain (extreme) form of 
Indraism which rejected them as much as it rejected the Dasyus. In any case, these 
Aryans “without Indra” had friendly contact with the Dasyus during the period of 
Sudās Paijavana, and perhaps also that of Vadhryaśva and Divodāsa.364.  

We do not know very much about this friendly contact, but 6.24 impresses us as a bit 
of very useful information — which suggests that the Dasyu may have performed a 
priestly role comparable to what a r̥ ṣi-purohita performed for Vedic princes under 
normal circumstances. (Compare with dásyujūta of this context the parallel epithets 
víprajūta, bráhmajūta and dáṃsujūta in other R̥gvedic allusions).365 A statement such 
as 6.14.3 becomes especially significant in the light of such a view: 

Separately (they call), O Agni,  
for aid (from you) - the āyus. 
For ari’s wealth they compete  
the Dasyu crushing, hoping to foil,  
with vratas those  
that are to vrata averse.366 

Let us examine the contents of this verse in the light of what we know about the āyus 
— namely, that they are Vedic priests —367 and about the general stance that the priests 
adopted in relation to the sūris as against the ari. 

To win the ari’s wealth (for the sūris) the priests have to crush the Dasyu. Thus with 
vratas they triumph over the men averse to vrata. And they do this competitively, each 
party for its own gain. It would look as if the ari’s wealth was open to be won in a 
contest, but in the process a Dasyu had to be defeated with vratas, i.e. sacrificially, or, 
following the norms of the cult. The winning of ari’s wealth is depicted as a triumph of 

                                                             
364 See Ch. II (1 b, c and e) above. 
365 See above, n. 338. 
366 ná̄nā hy àgné ’vase /spárdhante rá̄yo aryáḥ / tú̄rvanto dásyum āyávo / vrataíḥ s�́̄kṣanto avratám // 

6.14.3 See n. 294, above. 
367 See appendix 1, below. 
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the Āyus’ sacrificial acts, just as any victory is depicted as a triumph of the cult. And the 
situation seems to be (in RV 6.14): 

(1) Sūris aided by āyus competing for wealth, to be won from 
(2) an ari, aided by a Dasyu. 

(2) 

If in order to win the ari’s wealth for the sūris, Vedic priests sacrificially prevailed over a 
Dasyu performing a priestly service for the ari, and yet this probably was not exactly a 
military encounter, what kind of a contest was this and how could the contenders have 
confronted one another? Could we legitimately think of a tribal occasion in which it 
was customary to compete for some one’s wealth with priestly aid and also it was 
customary on that one’s part to defend that wealth with priestly aid? Not nearly a 
battle, but a kind of tribal ritual occasion? 

Let us examine two of the most important stanzas that seem to allude to such sacrificial 
events. These stanzas contain uncomplimentary references to other practitioners of 
ritual whose very participation seems to be denounced with a degree of violent 
emphasis. The two passages in question are RV 5.42.9 and 7.21.5. 

We have already referred to 7.21.5 in a different context,368 but here one point has to be 
particularly emphasized. “May śiśnadevas not come close to our sacred work”369 says 
the singer, after asserting his immunity from yātu influence, and after desiring that 
Indra should triumph over the ari of the adverse jantu. 

Such references seem to point to one fact: that it was not only the protagonists of the 
Indra cult that had access to certain ritualized occasions. In other words, such occasions 
were not closed affairs restricted to the observance of an exclusive form of the ritual. 
What we have is more like evidence of a community event with a strong ritualistic basis 
allowing in its physical precincts the worship of gods in a variety of forms. 

This is even more evident in RV 5.42. Here the stanzas 8-10 are centred round a single 
key idea, the supremacy or the sacredness of the r̥ ṣis’ observances. It is a protest against a 
state that exists, in favour of an ideal state that the r̥ ṣis seem to wish to bring into being. 

“United with your aid, O Br̥haspati, are the maghavans free from harm, rich in heroic 

                                                             
368  See n. 337 above 
369 See n. 339 above. 
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men. They who give cows and clothes, among them (may) wealth (there be), that gets fair 
allocation!” (stz. 8) 

“(But) they who secure enjoyment by virtue of our songs, (and yet) do not adhere to (the 
duty of) giving — cause their wealth to melt away. Remove from them the (light of the) 
sun, who find prosperity in the prasava (but) do not observe (its) vows, the haters of 
brahman!” (9) 

“He who glorifies the rakṣas in the divine feast, come down upon him with your wheelless 
(cars), O Maruts! Whoso shall deride the service to you of (the priest) that labours 
(thereon) — vain wishes will he, (though) toiling, entertain!” (10)370 

Schmidt seems to us to have understood the situation depicted in these stanzas 
somewhat correctly when he observes that the reference here (stz. 9) is to “those 
persons who in deceitful ways come by the enjoyment of the success of the ritual 
although they adore the Rakṣas and not the gods”.371 

Of course the background of activity 5.42 alludes to is a sacrificial session of some kind 
or other. Stanza 3 of the hymn refers to “the treasures that are set”372 which obviously 
are the same as what is elsewhere called “the wealth that is set” (i.e. the wealth made 
available for contestants to win). In the stanzas translated above reference seems to be 
made to 3 kinds of persons: 

stz. 8: The generous patrons who divide their wealth (i.e. winnings). These maghavans are 
the persons who are elsewhere called sūris. 

stz. 9: Those who are ill-disposed to Brahmanical practices and priests. They profit by the 
ritual though they do not offer rewards: thus they have departed from the vratas. 

stz. 10: “He who esteems the rakṣas in the divine feast.” The reference here is in the 
singular. This man derides the labours of the devotee. He has his own brand of ritual acts, 
which are performed in the devavīti itself. 

Thus 5.42.8-10 depicts a situation strikingly comparable with what 7.21.5 seems to 

                                                             
370 távotíbhiḥ sácamānā áriṣṭā / bŕ̥ haspate maghávānaḥ suv�́̄rāḥ / yé aśvadá̄ utá vā sánti godá̄ / yé 

vastradá̄ḥ subhágās téṣu rá̄yaḥ // visarmá̄ṇaṃ kr̥ ṇuhi vittám eṣāṃ / yé bhuñjáte ápr̥ ṇanto na 
ukthaíḥ / ápavratān prasavé vāvr̥ dhāná̄n / brahmadvíṣaḥ sú̄ryād yāvayasva // yá óhate rakṣáso 
devávītāv / acakrébhis tám maruto ní yāta / yó vaḥ śámīṃ śaśamānásya níndāt / tuchyá̄n ká̄mān 
karate siṣvidānáḥ  5.42.8-10. 

371 Schmidt, p. 94. 
372 vásūni ...hitá̄ni 5.42.3, Cf. hitáṃ dhánam of 6.45.2 etc. etc. 
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allude to. It seems to us that the picture of the ritual event that emerges from these 
stanzas is of a gathering consisting of (a) Brahman priests with their practices, (b) their 
patrons, the sūris as well as (c) another participant (ari in 7.21.5; “he who esteems the 
rakṣas” in 5.42.10) who did not comply with the standards set by the brahman priests 
altogether and was allied with or supported by (d) other practitioners following 
different forms of ritual observance. 

(3) 

We mentioned above the 5.42.3 reference to “the treasures that are set”. Who possibly 
could be the one from whom these treasures came? 

Without exception the RV depicts the ari as a rich and powerful personage. Reference 
is made to the ari’s cows, his wealth or riches, his splendour, his manly power and his 
renown.373 

That this wealth was available for brave heroes to win is indicated in the RV in diverse 
ways, some quite unambiguous. Compare for example verses such as the following: 

The ari’s many (treasures) / with song shall we win // (1.70.1)374  

In ari’s contests / may we the prize win // (1.73.5)375  

(The sūris) they’ll the strengthening (treasures) choose; / 
(so) make us the ari’s cattle share, O generous lord! // (1.121.15)376 

Like a winning gambler / with you (for aid), for gain of wealth 
would we the ari’s contest win // (4.20.3)377  

Like a winning gambler / has he the stakes taken / 
the ari’s nourishing wealth // (2.12.4)378 

Like stakes, he reduces / the ari’s nourishing wealth // (2.12.5)379 

                                                             
373 See Añjali, p. 93, note. 
374 vanéma pūrv�́̄r aryó manīṣá̄ /  1.70.1. (pūrv�́̄r as epithet of an implied word like iṣaḥ; manīṣá̄ inst. sg. as 

e.g. is mat�́̄ in a context like 2.24.9: vá̄jam bhárate mat�́̄) 
375 1.73.5: See n. 299 above. 
376   ... sám íṣo varanta / á̄ no bhaja maghavan góṣv aryáḥ  1.121.15bc. 
377 śvaghn�́̄va ... sanáye dhánānāṃ / tváyā vayám aryá ājíṃ jayema //  4.20.3cd. 
378 śvaghn�́̄va yó jigīvá̄ṁ lakṣám á̄dad / aryáḥ puṣṭá̄ni  2.12.4cd. 
379 só aryáḥ puṣṭ�́̄r víja ivá̄ mināti  2.12.5c. 
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And 10.76.2, speaking of the ritual draught, the Soma sap, says that (for the sūris) it 

shall find that manly strength / which supersedes the ari’s (strength) / 
which fast coursers overtake / for gain of mighty wealth.//380  

— so to put down the ari’s strength is to win mighty wealth. And how is it won? With 
strength that helps one to overtake fast horses — in other words with triumphs in 
contests of horsemanship. 

Just how much the wealth that was to be won from the ari meant to the sūris is 
forcefully brought out by 6.20.1: 

The ari’s wealth, O Indra, / which subdues men, by might, in battles /  
as heaven does earth, / and which a thousand booties brings, /  
wins fertile land and conquers foes /  
that give unto us, O Son of Force! //381 

That it was the youthful heroes that far more deserved that wealth which the ari, old 
and languishing, is allowed to gather (or hold), seems to us to be the import of 6.13.5: 

O Agni, Son of Might / for our manly heroes bring those (states) /  
in fine glory abounding — and excellent sons — /  
that (they) may thrive /  
what time you in your might / the herd’s life-strength magnify /  
the wolf to benefit, and the languishing ari! //382 

Might we not ask: Is the r̥ ṣi impatient at the staid and hoarding tendencies of the older 
ari which stand against his wealth being utilized to further the expansion of Aryan 
power? 

A reference like 7.60.11 fortifies such conjecture. Here the singer speaks of the sūris, the 
fury of the ari which they must confront, as well as the role of the r̥ ṣi in the process of 
winning wealth, and in the same breath he refers to the notion of securing expansive 
dwelling-sites: 

Who (in sacred act) will seek 

                                                             
380 vidád dhy àryó abhíbhūti paúṃsyam mahó rāyé cit tarute yád árvataḥ //  10.76.2cd. 
381 dyaúr ná yá indrābhí bhú̄māryás / tasthaú rayíḥ śávasā pr̥ tsú jánān / táṃ naḥ sahásrabharam 

urvarāsá̄ṃ / daddhí sūno sahaso vr̥ tratúram //  6.20.1. 
382 tá̄ nŕ̥ bhya á̄ sauśravasá̄ suv�́̄rá̄gne sūno sahasaḥ puṣyáse dhāḥ / kr̥ ṇóṣi yác chávasā bhú̄ri paśvó / váyo 

vŕ̥ kāyāráye jásuraye //  6.13.5. 
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the pleasure (of gods) for his holy word 
in the winning of vāja, lofty wealth, 
(with him) let the generous ones  
the ari’s wrath to vanquish wish. 
(For them) to dwell (secure) they have made  
a wide well-founded (site).383 

And this a statement from Vasiṣṭha, the architect of Bharata victory in the Ten Kings’ 
War, the hero of which he explicitly mentions in stz. 9 of the same song. 

(4) 

It is of course not our view that the ari’s occasional association with Dasyus etc. 
amounts to a total repudiation of the old religious tradition which for want of a better 
term we would designate the tradition of the yajña. Our evidence only indicates that 
the ari was generally less enthusiastic for Indra, not that he was an out and out rejector 
of Vedism. If the ari needed the Dasyus for some purposes in which they were 
considerably more adept than the heroic but still predominantly ‘barbarian’ Aryans, it 
is reasonable to surmise that he would have had to accommodate himself to the 
Dasyus’ own ritual practices associated with those purposes. In our view the ari’s 
occasional friendly relations with the Dasyus explain both his lesser enthusiasm for the 
cult of the Aryan god of war as well as the considerably more frequent opposition of 
the protagonists of that cult to him. 

However, we must note that that opposition to the ari has another dimension. He is 
one from whom something is to be won and is therefore depicted in the role of a 
‘defendant’ in contests. And just as the competing sūris operate with cult support, so 
does the defending ari, who depends on the services sometimes of a Dasyu, but by no 
means always so. For clearly the ari is represented as being ritually strengthened in 
various ways: by yātu magic (4.4 and 7.21 discussed above), and also by priests of an 
undefined type. Such e.g. is the case at 8.1.4: 

The vipaścits’ conjuring-word / and those of the ari’s men / 
compete, O generous one! ... //384 

The vipaścit of course is here the sūri’s supporter, while the ari’s supporters are simply 
                                                             
383 yó bráhmaṇe sumatím āyájāte / vá̄jasya sātaú paramásya rāyáḥ / s�́̄kṣanta manyúm maghávāno aryá 

/ urú kṣáyāya cakrire sudhá̄tu //  7.60.11. 
384 ví tartūryante maghavan vipaścíto / aryó vípo jánānām /  8.1.4ab. 
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called his men. But at times it looks as if the ari’s priests too were vipaścits, as one can 
see from 8.65.9: 

All the vipaścits of the ari / overlook, and swiftly come! / 
To us give lofty fame! //385 

It would appear that this request calls on Indra to ‘overlook’ all other vipaścits, 
including the ari’s, although the text is not quite explicit on that point here. In any 
case, why overlook? 

(5) 

This brings us to a very interesting aspect of the events which were the background for 
these statements. Let us go into the evidence itself. 

Subdue with song / the ari’s song, O vipras! / And do retain, 
O Singer, / Indra at (our) libation // (10.42.1)386 

So the success of “our song” ensures that Indra is ‘retained’ on our side, that none will 
win but us. It is pertinent to reflect on the particular significance of the notion of 
‘retaining Indra’ that we see in such a context. 

There are several statements in the RV which indicate that the occasion they refer to 
was one of competition — with many priests and many yajamānas participating. This 
is particularly significant, because it shows that we have here to visualize a scene of 
competing sūris rather than of several priests competing for one patron’s favour. This is 
very clearly brought out in RV 2.18, where stanza 3, after referring to the singer’s act of 
magically causing the car of Indra to be harnessed that he may visit the ritual scene, goes 
on to make the following statement: “May not the other yajamānas halt you (attract 
you to their rites) — for there are many vipras here!”387  

After thus signifying that the atmosphere is one of many priests and many patrons, the 
hymn alludes to the fact that Indra has been (on that occasion) invoked competitively 
at many a place. That these many places are close to each other (forming a complex of 
competitive rites all seeking the attention of Indra) is what appears to us to be the 
meaning of here (: atra) in stanza 3 of the hymn. 

                                                             
385 víśvāṁ aryó vipaścító / ’ti khyas tú̄yam á̄ gahi / asmé dhehi śrávo br̥ hát //  8.65.9. 
386 vācá̄ viprās tarata vá̄cam aryó / ní rāmaya jaritaḥ sóma índram  10.42.1ab. 
387 mó ṣú tvá̄m átra bahávo hí víprā / ní rīraman yájamānāso anyé //  2.18.3cd. 
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With this clear delineation of the situation in mind, we may consider other such 
references as the following: 

3.35.5: May not the other yajamānas hold up your bay horses!388 

1.131.2: In all the Soma pressings, they of impetuous spirit urge you singly and urge you in 
common, each for himself, hoping to win the sun.389 

5.75.2: Come, O Aśvins, passing all (other libations) (so that) I may win!390 

7.69.6: Come to our libations today. They invoke you two at many a place. May not the 
other devotees of gods hold you up, O Aśvins!391 

8.5.16: Competitively do singers invoke you two at many a place!392 

10.160.1: May not the other yajamānas halt you, O Indra; for you are these (Soma 
draughts) pressed out.393 

Further light on the role of priests in these ceremonial occasions is thrown by the hymn 
RV 6.45 in which the expression hitam dhanam (“the prize that is set” i.e. offered as 
stakes) occurs 5 times.394 The statement “with your aid, spur on our car!” (stz. 14)395 
suggests that chariot racing formed one of the features of the event, as also does stanza 
12: “With songs and with fast steeds we shall win the (other) horses swift, and winnings 
that (to us) bring fame, and with you, O Indra, the prize that is set”.396 In stanzas 28-29 
occurs the important phrase “the competition of eulogists”: “These songs reach you at 
every (Soma) pressing ... in the competition of eulogists who by trophies seek the gain 
of quickening wealth”.397 

                                                             
388 má̄ te hárī ... ní rīraman yájamānāso anyé /  3.35.5ab. 
389 víśveṣu hí tvā sávaneṣu tuñjáte / samānám ékaṃ vŕ̥ ṣamaṇyavaḥ pŕ̥ thak / svàḥ saniṣyávaḥ pŕ̥ thak / 

1.131.2abc. 
390 atyá̄yātam aśvinā tiró víśvā aháṃ sánā /  5.75.2ab. 
391 asmá̄kam adyá sávanópa yātam / purutrá̄ hí vām matíbhir hávante / má̄ vām anyé ní yaman 

devayántaḥ //  7.69.6bcd. 
392 purutrá̄ cid dhí vāṃ narā / vihváyante manīṣíṇaḥ /  8.5.16ab. 
393 índra má̄ tvā yájamānāso anyé / ní rīraman túbhyam imé sutá̄saḥ //  10.160.1cd. 
394 6.45.2c, 11b, 12c, 13b, 15c. 
395 ta ūtír ... / táyā no hinuhī rátham //  6.45.14. 
396 dhībhír árvadbhir árvato / vá̄jāṁ indra śravá̄yyān / tváyā jeṣma hitáṃ dhánam //  6.45.12. 
397 imá̄ u tvā suté-sute nákṣante ... gíraḥ / ... // stotr̥̄ ṇá̄ṃ vívāci / vá̄jebhir vājayatá̄m //  6.45.28-29. 
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The word for competition here, vivāc- clearly suggests ‘speaking from many sides’, a 
competition where many invoke the gods to their own rites. 

Essentially similar to vivāc of this context are the words vihava (calling from many 
sides) in 3.8.10 and r̥ ṣiṇām śrava eṣa (the fame-seeking of the r̥ ṣis) in 5.66.5. And in each 
of these instances too, we have other indications that it was not just a priestly 
competition but a twofold activity — of princes as well as of priests. 

The significant phrases of each of these hymns (6.45, 3.8 and 5.66) can be tabulated as 
follows: 

 PRIESTLY ACTIVITY PRINCELY ACTIVITY 

6.45 Competition of eulogists “with steeds... let us win the 
prize that is set”. 

3.8 Competitive invocation with 
other priests 

Martial contests398 

5.66 r̥ ṣis’ seeking of fame The speeding of cars399 
 

This twofold activity is well summed up at 8.19.10: 

For whose ritual you rise high (O Agni), / he gains success, commanding men. / With fast 
steeds is he the winner, / with singers (skilled in song). / The prize he wins with heroic 
men.//400 

The basis of the competition of priests must naturally have been the fact that, as in 
war,401 so in these ritualized contests too the princes were supported by their respective 
priests. To the latter it would be a case of which one among them would succeed in 
winning over the gods. “With whose devotions are you pleased?”, asks 5.74.3402 and the 
hymn goes on to say: “Who among many mortal men this day has won gain to himself, 

                                                             
398 Cf vāghádbhir ... vihavé ... and pr̥ taná̄jyeṣu  3.8.10c,d 
399 Cf. śravaeṣá ŕ̥ ṣīṇām  5.66.5b and éṣe ráthānām  5.66.3a. 
400 yásya tvám ūrdhvó adhvará̄ya tíṣṭhasi / kṣayádvīraḥ sá sādhate /só árvadbhiḥ sánitā sá vipanyúbhiḥ 

/ sá śú̄raiḥ sánitā kr̥ tám //  8.19.10. 
401 On the role of magical rites in war, cf. AV 8.8. in its ritualistic setting: see Lanman’s notes added to 

Whitney Atharva Veda, 8.8. 
402 kásya bráhmāṇi raṇyathaḥ  5.74.3. 
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what bard ... with sacrifice?”403 

According to the Vedic view, there is hardly any distinction between the objectives of 
wars and contests and those of the cult as expressed in the ritual. Thus at 7.19.4 the 
occasion in which Indra kills a multitude of foes is called the devavīti, normally a term 
for the sacrifice.404 It would seem that from one point of view, ritual was a 
continuation of Indra’s celestial war. The two constitute two aspects of the mighty 
activity of gaining vāja (vājasāti). There can be no question of separating this activity 
from the ritual. Says 4.20.2: 

The exuberant one, generous wielder of the bolt,  
shall stand, favouring, beside this sacrifice, 
(this rite) of ours, where vāja we gain.405 

But the winning of vāja was not only through war. It was also eminently attainable 
through other similar contests linked to the sacrifice. One may here refer to the many 
R̥gvedic references to (race-) cars and swift horses as seekers of vāja etc. and to men 
who invoke Indra, god of martial triumph, in war as well as in peace. Thus, for 
example, 

Men seeking vāja call on Indra, both they that dwell in peace and they that fight. 
(4.25.8)406 

These martial contests for gaining vāja must have had an enormous cultural 
significance to the Aryans of Vedic India. They would have provided the motive for 
the younger men to master the ‘arts of war’ and for the priests the skills of word and 
ritual act. They also appear to be the forerunners of the famous learned disputes of the 
Brahmaṇas of later times. 

(6) 

We discussed above the R̥gvedic allusions that seem to depict the ari as ritually allied, 
in some situations, with Dasyu and yātu cults. 

                                                             
403 kó vām adyá purūṇá̄m / á̄ vavne mártyānām / kó vípro ... yajñaír ...  5.74.7. 
404 See n. 238 above. 
405 tíṣṭhāti vajr�́̄ maghávā virapś�́̄ / ’máṃ yajñám ánu no vá̄jasātau  4.20.2cd. 
406 índraṃ kṣiyánta utá yúdhyamānā / índraṃ náro vājayánto havante //  4.25.8cd. On this see the 

author’s article, “Yoga and Kṣema, The Significance of their Usage in the R̥gveda”, Vidyodaya 
Journal of Arts, Science and Letters, 1/2 (July 1968), pp. 185 ff. 
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The sūris of course are never represented as tainted with the guilt of such associations. 
As we found above, they are depicted in the image of the god Indra. 

One of the extreme positions of Vedic Indraism was its anti-asuric posture. It would be 
interesting, in view of this, to find out the evidence, if any, of the ari references in 
regard to asurism. 

One of the surest cases of an ari that is associable with asurism is found in RV 1.126. 
The identification is easy because the gift that is won by the priest, Kakṣīvant, is 
described in one of the stanzas of this hymn as “cows that nourished the ari”407 
(1.126.5). Gifts obtained by Kakṣīvant are also mentioned in stanza 2 and are there 
described as “the cattle that belonged to the asura”.408 Clearly, ari and asura here refer 
to the original possessor of what was donated. 

Two other princes in the RV are referred to by the word asura. These are Rāma, 
mentioned at 10.93.14409 and Tryaruṇa, the Pūru prince who is alluded to in RV 
5.27.410 Interestingly enough, both of them are linked (as associates and / or relations) 
with others who are, elsewhere in the RV, indicated by the designation ari. We are here 
referring to Pr̥thi Venya of RV 10.148.3 and Trasadasyu of 4.38.2. We have briefly 
discussed these allusions at the end of chapter II above. 

It would then seem that where the word asura is applied to human potentates in the 
RV, these men can clearly be associated with the designation ari as well. And what is of 
further interest is the fact that in 2 of these instances, we have some evidence of the r̥ ṣis’ 
unfavourable disposition to their forbears. This evidence too was discussed in chapter 
II above. 

Incidentally, a matter that cannot be overlooked in view of this ari - asura association 
in the RV, is the explicit reference to the Pūrus as asura-rakṣas in the Śatapatha 
Brāhmaṇa.411 

The fact that Svanaya and Tryaruṇa (and also Trasadasyu) are not themselves depicted 
as opposed to the Vedism of the r̥ ṣis does not affect that to which we are calling 

                                                             
407 arídhāyaso gá̄ḥ  1.126.5b. 
408 ásurasya gónāṃ  1.126.2c. 
409 prá rāmé vocam ásure  10.93.14b. 
410 See n. 108 above. 
411  Śatapatha Br. 6.8.1.14. 
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attention at this point, namely, that in each of the instances mentioned, which also 
happen to be the only ones of their kind in the RV, it is an ari that has been also called 
an asura. The other evidence in regard to these individual princes, found in the 
references under consideration, seems to us to reflect certain developments in Vedic 
society which are also explicatory of the other aspect of the ari problem to which we 
must now turn our attention. 

VIII. The ‘Functional’ Aspect of the ari - sūri  Distinction 
(1) 

It was the position adopted by us throughout that the hero of the Vedic r̥ ṣis is the one 
whom they call the sūri. The sūri is not only the valiant prince; the usage also seems to 
imply that the heroes favoured the Vedic priests by accepting the guidance that the 
priests offered.412 (It is possible that there is a solitary exception in 1.176.4; but, if that is 
so, it is certainly an exception that proves the rule).413 

Often the sūri contends against an owner of wealth, of cattle, in order to win riches and 
fame. And often the RV calls such an owner of cows and wealth an ari. Although the 
ari is frequently regarded with disfavour for reasons that are tribal-political and 
cultural, it would be misleading to think that in every context ari means a tribal 
opponent. In many instances the distinction seems to be functional in that a rich 
cattle-owning chief would most likely be the one whose wealth became an attraction to 
fame seeking heroes of every type. 

Even this appears to us to be only a part of the explanation. The evidence appears to 
indicate that often the contests were merely part of the tribal life. The cattle owning 
chief in other words is often an institutor of contests at which sūris may compete and, 
by sheer show of strength, obtain the prizes set. The ari and the sūris need not for that 
reason be regarded as implacable foes. It may well be that in some instances the sūris 
were close relations of the ari himself, competing for the prizes in the context of a 

                                                             
412 Cf. 6.25.7; 4.50.7-9; Also see Ch.V (1) above. 
413 ásunvantaṃ samaṃ jahi / dūṇá̄śaṃ yó ná te máyaḥ / asmábhyam asya védanaṃ / daddhí sūríś cid 

ohate //  1.176.4. Geldner translates: “Jeden der nicht Soma auspreßt, erschlage, den unzugänglichen, 
der nicht deine Freude ist! Gib uns sein Besitztum! Er rühmt sich sogar ein nobler Herr zu sein” and 
notes thereunder: “Ironisch gesagt”. 
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customary tribal institution. 

If the ari often seems to be cast in this role (of rich man whose wealth was the object of 
contests), essentially it may prove nothing more than that he is very much a part of the 
early Aryan tribal life. That is to say, it means neither (i) that every institutor of such 
contests and events should be called an ari, if he was not for other reasons so-called 
(and of this we cannot be 100% sure), nor (ii) that in every case the ari is portrayed as a 
cultural opponent. The cultural distinction, which in fact we took much pains to 
emphasize, is independent of the functional distinction. As a tribal chief the ari appears 
as the institutor of festivals and competitive contests and there faces one kind of 
‘opposition’; he faces another kind of opposition as a chief who (on occasion?) was 
lukewarm in his adherence to a militant or violent aspect of the yajña religious system.  

In any attempt to elucidate the meaning of R̥gvedic ari, one would have to offer a 
cogent explanation of the varied allusions to winning wealth from the ari. Part of that 
explanation, in our attempt to clarify the meaning of the word, is that the ari’s power 
was sought to be crushed on grounds that were clearly cultural and tribal-political. The 
other part is that he was cast in the role of a defender of wealth — as probably any 
tribal chief would be — in the position of one who instituted contests where others 
sought to win, by a show of strength, the prize he staked (“the wealth that is set”). 

It is not always easy to gain a clear idea of the nature of the early Vedic tribal contests 
and of the ritualistic atmosphere which they seem invariably to be shrouded in. 
Fortunately however a glimpse into some aspects of these festivals (of which the 
contests seem to have formed a part) can be obtained through the dānastutis which 
appear (usually) at the end of some R̥gvedic hymns. 

While in some dānastutis we have reference made to the ari, in others this is not the 
case. Indeed, it need not be the case, as pointed out above. 

Broadly speaking the dānastutis are of two kinds: those that refer to rewards won by 
purohita priests for services rendered in war and foray, and those that speak of rewards 
received at the end of competitive ritualistic ceremonies or festivals. 

We have the first kind of dānastutis in RV 6.27, 6.47 and 7.18. 

The other variety of dānastutis is far more complex in nature, particularly where they 
mention several donors in the same hymn. (There is of course a simpler type such as 
e.g. 1.126 which refers to Svanaya Bhāvya’s gifts to the singer Kakṣīvant). 
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(2) 

As an example of the more complex dānastutis we may take RV 5.27. This hymn deals 
with the gifts received by a priest from king Tryaruṇa of the Pūru tribe, and from 
another prince, Aśvamedha. It is the latter whom the singer calls “my sūri”; he is thus 
the actual patron of the author of the hymn, and this is further proved by the fact that 
it is for him that the benediction at the end of the hymn is sung. 

The contents of the hymn, verse by verse, are as follows: 

(1) Tryaruṇa has distinguished himself by means of tens of thousands of (gifts). He, the 
asura, has presented the singer a pair of oxen with wagon(s). 

(2) Agni should grant protection to Tryaruṇa who rewards the singer with 120 oxen and 2 
bay horses. 

(3) (Tryaruṇa, descendant of) Trasadasyu, with a pair of yoked horses, expresses his 
approval of the singer’s many songs, showing his desire for Agni’s favour for the 9th time 
for the newest (song). 

(4) Tryaruṇa will say to the singer’s patron Aśvamedha that he should give the treasure 
(won) to him who “goes to the win” by means of his song, to the man who follows the r̥ ta 
(i.e. the singer). 

(5) (Tryaruṇa) whose 100 dappled bulls enrapture the singer, (coming as) the gifts of 
Aśvamedha. 

(6) May Indra and Agni maintain royal power in Aśvamedha, giver of a 100 (bulls).414 

This brings us directly to the question of the gifts that were donated to the priest. That 
both Tryaruṇa and Aśvamedha gave gifts is clear, but exactly how is the question. 

Let us analyse the references to the gifts found in the above statements. 

Stz. 1 says T. gave a pair of bulls and (wagons). (The reference to thousands may be a 
general statement praising T.’s customary generousness). 

Stz. 2 refers to a gift of T. of 120 bulls and 2 bay horses. 
                                                             
414 RV 5. 27 : (1) ánasvantā ... māmahe ... ásuro ... daśábhiḥ sahásrair ... tryàruṇaś ciketa // (2) yó ... śatá̄ 

ca viṃśatíṃ ca gónāṃ / hárī ca yuktá̄ ... dádāti / agne yácha tryàruṇāya śárma // (3) ... te agne 
sumatíṃ cakānó náviṣṭhāya navamáṃ trasádasyuḥ / ... me gíras ... pūrv�́̄r yukténābhí tryàruṇo gr̥ ṇá̄ti 
// (4) yó ma íti pravócaty áśvamedhāya sūráye / dádad r̥ cá̄ saníṃ yaté dádan medhá̄m r̥ tāyaté // (5) 
yásya mā paruṣá̄ḥ śatám uddharṣáyanty ukṣáṇaḥ / áśvamedhasya dá̄nāḥ ... // (6) índrāgnī śatadá̄vny 
áśvamedhe ... / kṣatráṃ dhārayatam ... 
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Stz. 3 repeats that T. showed his pleasure with the gift of a pair (of bulls). 

Stz. 5 refers to a gift of a 100 bulls as Aśvamedha’s gifts. 

Stz. 6 again calls A. a “giver of a 100”. 

If we now study the contents of the hymn as summarized above it would appear that 
stz. 2 refers to two gifts and stanzas 3 and 5 repeat the reference separately for each gift; 
but in stz. 5 the poet speaks of the first gift in the round number 100 rather than in the 
numerically accurate 120.415 

But what specific reason induces one to think that the reference to 100 in stz. 5 is the 
same as the reference to 120 in stz. 2? Essentially it is the presence of the relative 
pronoun yasya (genetive case) at the beginning of stz. 5, which connects the gift with 
Tryaruṇa mentioned in the previous verses. In this way it appears that the gift of the 
100 is associated with both Tryaruṇa and Aśvamedha. 

Thus interpreted, all the gifts mentioned in 5.27 are those ultimately issuing from the 
possessions of Tryaruṇa. What then was the role of Aśvamedha? 

We may here think of the dānastuti in 6.47. Here the gifts of the sūris (i.e. Divōdasa 
and others) are described as śāmbaraṃ vasu or Śambara’s wealth, i. e. what was 
originally Śambara’s.416 It seems to us that in exactly the same way the gift that 
Aśvamedha gives to his priest is here described as (what was originally) Tryaruṇa’s: 
which means that Aśvamedha won these in a contest as prizes offered by Tryaruṇa. 
Such an assumption seems to us to make sense of  

(i) Aśvamedha alone being called “my sūri”, and shown the favour of the final 
benediction, and 

(ii) The exhortation (to Aśvamedha) “let him give” which Tryaruṇa is shown 
here as proclaiming.417 

Furthermore, such an assumption also (iii) guarantees the unity of the hymn 

                                                             
415 Cf. RV 8.6 where stz. 46 refers to the gifts as 100 and 1000; stz. 47 refers to them again as 300 and 

10000. See n. 441. 
416 dívodāsād atithigvásya rá̄dhaḥ / śāmbaráṃ vásu práty agrabhīṣma  6.47.22cd. 
417 Cf. Geldner’s translation of 5.27.4: “Der meinem Lohnherrn Aśvamedha also sagen möge, er solle 

dem, der mit Versen auf Verdienst ausgeht, schenken; er solle dem, der die Dichtergabe richtig 
gebraucht, schenken.” 
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(which by other interpretations it would seem to lack). 

And what then of the priest’s role in this event? That is explained by stz. 4: he is the 
one who “reaches victory by means of the ritual song”. In other words, he gave the 
ritual support to the contesting prince, like purohiti service to a war-chief. 

We feel it safe to assume that Aśvamedha wins a gift of a hundred and donates it to his 
priest on account of such clear descriptions of the sūri’s vrata as the following: the royal 
victor, true to his vrata, “takes the booty in order to donate (it)” (1.180.6)418; 
“Possessors of good horses (go) forth for booty that they may give gifts” (5.65.3).419 

5.27 thus seems to speak of the contestant’s donation of his winnings and also of the 
institutor’s own additional gifts to the priest in appreciation of his many successful 
songs. Stanzas 1 and 3 seem to refer to this extra gift while stanzas 2, 4, 5 and 6 indicate 
Aśvamedha’s winning of prizes offered by Tryaruṇa at a contest and Tryaruṇa’s 
approval of the donation of these to the sūri’s priest. 

(3) 

RV 5.27 does not use the word ari, although we know from the genealogical evidence 
on the Pūrus (of whom he was one), that he is a descendant of one who was called an 
ari. The absence of the word is immaterial to us at this point, because what we wish to 
gain from this hymn is an idea of the different kinds of participants in R̥gvedic 
ritual-competitive ceremonies, and most centrally of the winning of wealth from the 
institutor and donating it to one’s priest. When we add the information that this hymn 
seems to provide us with to what we have already learned from such hymns as 7.21 and 
5.42, it appears that we may visualize a ritual competitive event in which four kinds of 
participants probably had a part to play: 

A B 
1 Institutor 3 Competing princes 

2 His ritual supporters 4 Their ritual supporters 
 
                                                             
418 1.180.6: See n. 278 above. 
419 sváśvāsaḥ ... vá̄jāṁ abhí prá dāváne  5.65.3cd, which Geldner translates: “Die Besitzer guter Rosse 

(gehen) ... auf Siegeswinne aus, um sie zu verschenken” adding the note: “Die Besitzer der guten 
Rosse sind die Opferherren. Sie mögen durch ihre Rosse Beute oder Siegespreise gewinnen und 
damit die Sänger honorieren”. 
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And it appears that in many instances it is the institutor that is called the ari, but never 
any of the contestants. 

It seems to us that all four parties are mentioned in the long dānastuti hymn 1.122. 
Geldner says that the actual background of the dānastuti is unfortunately not easy to 
visualize. This is indeed the case unless we are able to visualize the alignment of the 
persons involved. Geldner’s translation of the hymn is generally reliable, except where 
he has made a confusion as to this alignment. And it seems to be the case that the 
rendering of the hymn makes much better sense when changes are made in 
consideration of this alignment. 

We take it that the institutor of the ritual ceremony in this hymn is the one who is 
referred to as Nahuṣ in stanzas 8, 10, and 11 and as ari in stanza 14. In each instance the 
reference to him is in the fifth case. Thus,  

we shall win (wealth) from Nahuṣ (8);420 

(the sūri is) stronger than Nahuṣ (10);421 

(Ādityas), come to the sūri’s call from Nahuṣ (11);422  

(Goddesses of Dawn), come to (our) chants from the ari (14).423 

The institutor’s priest, who by the nature of the event appears as the rival of the 
singers, seems to be the one who is described in stanza 9 as “the treacherous man... who 
prepares Soma (as thin) as water” and who is also contrasted with the ‘truthful’ 
practitioner “who has success with his offerings”.424 

As for the sūris, they are mentioned several times and in the following way, beginning 
with several references in the singular: 

Stz. 8: this great giver; the person who is a donor to the Pajras; the sūri (who will give) me 

                                                             
420 sanema náhuṣaḥ  1.122.8b. 
421 náhuṣaḥ śárdhastaraḥ  1.122.10ab. 
422 gmántā náhuṣo hávaṃ sūréḥ  1.122.11a. 
423 1.122.14 : See n. 295 above. 
424 jánaḥ ... abhidhrúg apó ná ... sunóti (1.122.9 ab), in contrast to á̄pa yád īṃ hótrābhir r̥ tá̄vā (9d). 

Geldner renders these as follows: “Der unredliche Mann, der hinterlistig den Soma wie Wasser 
bereitet”, “... während der rechttuende mit seinen Opfern Erfolg hat”. 
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(gifts) rich in horses and cars.425 

Stz 10: stronger than the strong Nahuṣ; (ritually) strengthened by (the cult’s) miraculous 
power. His fame is sung among men. Strong of movement, he goes, a man liberal with 
gifts, in every contest ever the hero.426 

(This patron is not mentioned by name.) 

Stz 11: Nabhoju Nirava, (whose) gift is (given) with magnanimity for glory’s sake, to (the 
priest), the owner of the car.427 

The sūri however is not alone. Four others make up his ‘troop’ (śardha) and they are 
next mentioned, along with the sūri himself. 

Stz 12 (ab): (Here is he), the hero whose troop we shall form. 
(cd): (The princes), among whom may splendour and munificence remain!428 In contests 
may they all win the prize! 

Stz. 13: Will Iṣṭāśva, Iṣṭaraśmi, (and) these victorious lords shower distinction upon (their) 
men?429 

Stz. 15: Maśarśāra and Āyavasa, the triumphant prince430. 

The priests are throughout referred to as speakers in this hymn and the consistent use 
of the first person when giving their words is an aid to the proper rendering of the 
verses. The priests and the sūris are together referred to in the 14th stanza in the 
traditional way: “(May the dawns rejoice) in both (these groups of men) that are 
ours!”431 

                                                             
425 asyá ... máhimaghasya (rá̄dhaḥ); ... yáḥ pajrébhyo vājínīvān áśvāvato rathíno máhyaṃ sūríḥ  1.122.8. 
426 sá vrá̄dhato náhuṣo dáṃsujūtaḥ / śárdhastaro nará̄ṃ gūrtáśravāḥ / vísr̥ ṣṭarātir yāti bāḷhasŕ̥ tvā / 

víśvāsu pr̥ tsú sádam íc chú̄raḥ //  1.122.10. 
427 nabhojúvo yán niravásya rá̄dhaḥ / práśastaye mahiná̄ ráthavate //  1.122.11cd. 
428 etáṃ śárdhaṃ dhāma yásya sūréḥ (12ab); dyumná̄ni yéṣu vasútātī rārán / víśve sanvantu prabhr̥ théṣu 

vá̄jam // (12cd). Geldner’s translation is as follows: “Ein Patron, dessen bekannte (Marut)schar wir 
bilden wollen” and “bei denen Glanz und Freigebigkeit gem weilen möge, sie alle sollen bei den 
Untemehmungen Gewinn davontragen”. We differ with him in dropping the “(Marut-)” element, 
i.e., rejecting the image of Indra and the Marut troop in ab, and in rendering prabhr̥ tha in d as 
contest (comparable with bhara). 

429 kím iṣṭá̄śva iṣṭáraśmir etá / īśāná̄sas táruṣa r̥ ñjate nŕ̥̄ n //  1.122.13cd. 
430 maśarśá̄rasya ... rá̄jña á̄yavasasya jiṣṇóḥ /  1.122.15ab (Genitive case to refer to their gifts). 
431 (usrá̄ś cākantu) ubháyeṣv asmé  1.122.14d. 
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(4) 

We said above that in some instances the sūris may be close relations of the ari himself. 
It appears that this was exactly the case in the situation depicted in RV 5.33, which again 
is a dānastuti hymn. 

In 5.33 the word ari occurs (or, the words ari / arya occur) three times. A hymn of this 
kind should be a good testing ground of any hypothesis which seeks to explain the 
meaning of R̥gvedic ari. 

Like in other hymns where the “competitive ritual ceremony” is the background, here 
too the four types of persons are referred to: ari, his priests; sūris and their priests. But, 
and this is the interesting point, the (chief) sūri is one who elsewhere has been called an 
ari i.e., Trasadasyu (who in 4.38 is referred to as ari and in 8.19 as an arya).432 It seems 
likely that one among the sūris too is called an arya in this hymn (as Trasadasyu is at 
8.19.36).... 

What could arya mean as distinct from ari? Obviously, arya as a derivative from ari 
must mean “pertaining to an ari” or, “descended from an ari” e.g. a son of an ari. 

Now let us examine the different allusions in 5.33. 

The ari and his priests:  Stz. 2 Advance, subdue the ari’s men433. 
Stz. 6: I will praise the gift of the (sūri who is) liberal, above 
the ari.434 

The competing princes 
and their priests:   

Stz. 5: We (priests) and these heroic men who have formed 
into your host, O Indra435 

 Stz. 6: See above. 
Stz. 7: Eulogizing minstrels... and they who even give the skin 
...436 

                                                             
432 RV 4.38.2d and 8.19.36c. 
433 See n. 91 above (: 5.33.2). 
434 See n. 92 above (: 5.33.6). 
435 See n. 90 above (: 5.33.5ab). 
436 gr̥ ṇatáḥ ... kārú̄n / ... utá tvácaṃ dádataḥ  5.33.7bc (skin a reference to “das bei der Somabereitung 

verwendete Fell” — Geldner). 
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Stz. 8: (The gifts of) Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa Girikṣit, 
the sūri ...437 
Stz. 9: (The gifts of) Marutāśva Vidatha... Cyavatāna, the 
arya ...438 
Stz. 10: Gifts of Dhvanya Lakṣmanya... Saṃvaraṇa, the r̥ ṣi 
...439 

It seems to us that what this hymn refers to is a tribal event during the youth of 
Trasadasyu, when he, while not yet in control of the Pūrus’ tribal destinies, appears at 
the ritual festival of a related tribe to win treasures from the ari along with other similar 
princes whose names are mentioned in the hymn. 

(5) 

“Princes appearing at an ari’s contest”... This would seem to be taking a lot of things 
for granted. What evidence is there to support such an assumption? 

First of all we have the evidence of 4.20.3: 

“Through you, O Wielder of the vajra, would we, like a successful gambler, the ari’s 
contest win, for gain of wealth.”440 

The word for contest here is āji, which in itself could mean a battle or a war. But that 
sense is hardly applicable here. What sense would it make to take āji as war here, with 
the word ari in the genetive case? The foe’s war? That would be an unusual way to 
refer to a war, even for the RV Saṃhitā. On the other hand the usage reminds us of 
“the āji of Yama” (1.116.2), of Khela (1.126.15) and of Vivasvat (9.66.8)441 — in all of 
which a contest, a competition, a festival with stakes offered for contenders to win by a 
show of valour or strength would be what is meant by āji. 

It is obviously in the same way that the ari’s āji is referred to at 4.20.3 and possibly also 
at 4.24.8 (see above, Ch. VI). 

                                                             
437 paurukutsyásya sūrés trasádasyoḥ ... gairikṣitásya  5.33.8. 
438 mārutá̄śvasya ... vidáthasya (rātaú); cyávatānaḥ ... aryáḥ ...  5.33.9 (see also n. 93 above). 
439 dhvanyàsya ... lakṣmaṇyàsya ... ; saṃváraṇasya ŕ̥ ṣeḥ  5.33.10. 
440 See n. 371 above (: 4.20.3). 
441 In each of these contexts Geldner uses Wettkampf to translate ājí. RV 1.176.5 has á̄vo yásya 

dvibárhasḥ ... ājá̄v índrasyendo which Geldner translates: “Du Saft halfst im Kampfe dem 
doppeltstarken Indra ...” 
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Next, what evidence is there to assume that the contestants were guests, or at least that 
some of them were guests? 

The coming of guest princes with their priests to ritual feasts is referred to at several 
places in the RV, e.g. in 8.19 and 8.74 both of which contain dānastutis. 

At 8.19.32 the Sobhari priests proclaim their position as guests in the following words: 
“To him have we come … to (Agni), Trasadasyu’s imperial prince.442” Trasadasyu, 
associated with ari at 4.38.2, is here called “the most generous arya, the lord of the 
(ritual) house. His gift is 500 maidens”,443 while the actual patrons of the singer, who 
seem to be alluded to in stanza 37 as Prayiyu and Vayiyu present him “thrice seventy 
cows” with a “dusky horse” at their head.444 The hymn makes reference to fast horses, 
and winning of great wealth through ritual song and devotion to gods. The whole 
atmosphere in it bespeaks a great Soma festival. 

At 8.74.4 the priest says: “To the Anus’ ritual fire we have come, before whose face 
Śrutarvan, son of R̥kṣa, gains prosperity”.445 The priests’ sūri however is mentioned in 
the concluding dānastuti verses. He is Śaviṣṭha whose fast steeds carry the singer 
(home) in a beautiful car. “A greater giver of horses than Śaviṣṭha there is none.”446 

In the dānastuti hymn 8.6, stanzas 46 and 47 allude to the reward of a hundred (horses) 
from Tirindira (which stz. 47 steps up to 300) and 1000 (cows) from Parśu (which stz. 
47 steps up to 10 thousand).447 These are styled “the Yādva gifts”.448 However, merely 
because of this we may not conclude that Tirindira and Parśu were Yadu princes. On 
the other hand, the concluding stanza definitely refers to the Yadu chief who instituted 
the festival. “Up unto the skies did the chief exalt with renown the Yādva folk, giving 4 

                                                             
442 tám á̄ganma sóbharayaḥ ... samrá̄jaṃ trá̄sadasyavam  8.19.32. 
443 ádān me paurukutsyáḥ pañcāśátaṃ trasádasyur vadhú̄nām / máṃhiṣṭho aryáḥ sátpatiḥ //  8.19.36. 

See also n. 94 above. 
444 utá me prayíyor vayíyoḥ ... tisr̥̄ ṇá̄ṃ saptatīná̄ṃ / śyāváḥ praṇetá̄ bhuvad ...  8.19.37. 
445 á̄ganma ... agním á̄navam / yásya śrutárvā br̥ hánn / ārkṣó ánīka édhate //  8.74.4. 
446 ném ... aśvadá̄taraḥ śáviṣṭhād asti  8.74.15cd. In the previous stanza Saviṣṭha’s gift is referred to as 

follows: má̄ṃ catvá̄ra āśávaḥ / śáviṣṭhasya dravitnávaḥ / suráthāso abhí práyo / vákṣan váyo ná 
túgryam // 

447 tr�́̄ṇi śatá̄ny árvatāṃ / sahásrā dáśa gónām / dadúḥ ...  8.6.47. 
448  śatám aháṃ tiríndire / sahásram párśāv á̄ dade / rá̄dhāṃsi yá̄dvānām //  8.6.46. 
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pairs of camels (as gifts to the priests)’’449 — bringing out a situation very similar to 
that depicted in 5.27, 5.33 and 8.19 discussed above, in all of which the singer is rewarded 
by both the institutor and his own sūris. And obviously the chief here, like the satpati 
of 5.27 and 8.19 and the ari of 5.33 and 1.122 must be the institutor of the festival. 

The picture of the gathering of generous princes or bhojas, where one comes ‘invited’ 
while another comes ‘uninvited’ is found in RV 10.107 as well.450 The invited one is 
welcome and, when a generous giver, he is one who “gains eminence”.451 

(6) 

But perhaps more than any of the above, there is a special class of ari references which 
seems to us to indicate that the ari was the chief of competitive ritual ceremonies at 
which the sūris strove to gain riches, attracting the gods away from the rites of the ari. 

Already we have discussed one type of statement in the RV Saṃhitā which urges the 
gods not to be attracted by other (and competing) sacrificers. “May not the other 
yajamānas halt you — for there are many vipras here!” says the song at 2.18.3.452 

But apart from all the yajamānas or sūris is the ari. 

We saw how 8.1.4 refers to the competing conjurations of the ari’s men and of the 
brahmanical priests and how in 1.122 the gods are invited to come away from the ari’s to 
the ritual of the singer. Likewise 8.34.10 asks Indra to “come away from the ari, to 
drink of the Soma sap (with us).”453 

With such references we may compare 4.48.1 which says, according to Geldner’s 
rendering: “Have longing for the sacrificial gifts; (may) the riches, like the hymns, of 
the rival be unlonged for!” but which may perhaps give a better sense if rendered as 
follows: 

Have desire for the sacrificial gifts. The conjurations, not the treasures, of the ari be 
undesired!454 

                                                             
449 úd ānaṭ kakuhó dívam / úṣṭrāñ caturyújo dádat / śrávasā yá̄dvaṃ jánam //  8.6.48. 
450 dákṣiṇāvān prathamó hūtá eti  10.107.5a; bhojá̄ ... yé áhūtāḥ prayánti  9d. 
451 ágram eti  10.107.5b. 
452 See above n. 381 (: 2.18.3). 
453 á̄ yāhy aryá á̄ pári ... sómasya pītáye  8.34.10. For 8.1.4 see n. 378 above ; for 1.122.14 see nn. 417, 425. 
454 vihí hótrā ávītā / vípo ná rá̄yo aryáḥ /  4.48.1. 
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Such stanzas then refer to the ritual of the ari as distinct from that of the sūris. And the 
gods are implored to ignore the ari’s ritual — suggesting that the sūris compete with 
the ari, that both the ari and the sūris seek divine help and that it is the singer’s wish 
that the ari be denied this aid. The cultural distinction which we discussed above 
comes to the surface when it is stated or implied that the ari’s ritual is unworthy, his 
devotion is deficient and/or his priests’ services are substandard. But this distinction is 
not always made, which in itself is a significant thing. 

As corroborative of the above assumptions we consider the references to the ari’s 
libations etc., which the gods are requested to bypass, in order to come to the ritual of 
the singer and his side. These references are RV 3.43.2, 4.29.1, 7.68.2, 8.66.12 and 8.33.14. 

Come hither, past many peoples, (past) the prayers of the ari, to us on your two bay horses 
— for these thoughts forged into lauds call you, eager for your alliance, O Indra! (3.43.2)455 

Come to us, O Indra, being praised, exhilarating yourself, past the many libations of the 
ari! (4.29.1)456  

For you two are the exhilarating drinks set up. Come in time to partake of my sacrificial 
gift, across the (ritual) invocations of the ari! (7.68.2)457 

In you are many longings (sought to be fulfilled). Your aid is invoked by many, O Indra! 
Come past the libations of the ari ..., hear my call! (8.66.12)458 

May (your) bay horses carry you ... hither, past (the Soma-pressing?) of the ari, (and) those 
pressings of others, O Vr̥tra-slayer! (8.33.14)459 

The last stanza is particularly important. It helps us gain an idea of the persons involved 
in these events: 

• The ari with his rites 
• The sūri with his rites  
• Others with their rites 

                                                             
455 á̄ yāhi pūrv�́̄r áti carṣaṇ�́̄r á̄ṁ / aryá āśíṣa úpa no háribhyām / imá̄ hí tvā matáya stómataṣṭā / índra 

hávante sakhyáṃ juṣāṇá̄ḥ //  3.43.2. 
456 á̄ na stutá úpa ... / índra yāhí ... mandasānáḥ / tiráś cid aryáḥ sávanā purú̄ṇi /  4.29.1. 
457 prá vām ándhāṃsi mádyāny asthur / áraṃ gantaṃ havíṣo vītáye me / tiró aryó hávanāni ...  7.68.2. 
458 pūrv�́̄ś cid dhí tvé ... āśáso hávanta indrotáyaḥ / tiráś cid aryáḥ sávaná̄ ... gahi / ... śrudhí me hávam 

8.66.12. 
459 váhantu tvā ... á̄ hárayaḥ ... / tiráś cid aryáṃ sávanāni vr̥ trahann anyéṣāṃ yá̄ ...  3.33.14. 
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In the light of these verses we may understand a saying such as the following: “Subdue 
the ari’s song with song. O vipras! Halt Indra, O singer, at our (libation of) Soma!” 
(10.42.1)460 

It does not seem necessary in such a statement to take “ari’s song” over-literally and see 
in it a reflection of the ari in a priestly role. One might, perhaps, unwittingly misjudge 
the meaning of ari in such a statement and regard that here there is a notion of a rival 
priest, a Konkurrent. This seems to be pretty much out of the question when viewed 
against the background of all the above statements in which the ari is functionally set 
against the sūri, at times with overtones of a cultural distinction, but at times not. 

                                                             
460 See above n. 380 (10.42.1). 
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IX. The ari  as a Devotee of the Brahmanical Cult 
(1) 

In one of the R̥gvedic verses which we discussed above there was this request to Indra: 

All the vipaścits of the ari / overlook, and swiftly come! //461  

Under normal circumstances, a vipaścit would be an erudite Brahmanical priest. But as 
we had the occasion to stress again and again, it is with various kinds of lapses from the 
Brahmanical cult that the ari is frequently associated in the RV Saṃhitā. 

Is there then another kind of ari, who is not represented in the above manner? 

The evidence indeed points in this direction, thus adding to the complexity of our 
problem. 

The three points, related to matters of cult, on which the ari appears to be depicted as a 
deviant can be summed up as follows: 

(i) He is not an enthusiast of the Soma sacrifice (and possibly also of the ritual 
slaughter of cattle). 

(ii) He is not a steady adherent of Indra worship. 
(iii) He is not a loyal supporter of Brahman authority and does not sufficiently 

respect the sanctity of giving them lavish gifts. He occasionally seeks the services 
of men whose fitness to function in a priestly role for an Aryan chief is 
debatable. 

But if an ari employed a vispaścit he could hardly be so decried, at least not on the third 
point above. 

Let us then examine such allusions as the above — what one might call the less normal 
kind of allusions to the ari. 

Let us take RV 1.150.1. Here a singer speaks to Agni:  

“As one who offers much do I address you. The ari, O Agni, is in your refuge, as (in that) 
of a mightly warrior’’.462 

                                                             
461 See n. 379 above (8.65.9). 
462 purú tvā dāśvá̄n voce / ’rír agne táva svid á̄ / todásyeva śaraṇá á̄ mahásya //  1.150.1. 
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The ari’s devotion to Agni that is emphasized here is in itself not surprising; what 
would have been more particularly interesting is a depiction of the aris, loyalty to 
Indra. However the continuation of this theme in the next stanza of the hymn adds a 
special significance to this statement. And we would render that stanza as follows: 

Away (do I go) (from the place) of the rich man who gives not, who goes not forth even to 
invoke (the gods) — the masterless, godless one! (1.150.2)463  

So here the ari as a devotee of gods is a frequenter of sacrifices — which is why his 
priest is able to make frequent offerings to the gods. The singer is pointedly referring to 
this aspect of the ari’s conduct, by suggesting that were he otherwise, he would have 
not served him any more. It seems to us that the singer is trying to draw attention to 
the condition of many another ari in contrast to that of his own chief; for we found 
that in many other contexts the qualities of being niggardly and ‘ungodly’ were exactly 
those suggested of the ari. And “masterless” (anina-) of this context strongly reminds 
us of anindra which we found applied to many whom the r̥ ṣis found fault with. 

Coming to a specific personality, we find the rājan named Svanaya Bhāvya who lived 
by the river Sindhu, is praised in RV 1.126. Stanza 1 says that, wishing for fame, he 
instituted thousands of sava ceremonies464 (no doubt ritual occasions with Soma 
offerings, as Sāyaṇa points out). We found above that the cattle which he is here said to 
have gifted to the r̥ ṣi are described as those that “belonged to the asura” and that “gave 
nourishment to the ari”. It was our view that asura and ari here refer to the same 
person (VII - 6 above), and it is possible that both these words refer to the man called 
the rājan Svanaya Bhāvya in stanza 1 of the hymn. 

And in that case the point that would specially interest us in this contest is that this ari 
is a rich and generous patron of the r̥ ṣi Kakṣīvant, who is the author of the hymn. But 
of course, we cannot be altogether sure of this. 

A clearer instance of a favourable depiction of an ari, is RV 4.38.2 which describes 
Trasadasyu’s war horse Dadhikrā as a gift of Indra and Varuṇa to the Pūru tribe:  

“And you two gods gave them the vāja-winning Dadhikrā, bringer of many gifts, 
gladdener of all the kr̥ ṣtis (Aryan tribes?) the straight moving hawk, breath-spraying, swift, 

                                                             
463 vy àninásya dhanínaḥ / prahoṣé cid áraruṣaḥ / kadá̄ caná prajígato ádevayoḥ //  1.150.2. 
464 yáḥ ... sahásram ámimīta savá̄n ... śráva ichámānaḥ ...  1.126.1cd. 
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— and worthy of the ari’s praise as is a brave prince”.465 

The ari’s commendation of a brave prince seems to us to be an affirmation of the view 
that he institutes competitive rites where strong heroes could distinguish themselves 
and win riches with which they could expand their power466; but it is not everywhere 
that the ari is depicted as acknowledging another’s valour. This reference to so likeable 
an ari after all is to the conduct of a particular chief — perhaps to Trasadasyu himself, 
as we can infer from the characterization of Trasadasyu (in his youth?) as an ari-scion 
at RV 8.19.36. And from the first stanza of 4.38 we learn that he was in the r̥ ṣi’s eye a 
beneficiary of Indra’s and Varuna’s grace.467 

This view of (some of the later?) ari chiefs is echoed in Atharva Veda XX. 127.11: “Indra 
has awakened the bard: ‘Stand up! Go around singing. Glorify me the, powerful. Every 
ari will give you gifts!’”468 

(2) 

If in such instances as those discussed above, we hear of the ari’s loyalty to (or more 
accurately his happy relations with) the Brahmanical system, there are also cases which 
suggest that this was not quite the natural thing to expect of the ari; in other words, 
that his loyalty deserved to be viewed as something exceptional, perhaps even to be 
viewed with suspicion. 

Let us ponder, for example, on the tone of such a statement as 8.1.22 which is 
exceptional insofar as it depicts the ari as offering praises to Indra; “Celebrated by all, 
praised by the ari (as well), to the Soma presser and the singer he gives (gifts).”469 

After saying all, what could be the point in singling out the ari? It is at least an 
allowable guess that this may indicate that it is an exceptional thing for an ari to offer a 
stoma to the god Indra. 

                                                             
465 utá vājínam puruniṣṣídhvānaṃ / dadhikrá̄m u dadathur viśvákr̥ ṣṭim / r̥ jipyáṃ śyenám pruṣitápsum 

āśúṃ // carkŕ̥ tyam aryó nr̥ pátiṃ ná śú̄ram //  4.38.2. 
466 Cf. RV 1.186.3, 8.1.22 above nn. 302, 303. 
467 4.38.1 refers to dātrá̄ ... pú̄rvā which “Trasadasyu showered on the Pūrus” (yá̄ pūrúbhyas trasádasyur 

nitośé) as stemming from Indra and Varuṇa (vāṃ ... sánti). 
468 índraḥ kārúm abūbudhad / úttiṣtha ví carā jánaṃ / máméd ugrásya carkr̥ dhi / sárva ít te pr̥ nād 

aríḥ // AV 20.127.11. 
469 See above n. 303 . (8.1.22). 
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But we feel that it is more than just an allowable guess, when we take into 
consideration an instance such as RV 1.9.10: 

To Indra, the mighty dweller at each (separate) Soma-pressing, ever the ari sings a great 
enthusing-song! 

Here, as to the word even, Sāyaṇa, Geldner and Thieme are all of the same mind. (Cf. 
Sāyaṇa: ic-chabdo 'pi-śabdārthaḥ)470 

Here it does seem that, though the ari is no real alien, though indeed he does 
participate in the worship of Indra at a Soma festival, there still is some lingering 
suspicion. 

And indeed that suspicion is explicitly voiced elsewhere. As, for example at 4.2.12 
(which we referred to above):  

The guileless seers (: the Aṅgiras) directed the Seer (: Agni), setting him down in the 
dwellings of Āyu’. From there these visible (intentions) (of Ayu) you may see by (these 
active hands and) feet; and by the ari’s ways (i.e., conduct), (his) secret (intentions).471 

Similar sentiments no doubt were behind the thought that one finds expressed at 
6.51.2: 

He who knows the three vidathas of these (gods), and (knows also) the birth of gods, he, 
the vipra, (witnesses whatever they do) on this side and on every side. Seeing the straight 
among mortals and the crooked, the Sun-god observes the ways of the ari (too).472 

Or at 1.71.3, which seems to characterize the ari’s prayers to the gods as not genuine but 
dictated by worldly greed:  

They (the Aṅgiras) established the r̥ ta (sacrifice) and set its understanding in motion. 
Thereafter (came) the gain-seeking (calls) of the ari, which (in order to be effective?) needs 
to be carried across (i.e. they are not strong in themselves). The ‘unthirsting’ (invocations) 
of the dexterous (singer) reach the race of gods, strengthening (them) with sweet 
nutriment.473 

                                                             
470 suté-sute nyòkase / br̥ hád br̥ hatá éd aríḥ / índrāya śūṣám arcati //  1.9.10. Cf. F. p.12 “Ihm ... singt 

auch der Fremde ein hohes Einladungslied (?)”. 
471 See n. 133 above (4.2.12). 
472 véda yás tr�́̄ṇi vidáthāny eṣāṃ / devá̄nāṃ jánma sanutár á̄ ca vípraḥ / r̥ jú márteṣu vr̥ jiná̄ ca páśyann 

abhí caṣṭe sú̄ro aryá évān //  6.51.2. 
473 dádhann r̥ táṃ dhanáyann asya dhītím / á̄d íd aryó didhiṣvò víbhr̥ trāḥ / átr̥ ṣyantīr apáso yanty áchā 
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But perhaps the clearest example of this kind of attitude on the part of the r̥ ṣis is to be 
found at 10.39.5: 

Before the tribe your ancient heroic deeds will I narrate, ... that faith this ari may have, O 
Nāsatyas!474 

The singer has, no doubt, in view an ari before whom he performs a sacrifice; but the 
personal and subtly ironical statement he makes about the ari suggests his conviction 
that the latter’s faith is not yet strong enough. Its subtlety renders this verse doubly 
valuable for the understanding of the ari riddle. 

In their entirety then these allusions seem to indicate that in course of time the ari 
chiefs, or perhaps sections of them, found it possible or worthwhile to achieve (or 
perhaps re-gain) a relationship of harmony with the r̥ ṣi-elite. The later Purus seem to be 
the best example for this development. But in other instances the earlier sharp division 
in attitude where cult was concerned seems to have been hard for the r̥ ṣis to forget. 
They continued to regard the ari with suspicion even where he appears as a sacrificer 
among sacrificers. 

                                                                                                                                                                       
/ devá̄ñ jánma práyasā vardháyantīḥ //  1.71.3. 

474  purāṇá̄ vāṃ vīryà̄ prá bravā jáne / ayáṃ nāsatyā śrád arír yáthā dádhat //  10.39.5ad. 
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X. Three Important Contexts 
(1: RV 1.169.6 and 10.28.1) 

Thieme’s interpretation of ari as stranger and as guest appears extremely apt in two 
important stanzas among the many R̥gvedic references that contain this word. These 
are RV 1.169.6 and 10.28.1. Let us examine these contexts. 

In Mitra and Aryaman (p. 75) Thieme discusses the first of these two contexts. The 
verse contains a request to Indra to come to (the aid of) sūris at a time at which the 
antelopes of the Maruts are said to be standing “like the forces of the stranger at a ford 
(which he does not dare to cross, being unfamiliar with the country)”. This is how we 
would have to understand the stanza if we follow Prof. Thieme’s interpretation. 

1.169.6 is located in a hymn the background of which is a martial situation such as a 
raid, a foray or a contest. In the first part of it, which precedes stanza 6, Indra as the god 
of heroic triumph is praised and described with the Maruts as his hosts. The singer 
hopes to gain wealth through his aid (4)475 and their grace (5).476 

At this point the singer actually expects the physical presence of the Maruts, so that 
they may help the sūris. In the second part of the hymn, which follows stanza 6, we are 
told that the footsteps of the Maruts’ antelopes are actually heard — of the Maruts 
who swoop down on the man who prepares to give fight477 (i. e. the man who stands 
on the sūris’ way to victory). 

This location helps us to understand the meaning of the words in stanza 6, which in its 
entirety, we would translate as follows: 

“Come Indra, to (our) heroes who shower gifts. At the terrestrial session (i.e. the sacrifice 
which precedes the contest) direct the strong ones (the Maruts) — then when their 
wide-bottomed antelopes have poised themselves (ready to swoop on adversaries), like the 
manly forces of the ari at the crossing- place.”478 

                                                             
475  tváṃ ... na indra táṃ rayíṃ dāḥ   1.169.4a. 
476  té ṣú ṇo marúto mr̥ ḷayantu   1.169.5c. 
477 marútāṃ śr̥ ṇva āyatá̄m upabdíḥ / yé mártyam pr̥ tanāyántam ... patáyanta ... 1.169.7bcd. 
478 práti prá yāhīndra mīḷhúṣo nŕ̥̄ n / maháḥ pá̄rthive sádane yatasva / ádha yád eṣām pr̥ thubudhná̄sa 

étās / tīrthé ná̄ryáḥ paúṃsyāni tasthúḥ //  1.169.6. 
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What the “crossing place” here signifies we would not wish to comment on except to 
say that it may mean a ford across which one may reach a settlement, or, any similar 
point across which one may reach the booty that was desired to be won. If this was to 
be won from the ari, we see his men depicted here as staying at the crossing point, 
ready to swoop on them who dared to challenge their strength. To meet them without 
fear one wishes the Maruts to come to one’s aid — the Maruts who too stand poised to 
appear, having been earlier invoked at the sacrifice. The sequel to stz. 6, it seems to us, 
justifies this rendering. On deeper reflection it would appear preferable to an 
interpretation that suggests that the antelopes of the Maruts are standing as if afraid to 
cross a ford, like one unaccustomed to the land. 

10.28.1 is the opening verse of a saṃvāda or dialogue hymn. Thieme translates the verse 
as follows: 

(The wife): “Every other guest has come, my own father-in-law, however, has not come: 
he would have eaten (roasted) grains, and he would have drunk Soma; well-fed, he would 
have returned home.”479 

Unfortunately, the narrative of dramatic background of RV 10.28 is obscure and of 
course this is vital to the understanding of the hymn. According to Geldner’s 
interpretation, which is constructed partly with the aid of statements found in various 
early Indian sources, the speakers in this hymn are (i) Indra’s daughter-in-law, the wife 
of Vasukra, (ii) the poet, (iii) Indra himself and (iv) Vasukra. The last named is a son of 
Indra who is his exact physical likeness and who makes use of this to pose as his father. 
In this hymn he is also depicted (according to Geldner) as the host and institutor of the 
sacrifice at which Indra appeals incognito and reveals his identity only when Vasukra’s 
wife laments that he has not turned up for this sacrificial feast. Geldner treats the word 
ari as referring to Vasukra in the role of host-institutor. 

We do not feel entirely satisfied with this identification. It seems to us that Geldner’s 
version of the dramatic background can be accepted because it visualizes somewhat 
correctly the persons involved in the event in which this hymn is grounded. We would 
however regard these persons to be more exactly the following: 

(i)   the host-institutor; 
(ii)   a counterfeit Indra; 
(iii & iv)  Indra and his daughter-in-law; 

                                                             
479 M.A. pp.73-74. 
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(v)  the poet-priest. 

It does not seem to us that the institutor takes part in the dialogue, though it must be 
admitted that it is not possible to be quite definite about this point. 

In any case, the opening verse proclaims, in the words of the daughter-in-law, that all 
the legitimate participants of the ceremony have come, with the exception of the 
father-in-law. In the ensuing dialogue, Indra reveals himself and declares his firm 
alliance with the man who offers him Soma. He hints that some one is posing as Indra. 
Apparently the dialogue goes on to a confrontation of a sort between the true Indra 
and the counterfeit one. The hymn ends with the poet-priest’s declaration that those 
who are not loyal to the cult and do not offer lavish gifts to the priesthood will suffer a 
terrible fate.480 It does seem to us that some of the essential elements of a hymn 
referring to the ari are found here again — namely (a) some sort of mishandling or 
disrespect to the personality of Indra and (b) misobservance of the obligations to 
Brahman priests. Hence it seems to us that, whatever be the exact details of the 
dramatic background, the opening stanza may be translated on the assumption that ari 
here means as elsewhere the owner of wealth, the patriarch or chief who institutes a 
tribal ritual-festival. It may possibly be that in this little dramatic skit an Indra-priest is 
seeking to impress that the ari’s Indra is not the real Indra at all, that the latter favours 
the Soma-offerers and not those who disavow the practices of the Brahmanical 
sacrifice. 

But even if these ‘details’ regarding the background be wholly off the mark, the stanza 
seems to us to be best translated as follows: 

Every one else (has come). The ari has come. (But) my father-in-law (only) has not come. 
(If he came) he would have eaten (roasted) grains and would have drunk Soma and gone 
back home well-fed.481 

If víśvo hy ànyó arír in this stanza were taken as one unit and translated as “every other 
ari”, it would mean that there were many aris present at this ritual ceremony. It is 
difficult to find any parallel for such a depiction. Ari is noticeably a word used in the 
singular number, because almost invariably the RV refers only to one ari at a given 

                                                             
480 Cf. “A crocodile will drag away the leg from them that resist (the rewarding of) Brahmans with 

victuals”: tébhyo godhá̄ ayáthaṃ karṣad etád / yé brahmáṇaḥ pratip�́̄yanty ánnaiḥ //  10.28.11. 
481 víśvo hy ànyó arír ājagá̄ma / máméd áha śváśuro ná̄ jagāma / jakṣīyá̄d dhāná̄ utá sómam papīyāt / 

svà̄śitaḥ púnar ástaṃ jagāyāt //  10.28.1. 
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locus. (A plural sense may possibly be detected at 8.51.9ab, if the lines are translated as: 
“every Ārya who is a treasure-guarding ari” and AV 20.127.11:“every ari will give you 
gifts” In both instances ari is singular in form, but certainly there is an implied plural 
sense. But in neither is there the suggestion that more than one ari is present in a given 
locus. In later Vedic literature, however, the suggestion of many aris at one place may 
be found, as for example at Śatapatha Br. 3.2.1.23-24: he’lavo for he’rayaḥ. But this usage 
reflects the change of tribal life with which the old meaning of ari became obscured 
and was replaced by the generalized sense of foe.) 

“Every one (has come) and the ari has come”. The ari is singled out here for special 
mention because he is a very special ‘functionary’ in this kind of ritual setting. We 
should think that in this dramatic skit eloquent gestures on the narrator’s part would 
have made up for the missing words “has come”. 

(2: RV 10.27.8) 

The third context we should like briefly to comment on is RV 10.27.8. The hymn 10.27 
seems to be one of the most important hymns for the understanding of the meaning of 
ari, but again most unfortunately the background of the hymn is hard to visualize. 

With all due respect, we must confess that Thieme’s translation here is scarcely 
enlightening. He renders the stanza as follows: 

“The cows let loose ate the stranger’s barley ... The calls of the stranger came from all sides. 
How long will the lord of the property find pleasure in them (= will he tolerate them)?”482 

We would very tentatively suggest a different translation: 

The ari’s cows, let loose, have eaten the barley. I saw them, moving about with the 
herdsman. The ari’s calls (or, invocations) came from all sides. How long will the owner of 
the property (the cows) find pleasure in them (= be able to save them from being captured 
or killed)?483 

This would agree with the usual association of the ari with ownership of cattle and 
wealth. But the point which bothers us here is, who then is the owner of the barley? 
And from whom is there a threat to the cows? 

                                                             
482 M.A., p.75. 
483 gá̄vo yávam práyutā aryó akṣan / tá̄ apaśyaṃ sahágopāś cárantīḥ / hávā íd aryó abhítaḥ sám āyan / 

kíyad āsu svápatiś chandayāte //  10.27.8. 
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It is not so hard to find the answer to the second question. Further on in the hymn, the 
poet refers to a strange fact:  

“I saw from afar, the grāma (horde) that was borne without wheels, by its inherent 
strength ...”484 

Obviously the reference is to the Maruts who no doubt herald the appearance of Indra 
on the scene — which means that Indra was coming to lend his martial support to his 
worshippers out on a foray. It is for their sake the hymn is sung. (Interestingly, the 
Bharata hordes in RV 3.33, Indra-inspired, were also called a grāma, and what is more, a 
grāma that was out to plunder cattle: gavyan grāmaḥ.) 

So it would seem that the ari’s cows are threatened by foraying fighters that sought 
Indra’s aid, and the Maruts’! The cows of the ari feeding on the barley then may not be 
taken as an implied explanation of the threat to the cows. Rather the lines portray the 
quiet peace of the scene at the ari’s place just before the attacking hordes appear. We 
have no reason to assume that the cows were doing some kind of damage to the owner 
of the property. After all, the reference may be to cows feeding on barley stalks? And 
ari (line a) then, being = svapati (line d), would be carrying much the same significance 
as dhanasvāmin, the sense that Mahīdhara gives to its derivative arya in the Yajurveda 
Saṃhitā.485  

One would ask, is the ari here portrayed both as a cattle-raiser and as an agriculturist? If 
that is indeed the case, it would explain many of the peculiarities associated with the ari 
tangle. 

One is emboldened to suggest that this (the ari in some contexts being depicted as 
someone associated with agricultural practices) is not altogether unlikely. At least four 
other instances there are that lend some slight support to such a view. 

The first two are found in. the RV itself. 

We find, in that rather unusual and unorthodox hymn 10.34, an interesting saying 
attributed to the arya Savitr̥ (it would appear that the aryas liked to refer to the gods 
with this epithet, which probably fitted any princely being as much as any person that 
belonged to a prince). The saying is the following: 

                                                             
484 ápaśyaṃ grá̄maṃ váhamānam ārá̄d / acakráyā svadháyā vártamānam /  10.27.19ab. 
485 On V.S. 33.82. 
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“Play not with dice but till the field. Take pleasure in property and hold (it as a thing of) 
much value.486 

Value a life of frugality and work in the fields, rather than nomadic wandering, forays 
and lavish contests and feasts: for the RV indeed a very unusual message. 

It must however be admitted that we cannot be sure about how much importance is to 
be attached to the use of arya in this context. 

The other from the RV is 10.42, in which the r̥ ṣi’s party of rājans (rá̄jabhiḥ ... asmá̄kena 
vr̥ jánena: 10cd) hopes to win treasures (dhánāni: 10c) of cattle and barley (yávamad 
gómad: 7c góbhih ... yávena: 10a) in a raid or contest in which the opponent, or the 
offerer of stakes is indicated as the ari (cf. l.c.: “with song subdue the ari’s song!”). The 
ari then should have been the possessor not only of cattle but also of grains. 

The third instance we referred to comes from the Atharva Veda, where the mantra 
8.10.24 has for a long time been rightly regarded as indicating the adoption of 
agriculture by Pr̥thi Venya,487 whom, as we have discussed above, the RV represents as 
an ari. 

The fourth instance is from the Yajur Veda. Here in reference to the scene where the 
queen cohabits with the horse in the aśvamedha ceremony, the word arya occurs in the 
dialogue between the kṣattr̥  and the pālāgali. These verses are to the following effect: 

1. When the deer eats the corn (the owner of the field) does not pay heed to (the fact that) 
the animal has grown fat (by feeding on his corn) (this is no cause for satisfaction to him). 
When the śūdra woman is the arya’s mistress, he (the śūdra) does not wish (by means of 
that) to obtain wealth (for him) to thrive on. 

2. When the deer eats the corn, (the owner of the field) does not regard the fattened 
(animal) as (something of) great (value). When the śūdra becomes a paramour to the arya 
lady, (the arya) does not approve of the ‘nourishment’ (the fertilization?). 

(Vājasaneyi Saṃhitā, 23.30-31).488 

                                                             
486 akṣaír má̄ dīvyaḥ kr̥ ṣím ít kr̥ ṣasva / vitté ramasva bahú mányamānaḥ /  10.34.13ab. 
487 “Pr̥thi, Pr̥thī ... a semi-mythical personage who is mentioned ... as the the inventor of agriculture”: 

Vedic Index, under Pr̥thī. Cf. AV 8.10.24: ... tá̄m (= pr̥ thivīm) pr̥ ́ thī vainyò ’dhok, tá̄ṃ kr̥ ṣíṃ ca 
sasyáṃ cādhok; te kr̥ ṣíṃ ca sasyáṃ ca manuṣyà̄ úpa jīvanti ... 

488 yádd hariṇó yávam atti / ná puṣtáṃ paśú mányate / śūdrá̄ yád áryajārā / ná póṣāya dhanāyati // 
yadd hariṇó yávam atti / ná puṣṭám bahú mányate / śūdró yád áryāyai jāró / ná póṣam ánumanyate 
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What can we make of such references? 

Two facts at least seem to be beyond dispute: one, that aryas or wealth-owning Aryan 
tribesmen possessed agricultural land; two, that they and their families were in close 
contact with men and women of the śūdra class — who were of non-Aryan extraction 
and most probably the same as the Dasyus of the R̥gveda period. 

This important context helps us then to surmise that ari families of the Vedic age were 
resorting to agricultural practices, and also in this process they were entering into such 
close association with non-Aryan agriculturists that not only males of arya stock but 
also females could enter into extra-marital relations with these persons of śūdra 
extraction: which probably explains their tolerance and even observance of Dasyu cult 
practices hinted at in some of the RV references which we discussed above. 

                                                                                                                                                                       
// V.S. 23.30-31. 
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XI. The ari’s  Social Position 
(1) 

We have been assuming throughout that ari stands for a chief, a kind of tribal 
patriarch. A word must be said about this assumption before we close our discussion. 

In the first place we must emphasize that the ari of the RV cannot be just an ordinary 
man. He is distinctly a “holder of wealth” and also of power, as we have already seen. 
(See VII - 3, above). 

Then we have the significant evidence of the use of ari, arya, su-ari, a-kavāri to refer to 
such gods as Mitra-Varuṇa (they are the aris, the asuras of the gods — 7.65.2), Varuṇa 
(7.86.7), Viṣṇu (7.100.5), Agni (4.1.7), Apām Napāt (2.35.2), Uṣas (aryā 1.123.1 5.75.7), 
Savitar (10.34.13) and even Indra (qualified as “the noble” ari 1.61.9; “the not-ignoble” 
ari: 3.47.5, 6.19.11) — impossible if ari were lacking in connotations of power.489 

Noting the r̥ ṣi’s fury at seeing the ari such as they were, we should think that it must 
have been their tacit assumption that the condition of the aris they saw was a travesty 
of an ideal. The ideal of course was that such a chief as the ari with the wealth and 
power at his command should be a splendid example for all to follow. And it would 
seem that it was these suppressed connotations of respect and fear and authority that 
enabled the application of the word to describe the gods. 

In the usage of ari in the RV we can also detect connotations of elderliness (which we 
assume would be appropriate for a patriarch-like chief), of splendour reduced by age 
(which would show up the contrasting vigour of youth of the sūris whom the r̥ ṣis often 
preferred to the treasure-guarding aris). 
                                                             
489 tá̄ hí devá̄nām ásurā tá̄v aryá̄  7.65.2a; ácetayad acíto devó aryaḥ  7.86.7c; prá tát te ... ná̄māryáḥ 

śaṃsāmi  7.100.5ab; śúciḥ śukró aryó rórucānaḥ  4.1.7d; víśvāny aryó bhúvanā jajāna  2.35.2d; kr̥ ṣṇá̄d 
úd asthād aryà̄  1.123.1c; tiráś cid aryayá̄ pári vartír yātam  5.75.7cd; tán me ví caṣṭe savitá̄yám aryáḥ  
10.34.13d; svará̄ḷ índro ... svaríḥ  1.61.9cd; ákavāri: see n.356 above. 
In relation to ari as a person of position and authority, it is interesting to note the use of aya (a word 
ultimately derived from ari, through ārya) as a title or epithet of royalty among early Aryans in Sri 
Lanka : “In many of the inscriptions ... the sons of kings are referred to with the title aya (Skt. ārya, 
Pali ayya) attached to the name either preceding or following it. Some of these princes with the title 
aya later ascended the throne. The title aya may be compared with ayaputa of the Aśoka edicts.” 
Paranavitana ... p.lxvi. 
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Thus says 2.8.2 of Agni: 

Unageing he brings decay (old age) to the ari, to his devotee gives an excellent lead;490 

and that difficult and complicated verse 5.54.12 declares: 

You Maruts shake down from the sky — whose brilliance the ari has captured not — that 
radiant berry (rain? the thunderbolt?)491 

and 6.13.5 says: 

... You in your might increase the herd’s life-strength, for the languishing ari to benefit, 
and the wolf!492 

In these R̥gvedic instances the connotation of splendour vitiated by age may seem so 
hidden as to be almost undetectable. As against this we would urge that in each of these 
cases it is that very hidden connotation that really gives pointedness to the statement 
the poet makes. 

(The sūri on the other hand is explicitly depicted as a man who is in the prime of his 
youth; the singer even dares to wish that the sūris continue to remain youthful, almost 
in defiance of nature’s laws — as one may see from RV 1.125.7493). 

(2) 

We have upto this point relied almost exclusively on R̥gvedic evidence to support the 
views that were advanced. We feel that sufficient evidence was adduced in this process 
to set up our hypothesis on fairly firm ground. As a matter of fact, this way of setting 
about the task (i.e. limiting the basic research to that text where only the word 
frequently occurs) seems to us to be a better course of action than gathering a vaster 
array of evidence from far-flung and often heterogeneous sources over the whole range 
of Indo-lranian and Indo European dispersal. 

But now that the main structure of our hypothesis can be set up to stand by virtue of 
its own strength, let us also draw a little from sources outside the sphere of the RV 
Saṃhitā. 
                                                             
490 See above n. 318 (2.8.2). 
491 táṃ ná̄kam aryó ágr̥ bhītaśociṣaṃ / rúśat píppalam maruto ví dhūnutha  5.54.12ab. 
492 See Ch. VII - 3 above with n. 376 (6.13.5). 
493 “May not the sūris, who are loyal to the vrata, be weakened by age”: má̄ jāriṣuḥ sūráyaḥ suvratá̄saḥ 

1.125.7b (cf. Geldner: “nicht sollen die pflichtgetreuen Patrone altersschwach werden”). 
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As to the connotation of elderliness, the whole semantic history of the derivatives of ari 
such as arya and ayya, is astonishingly illuminating. Prof Thieme himself has pointed 
out the use of ārya for elder brother in Bhavabhūti, in the Gitā and possibly also in the 
praśasti inscription of Samudragupta at Allahabad.494 (It is interesting to note that the 
Sinhalese word for elder brother is ayyā). 

ārya and its feminine form āryā are also widely used in Indian kinship terminology for 
husband’s wife’s father, husband’s father, wife’s father, husband’s mother and son’s 
wife’s mother etc. etc as Irawathie Karwe has clearly shown.495 

Dravidian derivatives of the word also confirm this basic connotation of elderliness. 
Thus, 

Tamil  accan̠  father 
Malayalam accan  father 
Kota  aj ayn  very old man 
Kannaḍa ajja  grandfather 
Tamil  ayyan̠, aiyan̠ father etc.496 

In Pali ayya and ayyakā are used for grandfather and grandmother respectively,497 and 
the word ariya in general is widely attested as connoting nobility, aristocracy and 
refinement in the highest sense.498 

In classical Sanskrit, ārya predominantly carries the associations of nobility and high 
birth, virtue, delicacy, munificence, righteousness, truthfulness, gratitude, reliability 
and absolute dutifulness.499 

Thus, derivatives of ari seemed to have had connotations of age and respectability, 

                                                             
494 F. p. 100; KZ 79 (1965), p.284. 
495 Karwe, pp 36-37, 88, 103, 145, 197, 241, 248, 236, 284 (aja, ayya, āī, aji, aja, ājā, ājī, ajja, ajjā, ayyā, 

ajji, ajje, ajjiā, ayyake). Note her observations on pp. 108, 166, 167, 205, ai, aiyan ..used for any 
elderly relation or an unrelated but respected person ... derived from the Skt ārya". 

496 DED, 2nd ed., Entries 50, 196. 
497 Karwe, pp. 88f. (items 2,4,9,11) and PTSD s.vv. & Turner, s.v. ārya. 
498 Cf. e.g., such usages as ariya-aṭṭhaṅgika magga, ariyapuggala, ariyo tuṇhībhāvo, ariyapariyesana etc. 

etc. 
499 Cf. : kulaṃ śīlaṃ dayā dānaṃ / dharmaḥ satyaṃ kr̥ tajñatā / adroha iti yeṣv etat / tān āryān 

saṃpracakṣate //, quoted in Jagaddhara’s Commentary on Mālatīmādhava, Kale. 
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geographically as well as chronologically throughout the Indian scene. 

(3) 

But what could have been the actual sphere of authority of the ari? It is obvious from 
the word’s connotations of power and wealth and its application to refer to the gods, 
that the ari’s sphere of authority was something greater than the household. He could 
not have been a gr̥ hapati pure and simple. And since viśpati is attested in the RV as a 
distinct term for the chief of the viś it does not seem to be likely that the ari’s sphere of 
authority was the unit known as the viś. 

What then remains? 

The RV does not enumerate the different units of the Vedic social set-up anywhere in a 
clear-cut way. But the evidence from the Avesta seems to be suggestive and may even 
prove to be useful. 

The Avestic evidence is summed up by Benveniste. To quote that evidence (as 
presented by Thieme, with terminological modifications): 

In the nmāna, the house, there lives the xvaētu, the family; 
in the vīs, the settlement, ... vərəzāna, the clan / community; 
in the zantu, the territory of the tribe, there lives the airiiaman, the hospitality: those with 
whom one is connected by hospitality;  
in the dahyu, the country, the widest area, there live the sāstāro, the rulers.500 

First, a word on the above statement: 

nmāna (house) : xvaētu (family) 
vīs (settlement) : vərəzāna (clan) 
zantu (territory of tribe) : airiiaman (those connected by hospitality)  
dahyu (country) : sāstāro (rulers) 

It does seem to us that the third step in this scheme is a little awry. We would like to 
ask: Is it not more sensible to think of that step as follows: 

In the zantu (territory of tribe) lives airiiaman (the tribe, i.e., those connected by the tribal 
relationship). 

In any case, this scheme visualizes a stage of territorially settled communities — which 
                                                             
500 M.A. pp. 79-80 referring to Benveniste, J.A. 221(1932), pp.124-9. 
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does not exactly fit with the picture of R̥gvedic India. But yet the corresponding 
elements are all there: 

1. gr̥ ha 
2. viś / vr̥ jana 
3. jantu / aryaman 
4. dasyu 

Let us reflect a little bit about the third step. A clear sense of the word jantu in the RV 
is ‘offspring’ as in the following instances: 

5.19.3: śvaitreyasya jantavaḥ : the offspring of Śvaitreya. 

9.67.13 : vāco jantuḥ kavīnām: the offspring of the poets’ word 

10.48.1: māṃ havante pitaraṃ na jantavaḥ: they call on my aid as offspring call their 
father. 

Cognate with jana and jāti, the word jantu certainly suggests “the community of those 
related by kinship”. That jana carried such a sense is of course obvious from such 
usages as pañca janāḥ (the five jana-s). We may legitimately conjecture that the related 
word jantu also carried this sense. 

The bracketing of zantu with airiiaman in the Iranian scheme reminds us of the 
ari-jana / jantu juxtaposition in several RV passages, i.e., 1.81.9, 5.33.2, 8.14 (ari / jana) 
and 7.21.5 (ari / jantu).501 

Besides, if we take the word aryaman as a derivative ultimately from ari, as we have to, 
then aryaman would have the following senses: 

(a) community connected to oneself through the ari 
(b) the quality or character proper for an ari. 

(And of course aryaman the god would be the deity representing the qualities proper 
for the chief — which ideally must include hospitality, the basic sense in Thieme’s 
scheme of ideas.) 

Let us reflect further on the scheme 

gr̥ ha - viś - jantu - dasyu. 

                                                             
501 1.81.9, 5.33.2, 8.1.4, 7.21.5: See above nn. 317, 91, 378 and 337 respectively. 
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In the R̥gvedic situation, this might well signify 

1. the members of the family unit 
2. the members of the clan or settlement 
3. the members of the jana or tribe — as offspring of a common kind 
4. the outsiders.  

Taking into account the relationship drawn by the above Iranian scheme between the 
zantu and the airiiaman, it seems to us that a similar R̥gvedic scheme would represent 
the ‘units’ and their ‘authorities’ in the following way: 

1. gr̥ ha  : gr̥ hapati 
2. viś  : viśpati 
3. jantu / jana : ari   and 
4. the dasyu, the outsiders or the non-Aryans, i.e., those who do not belong to any of the 
Aryan jana-s. 

We may even go a bit further. Frequently, the RV jana seems to be also called kr̥ ṣti, as 
evident, e.g., from the widespread interchangeability of pan̄ca janāḥ with pan̄ca 
kr̥ ṣtayaḥ. And remarkably enough, the relationship of kr̥ ṣti with ari is also distinctly 
attested at 1.4.6 which we referred to above. (See nn. 16 and 116.) 

Still another fact there is which makes us think that the ari must have been the chief of 
a jana or a tribal unit in the RV period. 

We have seen above how closely the ari is associated with the notion of the ownership 
of wealth (Ch. VII.3) of which the main element to the Vedic Aryan was constituted by 
cattle. It is interesting to note how this information helps us gauge the significance of 
statements such as the following three verses of RV 8.21 (which speak of the 
accomplishments desired by the sūri’s party): 

With you, our ally, would we O steed,  
stand up in speech against the “puffing” one  
in the saṃstha of the cattle-rich tribe. 
No rich man will you ever find  
fit to ally with: they with surā sharp,  
scoff at you — but when you  
the cry of war do raise, and  
to confrontation (the fighters) bring,  
then like a father are you invoked! 
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From thine gift, O giver of cows 
may we not stray away ... 
the ari’s (treasures), even the firmly-held,  
take in your sweep and hither bring,  
for yours are gifts not to be negated.502 

Here too it seems to us, the ari is portrayed as the chief of a cattle-rich tribe, again at 
odds with the r̥ ṣi — and hence depicted as haughty, wealthy, not given to the Soma cult 
and to the proper adoration of Indra. He seeks to withhold the gifts to priests, contrary 
to the practice of Indra-worshippers. When we read these verses in their relation to one 
another and in the light of what is so often said about the ari’s attitudes, it becomes 
clear that the ‘puffing’ or haughty man of the rich tribe in stanza 11 is the same one who 
is styled ari in stanza 16. 

If we now for a moment assume the ari is a tribal chief, we instantly gain an insight 
into the true significance of the usage of gopā (“guardian of cattle”) for ‘chief’ in the 
RV Saṃhitā. Let us take a line as the following from RV 3.43.5: 

Or will he make me the gopā of the jana?503 

Or the following from 5.11.1: 

As the jana’s gopā has he been born (referring to Agni).504 

Or the following from 9.35.5: 

Soma, the jana’s “lord of cattle” (gopati-).505 

in each of which gopā (or the equivalent gopati-) stands for leader / chief. And in these, 
it seems to us, we have the image, howsoever faint, of the tribal chief as the holder of 
cattle. Another echo of such a usage we could find in RV 10.27.8, where, we found 
above (Ch. X - 2), ari appears equated to sva-pati, lord of property (— and here we 
must again remember that to the RV Aryans property almost always meant cattle).506 

                                                             
502 tváyā ha svid yujá̄ vayám / práti śvasántaṃ vr̥ ṣabha bruvīmahi / saṃsthé jánasya gómataḥ //  8.21.11; 

(For stz. 14, see n. 141 above) má̄ te godatra nír arāma rá̄dhasa / índra má̄ te gr̥ hāmahi / dr̥ ḷhá̄ cid 
aryáḥ prá mr̥ śābhy á̄ bhara / ná te dāmá̄na ādábhe //  8.21.16. 

503 kuvín mā gopá̄ṃ kárase jánasya /  3.43.5a. 
504 jánasya gopá̄ ajaniṣṭa já̄gr̥ viḥ /  5.11.1a. 
505 sómaṃ jánasya gópatim /  9.35.5c. 
506 There is also a reference to gopati in the famed dialogue between Saramā and the Paṇis. Here, the 
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The position thus seems to be that the ari was the elderly tribal chief or patriarch and 
the tribe’s cattle, its traditional wealth, were in his charge. Distinct from him were the 
youthful militant leaders, the sūri-s, and in the RV period we see these men emerging 
as a new force to reckon with, fostering Aryan expansion, taking the lead in 
vanquishing Dasyu power. It was from among these sūri-s that the rājan-s were chosen, 
and to all appearances, the rājan was a supra-tribal institution. 

It seems to us that this position explains that curious fact to which Schlerath refers in 
his monograph on kingship in the RV and Atharva Veda period, namely that these 
Saṃhitās do not seem to use the term gopā as an epithet for the king, a fact over which 
Schlerath quite rightly expresses surprise,507 for nothing should be more natural than 
the use of gopā for king among a pastoral-nomadic people as were the Vedic Aryans. 
This is certainly very significant, yet there has been no explanation for it upto now. 
The actual facts seem to be that the traditional tribal chiefs were the ari-s, from whom 
power gradually passed on to the youthful sūri-s who led the Aryans as rājan-s in 
various military encounters. Our position is quite in agreement with the basic thesis of 
Schlerath that in the RV and AV the rājan is depicted as an intermittent or 
discontinuous bearer of glory and power.508  

We would argue that tribal chief whose specific function was to guard the wealth of the 
tribe was the ari, rather than the rājan (a political entity that came into its own in spite 
of tribal resistance?). For the early Aryans, it was obviously not necessary to specify the 
ari as a gopā: the very word probably carried this connotation. What is important to 
realize is that the ari’s wealth was also a symbol of authority in the social set-up of the 
early tribes.509 The supra-tribal office of the rājan arose not specifically to guard the 

                                                                                                                                                                       
spokesman for the Paṇis says, tongue in cheek, “Let Indra come to us; then he will become the gopati 
of our cattle”. Saramā replies, in effect: “You cannot trick him; instead he will trick you.” áthā gávāṃ 
gópatir no bhavāti  10.108.3d. Saramā’s reply: ná̄háṃ táṃ veda dábhyaṃ dábhat sáḥ / 10.108.4a. For 
her to say so, obviously it should have been possible to construe the Paṇi’s words as expressive of a 
tempting offer. 

507 Schlerath, pp.104-105. 
508 Schlerath, pp. 111-112. 
509 Here we may reflect on statements about the manliness, the splendour and the wrath of the ari. That 

the ari was the object of considerable terror is proved by the references to his arāti that brought 
agony to the sūris and r̥ṣis. Especially instructive in this context is 8.48.8: “Will surges forth, and also 
wrath, O Indu! Deliver us not to (that will and wrath) of the ari, as he wishes.” Similar is 7.31.5: 
“Deliver us not to the ari’s insult and malicious speech!” álarti dákṣa utá manyúr indo / má̄ no aryó 
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wealth of the group, but to wield power of a more complex kind. Thus when the ari 
was leader, it was not necessary to call him a gopā, and when the rājan was the leader, it 
was insufficient to call him a gopā. It is even conceivable that the very association with 
the ari made the title gopā too much a term of tribal administration — hence not quite 
appropriate to be used for the supra-tribal rājan. 

It is instructive, while speaking of the likelihood of the ari having been the tribal gopā, 
to reflect on the various epithets of Agni, who represents all the authorities known to 
the Vedic Aryans. In his humblest manifestation, he is the gr̥ hapati, the chief of the 
household. He is also the viśpati, the chief of the settlement. And he bears the title gopā 
too: chief of the herds or guardian of the cattle. (Present-day connotations should not 
mislead us: it must have been a grand function in those times to be the tribe’s keeper of 
cattle.)510 

And, with the rise of kingship, Agni also came to be described as a rājan. 

If the ari was the gopā, and if ari also gave rise to the words arya / ārya, we must at 
least regard that at the stage that these words were formed, the gopā who was the ari 
was the characteristic tribal chief after whom the whole membership of the tribe came 
to be called the ārya-s, which must ultimately be regarded as meaning “those connected 
by the relationship to the ari”. 

In the light of what was said above, we would very tentatively suggest 

that 

(1) gr̥ hapati 
(2) viśpati and   
(3) ari 

are reflected in the RV as an ascending order of early tribal authorities. We would think 
of the ari as the patriarchal chief (or at least as a patriarchal chief) in a jana (= jantu / 
kr̥ ṣti?). And, the community bound by his authority would be (in a usage already 

                                                                                                                                                                       
anukāmám párā dāḥ / 8.48.8 (Geldner’s translation of this stz. is highly misleading, to say the least.); 
7.31.5: see n. 350 above. See also nn. 464, 374, 334, 297, 377, 351, 352 citing 1.169.6, 10.76.2, 4.4.6, 
4.16.19, 7.60.11, 6.48.16, 6.59.8 and 7.83.5 in which reference is made to the ari’s pauṃsya, dyumna, 
nr̥ mṇa, manyu and arāti. 

510 Cf. also 7.18.4c which says of Indra: “Every one told me that you alone are the guardian of cows” : 
tvá̄m ín me gópatiṃ víśva āhá̄. 
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obsolete in the Veda) the aryaman: those connected by the ari-relationship. 

(It is not our intention in this study to go into the details of the semantics of R̥gvedic 
aryaman. We believe the above basic position is of sufficient help to accept Thieme’s 
version of the meaning of aryaman, with the changes that have to be made in the light 
of the difference it signifies.) 

But, as we have pointed out, even within the RV period, we see this tribal order 
collapsing. For it is clear that rājans (= sūris) who are consecrated through the 
brahmanical ritual of investiture with kṣatra, are steadily replacing the ari-s. As is 
obvious, this represents a new social order rising above the tribal one, and, probably 
under the conscious tutorship of the r̥ ṣi-elite. A clear instance of the new set-up is the 
rise of the Pūru Trasadasyu, who is said to have “overspread the five tribes with his 
might,” as 4.38.10 declares.511 The collapse of the old order and the forces that 
precipitated that collapse, are, in our opinion, very largely responsible for the amazing 
obscuration of the sense and significance of R̥gvedic ari. 

In conclusion it must also be stated that perhaps neither the r̥ ṣi-elite nor the RV 
Saṃhītā should be regarded as typical products of the tribal order. It was the r̥ ṣi-elite 
that supported the emergence of the sūri-s to power. The RV is their manual, the 
brahmanic handbook supporting the emerging kṣatric power. The entire message 
seems to be hinted at in RV 10.124:  

“Agni abandons Father Asura and goes over to Indra. Rulership changes hands. The 
waters contemptuously stand apart from the fallen power, as do the people when they 
choose a rājan”.512  

Thus the r̥ ṣi-s were probably not unaware of what was going on, and the significance of 
that they actively encouraged. 

                                                             
511 See n. 86 above. 
512 See 10.124.8 in n. 165 and its translation above. 
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XII. Summary and Hypothesis 
It now remains for us to attempt to visualize the course of events that led to the strange 
assemblage of connotations round the word ari in the RV. 

Our view throughout was that the word indicated a very old tribal institution: the 
patriarchal chief as the custodian / owner of the tribe’s wealth. Both his authority, and 
his primary distinction from the youthful sūri-s, seem to have sprung from this 
position of the ari. 

It appears that one of the main functions of the ari was to institute the tribe’s ritual 
festivals and to offer the stakes for heroic youths (sūri-s) to win by valiant effort. In the 
context of such festivals the ari seems to have been functionally the equivalent of an 
adversary or opponent, since it appears that the offered stakes had to be won by sheer 
force, probably frustrating the resistance that the institutor placed against their 
removal. Our evidence suggests a complex of ritual practices associated with these 
events whose main participants appear to have been the ari and his ritual supporters on 
the one hand and the sūri-s and their ritual supporters on the other. The sociological 
function of such events may be surmised to have been the creation and sustenance of a 
militarily capable stratum of youth within the Aryan tribes. 

We need not assume that ari in the context of these events has necessarily a hostile 
signification. 

But there are other aspects — political and religious-cultural. We have stressed above 
the fact that the picture is complicated by (i) the almost consistent anti-ari attitude 
visible in the pro-Bharata/Sr̥ñjaya hymns, (ii) the cultural distinction drawn between 
the ari and the sūri-s — a distinction that associates the former with an attitude of 
laxity toward Indra worship, the Soma sacrifice and the patronage of Brahmanical r̥ ṣi-s 
and (iii) the occasional positive praise of the ari and the depiction of him as adhering to 
Vedic ritual practices. 

Hence, as we have stressed again and again, the above simple explanation cannot be all 
that is needed to understand the meaning of ari in the RV. 

So we had to carefully take into account the significance of the exuberant growth of 
Indraism in Vedic India on the one hand and the indications of the ari’s association 
with Dasyus and possibly thereby with agricultural rites and practices on the other. 
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One ventures to think that we have here some evidence of an Aryan leadership 
adopting an attitude of progressive realism and trying to settle down to a dialogue with 
earlier dwellers of the land, thus opening the door to a process of varied cultural 
changes embracing both the religious sphere and the economic. 

It appears that some such development deeply distressed the brahmanical r̥ ṣi-elite, and, 
under their influence, the sūri-s, who, in the militancy and exuberance of youth could 
more easily be persuaded toward a policy of destroying the Dasyus than toward one 
that called for a process of learning a new way of life from these people whom the r̥ ṣi-s 
had taught them to despise. It is but natural that such a policy would be most effective 
if it possesed what we would call an ideological, but what in our documents appears as 
a religious, backing. That ideological / religious backing is what we have called 
Indraism. 

As far as we can see, the Bharata-Sr̥ñjayas were foremost among this militant 
anti-Dasyu element, or such militant sentiment originated amongst them. To put it 
another way, the Bharatas seem to have been a group led by r̥ ṣi-s and sūri-s with a 
staunchly Aryan consciousness and a matching ‘Indralike’ spirit, due to some 
peculiarities of their geographical location or historical circumstance. 

Indraism, whose banner the Bharatas held aloft, should then be regarded as either a 
new adaptation of theology to suit a militant ethnic consciousness, or an aspect of 
Vedism which the more militant of the Aryans preferred to identify themselves with 
and raise above the other aspects of Vedic worship. 

The practices of Indraism demanded of the sūri-s a ceaseless slaying of vr̥ tra-s as the 
price of their alliance with the divine vr̥ trahan. It demanded of them also a lavish 
munificence to Brahman priests, in the likeness of the conduct of the celestial 
maghavan himself. In the ritual field it laid great stress on the Soma draught and the 
offerings of cooked meat and roasted grains. 

Neither the violence of Indraism, nor its extravagant munificence (which in practice 
was an euphemism for waste), nor its ritual practices seem to have been attractive to the 
older ari leadership, to whom Indra at best was merely the god of war. This tribal 
leadership appears to us to have been heading toward a settled agricultural life — which 
apparently they could procure only via collaboration with the Dasyus. Thus it appears 
that the r̥ ṣi-s and the ari chiefs were at loggerheads over the supremely important 
question of how to deal with the Dasyus. 
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So the Aryan expansionism which the r̥ ṣi-s desired could be fostered not by fighting the 
Dasyus alone; it also demanded a hostility toward entrenched Aryan authority. In 
other words, circumstances forced the r̥ ṣi-s (or at least those r̥ ṣi-s whose views prevailed 
and are recorded in the documents extant) to encourage a revolutionary role for the 
sūri-s: to struggle against the elderly ari leadership for its reluctance to place the tribal 
wealth at their disposal to destroy Dasyu strength. 

We believe that at this stage the r̥ ṣi-s openly took a stand against asurism. A notion 
such as the one of Agni abandoning “Father Asura” and going over to the side of the 
deva Indra (RV 10.124) should have emboldened the sūri-s to depart from the ways of 
the elderly ari leadership. 

The anti-asura stand must reflect a decisive turning point in Vedic thinking, but one 
for which there must have been a slow gathering of momentum over a considerable 
time. For the asura concept must have been to the Aryans an alien concept of divinity 
which the high priests of early Vedism probably always regarded with suspicion. Thus 
for example it appeared to them to be associated with a differing “technology”: whence 
wheel-turned pottery was indicated as an asura artefact in contrast to handmade 
pottery, which was daivika; and the former was banned in orthodox ritual acts.513 
Inherent in such notions lies an arrogant rejection of a culture which in a more sober 
mood might have been recognized to be superior to Aryan achievement, at least in a 
few given fields. 

So it would seem that the asura concept was regarded as paving the way to economic 
and cultural practices that threatened the position of what was regarded as the genuine 
deva cult, its true practitioners and their accepted way of life. We believe that among 
such practices were agriculture and the settled, frugal life associated therewith. When it 
became clear that to tolerate the asura concept was to bless such cultural compromise, 
                                                             
513 Cf. the observations of S.R. Das in his article “The Mahābhārata and Indian Archaeology” in Sircar, 

Bharata War and Puranic Genealogies, pp.51-85: pp.73 ff.: Discussion of pottery of Rgvedic age — 
Aryans predominantly not users of wheel-turned pottery. In ritual, wooden or leather vessels were 
mostly used (p. 75) “If pottery was ever used, it was certainly handmade. Even today handmade 
pottery only is used in orthodox Brahmanical ritualism ... We learn from the later texts that 
wheelmade pottery is to be associated with the Asuras, and as such cannot be used in the Vedic 
sacrifices ...”. In a footnote, Das refers to a quotation in R. Mitra: Indo Aryans I, p.274: āsureṇa tu 
patreṇa / yatra dadyāt tilodakam / pitaras tatra nāśnanti / daśa varṣāṇi pañca vā // 
kulālacakraghaṭitam/ āsuraṃ mr̥ ṇmayaṃ smr̥ tam / tad eva hastaghaṭitaṃ / sthālyādi daivikaṃ 
bhavet //. 
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the r̥ ṣi-s made an attempt to call a definite halt to its spread. 

Thus the anti-ari stand was radical in so far as Aryan expansionism was concerned, but 
retrogressive from the broader point of view of the assimilation of advanced techniques 
of production and of cultural changes associated therewith. 

It appears that the climax of these developments was the dāśarājña war in which the 
r̥ ṣi-supported Bharatas confronted a “confederacy” of Dasyus and some Aryan groups, 
probably as the final result of a fairly long drawn out series of mutually hostile acts.  

The Bharatas won the battle, but the others apparently won the war. For, strange as it 
may seem, at the end of this event, the glory of being acclaimed in the hymns belongs 
not to Bharata princes, but to those called the Pūrus and Kurus. And culturally, the 
r̥ ṣi-s appear to have survived not by the strength of obstinate orthodoxy, but by virtue 
of accommodation and vision. 

Our interpretation of the relevant references makes us think that after depletion of 
Aryan strength in the internecine fighting of the dāśarājña, the Dasyus for once 
cherished the hope of dealing a death blow to the entire Aryan race in their land, and 
rose even against their erstwhile Aryan supporters in the war. At this supremely critical 
moment, the r̥ ṣi-s seem to have discarded their deep-seated antipathy to the ari-led 
groups. They rose to the occasion and forged Aryan unity in the face of this new Dasyu 
offensive on the basis of Indraism tempered by accommodation with Varuṇa worship, 
presenting the Pūru Trasadasyu (“Terror to the Dasyus”) as the son of Indra (the deva 
par excellence) and Varuṇa (the asuric deity, if ever there was one), consecrating him as 
a supra-tribal rājan holding sway over “the five kr̥ ṣtīs” or janas. By this consecratory 
act, the r̥ ṣi-s seem to have sanctioned a descendant of a tribe that was hostile to the 
Bharatas in a new ritual arrangement that heralded a break with the tribal chieftaincy 
pattern of the early Aryans. It reminds us of the theory of divine concession of power 
to Indra in the face of the threat from Vr̥tra. 

The janas were saved from defeat and they survived as Aryans, but by now they had 
already learned something of the superior non-Aryan economic and cultural practices. 

Thus it appears that with the dāśarājña, tribal, political and cultural- religious practices 
among the Aryans underwent a sweeping change. From now on, the recognized way to 
authority was not tribal elderliness but investiture with kṣatra by brahmanical rites. In 
this way there probably came about the supersession of the ari by the kṣatriyas. To 
begin with, the qualification necessary for a sūri (= rājan) for investiture with kṣatra 
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would have been proven capability in the military field in addition to birth in a family 
of wealth and power.514 

The supersession of the ari by the rājan would not have been sudden. It is likely that at 
first the rājan was granted the authority to command the tribesmen during periods of 
military exigency, with the traditional tribal leadership resuming control in times of 
peace. The researches of Schlerath and also the evidence of the theory of concession of 
kṣatra seem to us to point in this direction. 

In any case the ari would have remained, even after the advent of the kṣatriyas, as 
cattle-owning agricultural chiefs, for a considerable time. And of course some of them 
would have risen to power as kṣatriyas by virtue of their own might and strength. But 
by and large they would have constituted the leadership of a new, wealth-owning 
productive class, the aryas. Eventually, chiefly due to the residue of Brahmanical 
prejudices associated with the concept of ari, the title itself seems to have been replaced 
by that of śreṣṭhin,515 and the productive class known as the vaiśyas. 

It is our belief that the various constituents of the hypothesis outlined above explain 
the ari tangle to a very great extent. They provide a satisfactory explanation of the 
various connotations and associations of the word such as the following: 

(1) the ari as the holder of wealth and sources of nourishment. 

(2) the ari as the power from whom wealth is to be forcibly won by the sūri-s, 

(3) the ari as the opponent of Bharatas and Sr̥ñjayas, 

(4) the ari being associated with trends inimical to Indra and Soma cults, to Brahmanical 
culture and power ; and his being associated with Asurism, and Dasyu and yātu cults, and 

(5) the ari as an occasional happy partner in practices favoured by the r̥ ṣi-s. 

They also explain the reasons for 

(6) the disappearance of the primary and designative meaning of ari and  

(7) the Ārya-Dāsa collusion against the Bharatas in the War of Ten Kings (which hitherto 
remained a baffling phenomenon). 

                                                             
514 One of the words used in the RV for the sūri is sujātá- “nobly-born”. Cf. e.g. 7.1.4c (describing the 

sacrificial altar): yátrā náraḥ samá̄sate sujātá̄ḥ // and 7.1.15 : sujātá̄saḥ pári caranti vīrá̄ḥ //. 
515  But even during the period of the Brāhmaṇa texts śreyas / śreṣṭhin did not exclusively mean “a rich 

Vaiśya” : see Rau, pp.32ff., 73ff. They were also applied to rich Brahmans and kings. 
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Our hypothesis does not also complicate 

(8) the problem of the derivation of the ethnic term ārya from the word ari (indubitable 
from such references as ārīr viṣaḥ — Aryan clans: RV 1.77.3, 1.96.3). 

(On the other hand our hypothesis provides a cogent basis for that derivation). 

And last, but not least, 

(9) Our hypothesis is generally in accord with the indigenous explanations of the meaning 
of ari /arya, offered by Yāska, Pāṇini and Mahīdhara. 

Incidentally, our hypothesis also does not contradict the more valid aspects of Prof. 
Thieme’s researches, notably those associated with the secondary meanings of arya and 
aryaman. 

Conclusion 
We surmise then the development of the senses of ari, arya, ārya, ārī and aryaman to 
have been as follows: 

A.  ari:  tribe’s chief as holder of its wealth and institutor of contests, 
 from whom wealth could be won by valiant effort. 

arya:   chieflike, noble, wealthy. 

ārī / ārya: belonging to an ari, related to an ari, noble; (member) of the 
race whose tribal chiefs were ari-s. 

aryaman: god who epitomizes the ideal qualities of an ari. 

 

B.  ari:  holder of wealth who has grown averse to the Vedic concepts of 
 its utilization and disposal, who has assimilated non-Vedic 
 practices of increasing and hoarding wealth and thus has 
 learned to accept (or tolerate) alien rites and beliefs. 

arya:  master, owner of wealth, vaiśya. 

ari :  unfriendly one, adversary, foe. 

Thus the connotations of ari move from (i) “power to contend with” to (ii) “power to 
contend against”. 
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Appendix I 
The Āyus 

Geldner, in notes to his translation of RV 1.31.5/11 and 1.104.4 suggests that Āyu was the 
word for a prominent Aryan stock as well as its ancestral patriarch, and that it often 
appears to be used with the same significance as the word Ārya. Commenting on 
5.43.14 he says, however, that in this context the Āyus are Aryan priests, as also in 9.15.7, 
etc. etc. 

In 1.31.11 Agni is the prathama āyu: the first āyu. This helps us understand the exact 
significance of Āyu. Agni is the first of priests, and the Āyus are priests. We can see that 
significance in most contexts of the RV where the word occurs. A few examples are: 

1.60.3:  The Āyus, as r̥ tvijs, have enkindled the fire. 

1.117.25: The Āyus have declared the ancient heroic deeds of the Aśvins. 

1.130.6: The Āyus have, “for sake of (gaining your) pleasure, fashioned this 
word for you”. 

1.131.6: The Āyus have distinguished Indra with eulogies (stoma). 

2.20.4: The new Āyu who engages in brahma activity (i.e. specifically 
religious work). (New, as opposed to Agni, who is the first Āyu). 

9.15.7, 57.3, 63.17, 64.23: Āyus purify (strain) Soma. 

It is important to note that in several instances, the authors of hymns refer to 
themselves as Āyus (Cf. e.g., 1.130.6: imá̄ṃ ... vá̄caṃ ... āyávo ... atakṣiṣuḥ; 2.31.7: etá̄ ... 
átakṣann āyávaḥ; 8.3.16: stómebhir maháyanta āyávaḥ priyámedhāso). 

Where the kavyatā of Āyu is referred to, as in 1.96.2, Āyu obviously is regarded as kavi 
which again invites comparison with the priestly epithet of Agni, as in 4.2.12: kavíṃ 
śaśāsuḥ kaváyó 'dabdhāḥ: “the wise ones (the kavis) instructed the kavi, being 
undeceived” or 1.1.5: agnír hótā kavíkratuḥ. 
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Appendix II 
Dāsas and Dasyus 

An examination of the total R̥gvedic evidence on the Dāsas and Dasyus shows that 

(i) the word dāsa can convey an ethnic sense (cf. e.g., such usages as dá̄saṃ várṇam, dá̄sīr 
víśaḥ: 2.11.4, 2.12.4, 4.28.4, 6.25.2 etc.), 

(ii) a dāsa could also be called a dasyu at the same time (cf. e.g., Śuṣṇa at 7.19.2 and 8.6.14, 
Śambara at 4.30.14 and 1.59.6, Pipru at 8.32.2 and 1.51.5), 

(iii) dasyu conveys associations of cult-hostility (cf. the use of such adjectives as avrata, 
aśraddha, akratu, ayajyu, adevayu, akarma, amantu, anyavrata to qualify Dasyus as in 
1.175.3, 4.16.9, 7.6.3, 8.70.11, 10.22.8 etc.) 

(iv) the attested instances link dāsa with concepts of power, authority etc., cf. púro 
dāsápatnīr (3.12.6), dāsápatnīr ... á̄paḥ (1.32.11), ójo dāsásya (8.40.6), dá̄sasya ... vadhám 
(10.102.3) etc. 

If one were to judge from the R̥gvedic evidence alone, one must say that dasyu is the 
term that is used to denote non-Aryans in general, perhaps any one distinguishable 
from the Aryans on account of religious differences; in distinction to that dāsa is a 
word that seems to denote a specific ethnic group that held authority in the area to 
which the Indo-Aryans migrated. 

“The great difference between the Dasyus and the Aryans was their religion ... As 
compared with the Dāsas, they are less distinctively a people ...” (Macdonell and Keith: 
Vedic Index, under Dasyu). 
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